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2JHT ~y rafet 1 1 E present edition of the > is of the Old Testament
»V' JliT**3!* in Hebrew exhibits the reconstructed text on the basis of which
1 our new Version in the Polychrome Ilible has been prepared by
the learned contributors mentioned on the inside page of the
back cover. 5
Departures from the Received Text are indicated by critical
marks: — • (»'. e. V = Versions) designate a reading adopted on
the authority of the Am tent Versions (*. <&-, &c. indicate that the
respective glosses relegated to the foot of the page are omitted
in the Versions, esp. <8. e.g. Num. 15,15 1- — • {i.e. c= conjecture) arc used for 10
Conjectural Emendations; and ;'.<•.! = tipi
,
for changes involving merely a
departure from the Masoretic points {e.g. 36,2), or a different division of the
consonantal text. A pDB I indicates transposition of the Masoretic piDD tylD;
• > are used in cases where the <"ip has been adopted instead of the Tro,
and >• for changes introduced by reason of Parallel Passages. A sin. ill note of 15
exclamation, calls attention to readings deliberately preferred on the strength
of some Heb. manuscripts or early printed editions of good authority. Doubt-
ful Words or Passages are enclosed in notes of interrogation ( 1). Occasionally
two critical marks are combined, e.g. •»,/. e. Deviations from the Received
Text suggested by the Versions as well as by Parallel Passages; or <>,i.e. Depar- 20
tures from the Masoretii points, supported by the Versions, &c. [] calls attention
to transposed passages, the traditional position of the words in the Received Text
being marked by [] while the transposed words are enclosed in []. In addition
to these brackets, [.], braces, }| , and parentheses, ,), are u$ed if there arc two or
three transpositions on the same page. In cases where two or three consecutive 25
words are transposed the traditional sequence is indicated by » 2 s &c. respec-
tively prefixed to the individual words e.g. 3/0,8 Transposition of consonants is
indicated by figures above the respective letter- e.g. 3.40 Passages corrupted
beyond emendation are indicated by ..... while* • point to Liicunir in the
original. Passages printed in smaller type .6, 24 26; 10.35.
.V 1 : 21 , 14''. 15 . I7
b
. 18. 30
2; b 30) represent Quotations {,/. Jud. 14,14. 18; 15.16; Is. 23,16).
The Ancient Versions are n in the Notes under the following
abbreviations:— ill Masoretic Text; <f> l.X.X. £ ° Targum; 3 =» Peshita;
A = Arabic Version; 3 (;'. e. Jerome' Vulgate; •— Ethiopic Version; A — Aquila;
= Theodotion; £= Symmachos. xix denotes the Samaritan recension of the Pen- 35
tatcuch. <BA means Codex Alexandrinus 'A), (8 1- = Lucianic recension (A); <BM =







(f'> = Targum of « takelos: $' « Targum of Pseudo-Jonathan /dSbt.v ci:t
heavy-fai 1 in the left margin of the Notes (1, 2, 3, Sec.) refer
to the chapters, the numbers in ( ) to the verses of the Hebrew text The mark 40
means omit(s) or omitted by, alt. = as an alternative; i°, 2° = first or Si
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• "TIT *
i.» »awi ann 1? insa nyia "rnto ^d lanaa nato •?« m.T
-qt ; »
2 my Va c«n n« iKb* :"i&*6 ansa pun anss 1? ma*n n;a'3 pV)t^'l
tarfyW? nat ^3 maa* iBaea anas rra5 nnnswe 1? to*up ,»i1\|I|pi.
3 Dnfcay? an« npsn 'jhtw sax nxs ba ntyai rua* anb'j; paltv\>jt
4 :«n vnis rva 1? »jn a-\s naa^> a"N a'\s v.t Banai spnai row ^» 5
n aanx n»r ia>N anwari met? n^si '51
6 pwiis p ^trcs^ pyaa^ ni«T» p "ns^s piK-1 1?
S.7 nyix p ^wna na^t?^ :a-tyay p peru jmiri
9 :pn ;a as^s ftiai^
^D1" »J3^ 10
nwrjB p tata} na-in 1? "iirrBy ]a jnsBrtot ansa 1?
1 2- 1
1
ma^ay p -iryns ]t*? imJtu p jra« p'oa'?
H.13 ;^K1J?«> p «JD^K TJ 1? 8p3JJ p 'WJUB "IK'S 1?
16 :an torasn i*bn wi nma« man wbo myn »tw«Tp nto 15
18.17 nnsa iV»npn mjm ^a run '.*nbnn avntxn m pn«i ntfa npi
ma* entry po m»a» nsaaa anas rva 1? anhEtrn "?y <rb*rm \mwi pin 1?
19 :<[na>a n« mrr ms two} ^a nanaa an-ps^i [] :nriVjW> r6yai
3 maa* nsaaa anas jvab anhBa-a 1? an^in baia" nia )3i*n oa vm
21 pim naa 1? amps :N3S axs "73 ntyai rot? entry po *oi *?3 orMpj 1? 20
:ni«D com «j^« 0731x1 na'a'
22 ^0 orfe|^ mat? isaaa Panax rva^ annaa'a'? ann^n ^yea* ^a 1?
23 njnwi pjna» naa^> ennps :«as nx 1* ba ntyai ru» ana-y pa nat
:mttB a*^a'i «)^« a^am
24 rut? nntoy po moc nsaaa an'a« n^a 1? anhsa'D 1? an'i^n 11 *i3b »s
n= nwa t?a»i «j^« B'yansi rwten n: naob annps :«as ssv b ntyai
: D<Btem
26 onby pa nb» iBaoa ana« n^a 1? anhsa'o 1? on'i^n min^ •'ia 1?
27 rfit* a^aci nj;ai« rmrr nao^> annps :«ax ns"1 "?3 n^jjoi njtf
:mN» trtri 30
28 onb>y )ao nba* "isaaa anas n^ab anhsa'a 1? nn'i^n la^b''1 "ja 1?
29 *jto a^cni nya-is na ^ naa 1? annps :«as ns^ "73 rhycn n»
:m«o yaiNi
-«»KM*




2,IO—3,8 -*»•<«* T3103 4*©«*>~ 3
2: nwjr p iis^k pitn "is 1? Kiwi nntos? nan^n pitn nana ?an
ii :m«D warn j]?k n^aim rate <cwigin nasi
13.1a waxi {«wnts )3 bxvbv ]ij/aw 03"? RiMi pyaw naa v?y nainm
:m«o tr^tri tfwi n'Wani njwn nmpsi
ie.i 4 n^yatKi nWnn nrmjjsi ltoxi :?«ijn p «pty» na 03? tffem na neai 5
j^wani mso wwi *pK
1
6
niNo j;m«i «]?k a^wani in«i «)ta nse jaim nana? nnjjen ?3
nyo<i nowi antes? n^Wani
17 ?y t^N flW ]3 utp hmq n'anan "p/e n'i?n nana -ijna ?nt< ynai i
is t*nrrap p yew^K nnsN oa? tcwai n»< nntes? d'IBK nana ?an
19 :ni»o warn tpm nyaiK BrngBI itesi
2i.3 DiTTRDl iSasi msnns p ^aa nwaa »aa? rHmi nwaa naa v?yi , 5
t^nsei *)?« Bttfan now
23.22 ntston nmpsi iSasi i'Jjrpp pptt pop oa? trwai jnoa nnei
jniKe yaiKi *)?« n"W?wi
24 nntes? nsai n"3?K naawi *)?k nt$a nnEK nana? onjjfin ?3
nyD" n^wi 20
26.n3 itesi pway p -lty/nK p oa? irtMi nntes? nabs p nana ?an
JXIWB JD»1 rfrs n*Bfci now Etrij^l
28.27 wmRBi itesi span p ^Wjjae T'«^ trwai -iw\s naa Yhy nohm
:m«e wan •)?« n^e-isi mn 25
^.29 nw?w dtptjjbi itesi :p^ p y-pnts* ^nsa oa? Mew »Vn»a nam
:ni«a jraiw i?k n^Wam
31 m«D wwi *)?« n'Wam nyawi <p« nsa p nana? B*i)jBn ?3
:nrr?an? lyn 11 na^rux?
32 vv nntes? nannn *npB ?a nn'3K ne? torwn 03 nips nhx 30
:n'Wam msa warn rota nWVwi «jta m«n
33 :nWa n« PHiT nis iw«3 b¥F& 03 -jina npcnn n 1? wbm
34 iyna ]3i nn^ai
1
? ian p nwa dn niiT m? nws ^33 ^niw^ 03 lWjn
:wan n«a ^v vnhEwa^ w\s
35
3,2.k sa3 maw n^si :o^n im nWa n« mn nsn nv3 apnx m?inn?Ki
3 nonsn |^n 03 maw n?K nan^Ni niy?K xin^axi 3na i33n pns
4 mrv ob? m? w« D3ipn3 MrpaKi 3ia na^i •.p?'? ht k?b tn n^nwan
:n»T3« ]in« ob ?j? ian\si -itj;?s ins^i nn5 vn n? no3i 0"n i3na3
e.n pnx ob? in« maym "i 1? naa rw nnpn :ibk? nWa ?n mrr n3Ti 40
7 ijna ?n« ob? mj?n ?3 mnwa nxi lmewa nx newi :ins imWi psn
8 "now 03 rnawa nxi ijna wjm »ta ?3 nt< newi :]3wan may m Tzvb
-<*ta-<»w
n«p «ict> 4 (?) nifoi 3j« (•)
13103 WW}*- Ijo—2,9
nnl?y po not? -12003 on'2K n^ onn2t?a'? an^in )^iat •;: 1r #
JDTK1 «p« D'tstoni nyrr ftoi naa
1
? onnpB :«2s kx* b ntyai nit? 31
mm
1DV "12 1? 32
5 Dnry pa nbt? 12002 onia wa^ onr^t?© 1? Dn^in d^bn »aa^
:nixo t?om «|bn ayyvn cnss nao 1? kfbb :n3x nx 1- fa ntyai nit? 33
ont?y pa mow 12002 onis mb onhftrao orii^n nt?ia or 1? 34
: criNoi
•"i^>« n^^i not? nt?ia noo"? DfPTjJB : km kx v fa ntyai nit? n 1?
nit? nnt?y pa net? i2oa2 cnix n'2 1? anhBt?^ cn^in ]a"i2 "12 s? 36
10 :m«D jniNi «jV« o^fa-i ntsten prp naa^> on^po j«as Ktf fa nbyai 37
nit? o>-it?y po net? 12003 onis n^ Dnh2t?o^> oni'pin p 03^> 3s
:n\so y3t?i ijta D'ts*;?: o'l-- p nao 1? onnp2 itcx K3< fa nbyoi 39
nnt?y pa nbt? 12003 onis n^ 1? onh2t?o l? onn^n itfs »»^ o
t?oni ijto D'jn-iKi in« TBfa nae 1? onnp2 :«3X nx v fa ntyai nit? 41
5 :n\xe
ont?y pa nbt? 12002 onix rrab Dnh2t?a l? oni^in ^nsi 'J3«^ 42
y3iw «pn DUtem rne^w ^nsi naa 1? onnp2 :tox nx s fa ntyai nit? 43
:niKD
t?\x t?\x it?y D"it? l?Nit?'' wfeM pn«i nt?b ip2 it?« o^ip2n n^>« 44
20 :rn vnis no^ -in»x naa 1?- mx
kxx< fa ntyoi nit? Dnt?v pa onix n"2^> bxw »aa nips fa vm no
msa t?am d'b^n n«faen *)to nisa t?t? Dnpon ?o vm :^Nit?<3 K3X 46
:rmm
:D3in2 np2nn *6 nnis naa^ nn^m 47
to ot?.xi nsi ip2n k? '1? ,,-ieo n>x 7$ nos? nti-o ?« nin' 1271 49 . 4 s
V73 'yo *?yi niyn ]3t?o *»y o'T?n ns iggn nnwi i^Kit?-1 02 -pn2 xt?n a
]2t;'o'7 2'2Di inniy om v?j ^ n>si pyon n>s iwa'" non ^ it?t< *73 ?yi
itm o'^n in>s iop> pron mn2i p-i^n m>s
a
nnv pt?on yoi2i ;un' 51
30 D'l^ni :0i-i>s3>'7 T?i- Ty c-\st inino ^>y c\s 7xr' '12 um :noy 2ipn 53.52
n« effn not?i ?«it?^ 02 my ^y .yjp ,th' k^i niyn pL-o 1? 2'2D wn'
:nnyn ;ot?o mot?D
nt?y ]o n^o n« mrr m? it?s ^22 ^nt? s 02 *>jn ' 54
35 DniN n^ nh«2 ^n ^y t?\s notib ]ins bm nt?b bx mrr« i2i , i a^.n
:wr nyio fert6 2^20 1110 !»«*wr> «aa nn"
;it?ni rrniT -121 ks^-n onios^ imin nino ^n nn-ito noip norm 3
:mxo ran »)^m 07--" ->'2is onnp2i tk3si ^ivay )2 4
utasi *Tjw p ^>Kini -oajph >i2^> «*ji is-t?-' noo v'ry n"ihm
t° :n', ksa j>a*iw «)^« wtom ny2i ks «Dn• ,":•
ny2t? «n.*TRBl uosi :pn p 2k^n ]^ia» <12^ ^t?n ]^3» nao 1 8.7
:msa j>a"w« q^s n'tram
yym vth* nwn
-i^s o"ibt?i «j^m nso mw nino^ onp2n b 9
:iyo' mt?s-i onkas^ m.xo
5,8—6,15 -<«»««*• "Onta »«>•»*>- 7
5,s na^o «mi* ptsA nin^ acnon BB'sn vto ebsh aierrA to: wttb y» asi
9 onptw tow •:: wp tab nann "?3i :vty a ns?"1 -ics cm$an rs
rrwr i
1
? jnb^ jwj -rs vm v.t 1 1? rang ns iwn inst1 i 1? ptoS
1 2. 1 1 BTW 0*H D,-|?N niBSl 'rSIST 03 5S 12" JIBS'? HB'B 7\S .11,T n3Tl
13 o'ya atyai ym n33B* rWiifr tr\s 33B*i :bya 13 nVyai int?s nab*n 13 5
14 nsap nn vty nnyi jnb'sna s^> urn aa ]"s iy\ nsaaa sni mnaai ntrs
sV sm intra ns vap\ nsap nn vty n3y is nsaa: urn wb»s ns sapi
10 nrsn rn%j> 0^ ni3"lP nN ^ani ln3n ^ inB,N nK !*mn warn irmDBa
nnaa sn nsap nnaa 13 n&b vby jiv 161 JB» vty pSr s^> cnyfe nop
JPJJ m3TD |TCM 10
17.16 bnn ^33 Qv»n> bt> ptsn np?i jmrr ob"? maym pen nns anpm
18 plan Taym jD-cn to jnai ]nan np"1 pB-an ypnpa nrr *w« iBjm )bi
jvorn nnaa ns rrsa *?y ]n:i ntfsn bwi ns ynsi pict ob 1? numn ns
19 nasi pon nns povm ttprmDn anan ^ wr pen T31 nn nsap nnaa
naa *p$n fjarm nnn nsaa n'BB* s 1? asi -<ns- B"s 33B tab as niton to 15
2 -p tr\s pn nsatai fti tjtfm nnn n^Bb* s3 nsi :nton annsan tmsn
21 pen t»ki nto,n nj>3»a rnrttn ns pen pavm :~trs ny^o W33» nx
nbsi pT ns nw nn3 tjisj? ^in3 r^a^i fi^? inis mrr j» purt6
22 "]-]i "7'E-l^l ]B3 m3S6= 1J".J?D3 f^Wl DHl^S! D'OH 1N31 : H315 ^iD3 n«1
2j "d ^n nnm ibd3 ]nsn rhixn n^sn n« 3n3i :p« ;os mrtCT maw 20
24 Dmsan D'an aa 1K21 am^on nnon 'd n« mtan ns np»m Jtnan
ra nw os 1? nmon ns ipam ntopn nnic n« nts'sn n^o jnbn npbi :ono^
26 nnston Topni nni3t« ns nn:t:n ]e inin j'opi :n?tDn V« nns anpm
27 Syom n«0B3 ns n°\-n a^on n« npvm tmon ns ntfttn n« npan insi
nn\m toy nhsi) naoa nnasi ano 1? arisen B"Dn na i«3i ntrs3 bj?a 25
2s :jm njnni nngai sn mhai n^sn nsoaa xb dki :aay 3np3 n^s 1? rnAtn
^.29 nty« tr'N w »nw»3i mi nnn ntf« rre^n "WK nsjpn nnn ns?
f6 nb'j;i mn^ »»^ naF«n ns insym intrx ns sipi nsjp nn vby ^2J,,n
31 uwg ns sb'n snn ntfwm pi;a c\sn npii :ns»n rninn !?3 ns pten
6,2.s us trs DjT?s ninsi 'js-ic'' ^3 ?s 121 noK"? nc'o "?s nirr -i3in 30
3 *i3ty pm )" ytih w laah pa jnin" 1? T«rft ma nna m: 1? s'ps"1 ^ nt?s
4 "a" "?3 jVsm' s 1? B,»3,n a^nb auayi nn»' s^> b"33v mafe !?3i nn^' s 1?
n nyn n»a "na "B'1 V3 ibsw xb it nyi aosnno pvi jsaa ntrj?: ncs ^3B nta
ijrtp yna ^ia nw Bhp mrrt "W n»K ap^n ns'^o ny wtn ^>y nay xb
7.6 inns 1?! vns 1? ids^i V3t6 iss 1 s^> nn Bfaa ^j? mn^ mn ,b > *?3 ntrsi 35
8 :nm^ sn chp r»a ^^ "73 ntrsn by rrtto nn "3 Enb3 an 1? SI^B , s^
9 lmrjB ava it?sn n^ji ma ti'si sbbi asns j?ns3 vby na nia' *ai
' )nan bs ruv *aa »a» is anh vib' S3"1 »a,D»n oral Jian^y yavn ava
11 -ib'so v^y ns3i n^yl? nnsi nsan 1? nns jnan rwjn :nyia bns nns to
12 S'3m nta ^d"1 ns Tvsvh iMm :snn ava ibsi ns a-npi csan "?y san 40
:nta sbb '3 i^E" B^b'snn B'B'ni cb's'? inaB p bras
13 tos< nns3 to j ii3ip8 ns- s'3"1 ma w nsbo ara man mm nsn
1. 1 na nns ntoaai nbyb [\ B*an iniB p firm} ti'33 mn^ ins «> 3npm6 i"rjma»







ta 1? *s$ha,n »aa miy ta rmn raai pn« »b ta jnayi cnb rmr. t»m ta 4.37
: astro ta r,N rvvetr 2 cn'jy umpBl omay tar- dmIvb
span pn« p -ion\s t>3 ametrei nyio towa -ar-an oa nhEtro may nm 2s
5 n^jjoi mv DMsfo po ttuiM -pen anaM iva^ Dnhwws^ n-io '32 -.2,
nan nyio ^ns may rw Try 1? sas 1? san ta anpan natr a^tron p nyi 3I
:va>xi mayi wmai pmsn wp nyio fcwa amay ta 1? astro metro
nctrai omay ta"?i amta ta 1? annrrai nniri'i arrow a^ao -renn mayi 32
: astro metro ta <te» nM npun
10 :jnan prra p -idjvn ra nyio towa amay ta 1? '-no »aa nhEtre may nsr 33
tanas rvato ennatre 1? <nnpn ^aa nM myn \s<trai pnsi rwta TpBl M
towa may 1? *aah wan ta natr Dtfen p nyi nta,ei natr a^trta pe &
tD'tr'om rows ya» d's^n anhstre 1? armjjB rnn :-,•;•-
5 ^ ta pnm ntro nps x\s nyio fcwa nayn ta vinpn nhstre mpa ma 37
:ntro Ta mrr
nyi .myei natr dhb6» pe sown n^i tsnino^ pnj »aa nipsi 39.3s
annstro 1? ornjjB i\ti nyio towa may 1? .sis'? nan ta natr a^tron p
20 ta^trta'i mso trtri c'ars nnas n'a 1?
pnsi ntro nps ntrs nyio tasa "oyn ta puna »aa nnatro mps nto 41
:mn" <s *?y
na» a^ta po tanas n^a 1? unhBtHri nno •aa nhwa mpsi 43 .4 2
2S amps ww nyio tana miy 1? tori «an ta natr nx'en p nyi n^*oi 44
_^__ jdtisoi weh» rsfao cn-stro
1
?
: ntro Ta nirp *a ^>j? iinsi ntr'o nps i»« n-io 'ia nhB»o nips rrtw no
DnhEtre 1? D'iSn nn ?«nc?"« *N'trai ]inxi mste nps t»m anpen ta 46
30 may nay 1? «an ta nan- pyon p nyi mytai ru» nx'^tr po tona« n^aSi 47
n\so »om d^« rubw d.ttrd vnn nyie ta«a «tro mayi may 4^
•iKiro tai wnay ta »'« tr^ nWo Ta onw nps nw « ta :v:^" c
srwte ns mrr ma -r.s 3
35
yns ta nanon p mta^i ?sx" »aa rw is nexb rreto ^n mn> laTi 5,a.«
Kbi mnta'n nane 1? ]'ino ^« inta'n napa ny isto :»D3^ see tai 2? tai 3
to nm« wt^h !?«via p icy^i roawa pW ^:s t»« ajroraa n« \see-' 4
itontr ^ 'aa itry p ntfo ^s mn^ 12- totc nans'? pno
40 ifcfy *s mfM i.x tr« Tx-itr' 'an •?« nsn :io«? ntr'o 5k nin* -dti e.n
nnxon ns ninm j«nn Bfean to»«i nwa tae tao^ trim nKbn tae 7
ffo otrs t»»6 |nai vta »)tf intern itrsna ttsf^M ns atwn ft>y -^\s
*ta-oc»
7,23—65 —w-ow "moa «&>•&*- 9
7,23 niton nit? ^3 D'bss ntsten onny ntton dV'k d^b? np2 o^aton nata
t-yw 12 Vsiru pip m
n:.24 nns rpD myp Harp :pn p 3s ,(?s ft*W »jafo Kfca «r*»m era
dv6d d.tj» enpn "?p»a bpv n'yatr *p3 ins p-no n^pco nsci D'bte
27.26 p ins -12 :rnbp nsbo am rrtqtp nns «p -.nnieV ptra rbbz rhb 5
29.28 D'oten nat^i inson 1? nns n*ty -vyb mVy 1? m:tr p inn two ins b\s np2
as'bs )3np nt niton nip *aa o'bas niton D'-iny ntton dV-s d^» ips
:pn p
31.^ nns «pa myp imp jtwj* p *«rV« pint ^ s*b3 T2in Bra
CS^D BTM» BHjWl ^ptf3 bpv 0^31? *p2 "ins p"ttO nbpCD nSOl D^Bf 10
33.32 ips p "ins "ic :mbp nsVo am m'c?j,' nns »p tnniD*? pes nVte mb
nS.34 whvn rota tnscnb ins o^y Tyi? trfcjrti imi? p ins £23 ins Vs
ms^s ]2np n? niton ro» '33 tftoa niton nnny niton d^k d^c np3
:W]9 p
37.36 *)D3 myp ii3np nemra p 'rs^tr pyac "is 1? K4» ^enn era .5
Dmt? enpn "?pe>3 h>ptr 0725? *p3 nns pnie n^ptre nsoi B*b6» nns
-ins is :mbp rw^a ant. mby ^n« *P innio 1? pea nfr&a mb D'sbn
41.D na#i tnson 1? nns D^y "ryb tnVi; 1? w:b> p tns b2: ins "rs np2 p
m FMten n» S3 nfaa niton onny nbnn n^s tnt? npa d^dVcti
: ««frp8 p bwefyv ]2ip 20
43.42 nns f)D3 myp uanp !^>siy<> p rp-b* tj "is 1: «'b-: tftm nvs
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:nansa naicii cmi
6ji ;•- R V'-"' -s-j- •;: —•; —p V3 'iE
1
? cn'ie ^y pntr nra
'—••
: -;i n-y :: bn nax- :=— :; -y" ;-sn rs r-r- p "::• p ;-:•
DM :~xa ixa pxn nix nnx -:r: r; •;—;.•
-ex ]-iMn tbk 1? "tm-ut
aVn re; xn -ex px vh fom nxtn }-tf<n •?« unM sem mrr U2 f?n
. id en uanV d pact ay nx lMPtti Vx omn -van ?« nine ^x rtra-n
• ;';;xr dhm mrib rnyn -: —:x- rarrai ^x um rrcn arr^ya dVs
^^^^^
:^MTer» '^ ^»r Vx njna brwz nx'j mrp ti;:-
;i e mar s- -;s -ryi mn ayn «i^xj' nwt ny nr~ -s ,-n- -ax-
., u.-. .... ..;. f^yin :r - s . ---- .--^ ..-— - ...^ -rs r . r;c - ---
_._ .. _ pu __.. _._._ .. ..__ „_.__ _,_. _ s _r_ .„ s .. ..:30 = ,Sy1
VM m Dpn z—r -- r-.x •: qR» rx-r --- watrr -:• :-2ipe
tenth -- mm :; vjni =nr? -^y -::>•• .-— row ,z -y, 4o
:
-rs :••;- -ax' —:x •_"*: rrn zyr r- — •_-•.-< —;-;z- DOT
->•-
^x nm ayn nx X-2.-6 mrr .--:• thjfo :^»b -ryad nx lyac
— 4M#
: ::- - ;; ;: DnDBQ i* DflttQ 13
M -*»-»» -QT33 «*©•«*- 11,24—13,15
:n~ dm no mri rap -.-; •_••: -s 11
opn ':pto c\s ctjdb rain — —- rat agm -> -:— rat wi 24
-ck mvi |D V»n v-.s- —— ;;: mm -- :--.•<- .-:;: Dmi ":r m
::r- .x- \s-;.— 1
1 z~—; -;: — B •;-— 9% ETJDV -y r p
nr=- -:•• raan •-•• tnanoa ttoami mawn bct nVi tstujaa ram nrn 27
ra$a rata .--J-; •; p ;•_-- pn inaraa ncane tkmsi -— m ram
H1.T BJ? 73 ;r- <D1 - ra* s;--:~ rata - JBK4 : =x" rata -:~s ram
stara*^pnN—men -s rata ram lornVji — - nn — •.-• : trmu -
IC DT -": r;-;- -; Ml*l BPfl |B ="—- "" TOT RMS P01
—
'




={< tfyean ---- rs -:rs- .— •:- ;•• -:• 731
-s- ,--r ora dbtw p imp raan insran none -•_••_ art -neon 33
m— mpon dv m mpn trat ran roe :;:. mm — :>•; mti mm 54
5 :m*m*l ry- m nop bc *3 mxrei .—:-
~-s t np!? -r.s n*r: _ -:s- rmK 79 rata pnw trra isran 12.*
7H Dkltt ram SHEW! •;: -;• VM DTWil 73B "MB "; rai rd 43
rairi torrav -^j- crpi pm mp*i --s- -r: rajn :v "nam mm 6
:•; iaf]M =•— r pjnn —s -s-:; BM IT9J DM "" R] 900
»Ai mrtw .•<- a -;-x ra -s ra tun ;rs; »ma —; rana naj p iA
ij mm W "•• : _rrr -:yr -;-- irs- n- ;•—si ::•;• mm r:tr- . ; 9
:—B 9M pBW pi :-sz njrtBJ Br« -:- ".s- -y- -: -;y- :—• :z "
raw rwan •:-; .-_••.- s: -s -;-.s •; rata !mi psw rain irgrtso m-n
•B1 "S" MM r—
. WM3J3 "WM nOQ "",- K3 ~s tOMBTI TTK1 tt^Kfi -
:E"B tpwg -y
-;z: ff} ;;— -•-• njOi POttA '—: DTJD "UBItl :Tsr —S' *
:;";s2 lorao •:— renqnc oyn ;r: --s- 16
•;s raw ":: pn tn rwi :-r;s " —r :-ts~ rata 7« — • "— 13 1
—•_••• (ona ultra -: •—:-.- wian mjd? ~m trtu ~s era ~s~-- •;;- |rt 3
tnon -s-r- :: «ki :t:s ;~: — •; - -s: -;-;: rat "N
arvtw "a- 4
:nlr p B||f ppo0 neeb :-:• p y-r ;b\si -=•:-
40 IXto •: -: -r:- rao^l :•; p vr- B>*»B« "--- " ;;-
:— Q p -s-; •-•:• --;- :s . r - p ^ .»;- - u -- . 9
SVUW p -rr -:s rmtfi :--; p -n-;-- BB% 3 12
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? ntry: hbb immb nho mn ntfs pm ^n "pri 3-npn
12 ins 1? ityyn ns3 ltryn itrs nsaaB tonya is n^baaa nts6 is insn ^s6
13 :rnrri? nho nn ntfs yypsb nbn ns n33 n&'y> mtsn Vb jdtbdbb
14 mm 1? nho m*i nato ntryi dbtiY^ D33ina "itrs in -ii Dans w <D1 5
«s D33 DBYfi 1^ b^>iy npn nan na 1?! 02b nns npn*- :ntrj?" p ltryn ntrsB
16 :D3nK ijn "1:61 nsb mm nns depbi nns rmn 8.mm ob 1? mm 1:3
18.17 D3S33 DH^« maSl *?K1ty 03 "7S nan incS 1? HISO *?S ni.T n3Tl
19 lB'nn psn nn^o db^bsb .thi :nat? Dans soib os nm pun bx 10
a iann p pi nonro nann icnn mn DB-vibny mcsn :mmb nann
21 »covfrt nonn rwrt onn D3'nbny n'trsna :nns
22 :ntfa bx mm nai ntrs mwn m^an Vb ns icyn s 1?! utfn 131
23 insvinn 1? m6m mm m? ntrs ovn ;a ntfa T3 db^n mm ms ntrs ^3 ns
24 my 1? nns np3 p is mpn ^0 itryi njjtr<3> nntyyj myn o'ya bs mm 15
ro nE3i msan 1? nns bvy Tybn bbcbb ibdji inmm mm^ nho mn>
DiBnp ns wan cm sn najBf '3 dh 1? n"?Dii bxw »33 my ^3 ty pan
26 n^i 'rsnt" 03 my ^ n'jDii :Dn2Jt? ty mm ob 1? bnsam mrrt mrs
:n:ib»3 byn ^ o> nawa *un
2S.27 ]nsn iB3i :n«Bn!? nnj» na ty n3npm njjtrs sarin raw t?B2 dni 20
29 mmn n 1? n!?Dn v^y tb3^> m>T ob 1? nj3t?3 nsnna ruaifti C2:n *?y
^ tyEjni jnjjb'a nb'y 1? b3^> mrr nns rmn bBiro *ot -d^i V«nw> 033
roan ruroji man «n mn^ ns n:n )»i rnt«n )d hdi ra rwjm -il-vS
:,i csan man man -ieh iniso nsi ma ni<T 131 "3 :n*j:y 3ipo Nnn
:n3 nai» Win 25
33-32 m« Emjw snacn ova b^sy ctfpo rw i«sd'1 nanoa ^-1^ oa vm
34 ins wai :myn ^3 !?ki prw ^si ntfn ^n D'sy tytfpo ins b^sbn
n? Din »'Nn nor mo neto !?« rrcr "idk'i r^ ncy. na ahb »^ "3 notroa
36 nino 1? yino ^n mjffi !?3 ihk in^i :njno^> pno mpn b D*aRa'vm 30
:ntfn n« mm ms *«W3 no^i coaNB int? nan
38.37 unb ltryi cnxs mosi ^•m" 03 ?n nan nOiS 1? nti-o }n ni.T icsn
39 Q3^ mm :m?n ^ns «pn ns's by lanai bmn 1? nmnaa »M3 ty nrs
nn« mnn x^i nns Dmtyyi mm mso bs ns nmsn ins nn'S-n m's 1?
!?3 n« omtryi nstn ]ysb tamm wit bns ntrs D3"yy *nnKi bBBB 1? 35
41 pnb D3ns "ns^m ntrs d3\TVs mm on jdb'h'Vn 1? o'tshp on"m vnso
jdb^n mm os b'n^s 1? db 1? nvn^> nnso
:
miJT!>
i6.s ««>ba p <> bs^s oa DTaKi jrcji "l 1? p nnjj p ins", p mp 'Dp"i





i6 -*«<*» lanoa ««>•»*•- 14,17—15,8
nosb man ne»sa "ans na sa bna" nnyi :nanaa aanan am yaa-a *wk 14,17
by mas ]W nps npy Kb n^ai ycai ]iy, stfa nan am aw -ps mm >
nnsfa ncsai "pan bn;a mn ayn p»b to nba :a"yan bj?i n-tr^tr by B"aa 19
sbsn "as 71 abisi : nnana "nnba mn' nnsn :nan ijn ansoa mn ayb 21.3
-j-.s yjhfc nsi "n'aa ns DHftn tnmtn ba 'a :psn ba ns mm tea 22
wr es :"bipa iyaa> sbi a^aya -itrjj nt vis ibj'I nanaai nnsaa \"vcy 23
WW1 apy aba najn tnwm sb "?saa bai anasb "nyaao na>s pwi ns 24
:naa>n.i" lynti naa> sa "tm p«n bs rns"am nns sban isy nnns mn
:>nio B" -pn nanan aab iyai us nno" na
10
?nstn ny-in nnyb "na ny :nasb pns bsi mete bs mm nan"i 27.26
asa "as "n anbs nbs :"nyaa> 'by B"a"ba nan na\x btirttr "aa nia'jn ns 28
aanas lbs" ntn nanaa :aab ntyys ]a »ama annan una vb as mm 29
as :"by anrbn na*s nbyai naa* nntoy )aa aanaBa bab aanps bai a
15 p aba as "a na Bans ptfb "T ns "nstra na>s psn bs isan ans
ns i<cn-"i ans vwoam mn" tab annas tff» aaaai :|ia p ya'imi naa" 31
D>y<a> v,t CD*J31 :ntn nanaa lbs" roanJM :na anasa ntr« p«n .53.32
naaca nanaa aa"nas ah ny aa"niat ns lstyai natr a"yans nanaa 34
n« isa'n naa»b ai" natfb a? ai" a<yans pan n« omn na's B"a"n
rwjM nw sb ax WQ1 mn" "as rnsian rw anyn"i naa> B"ya-is aa"n'ai» nb
nno' aa*i is©" ntn nanaa "by B"ijnan nxtn nyin myn bab
myn ba ns rby ta-"^b"i iaah ]-iKn ns iinb na'a nba* ytnn avfmxm 36
rnim "aab nsaaa nyn ywri nan \ssio DViMn ma"i :psn by nan s"sinb 37
:p«n ns mnb B"abinn ann a^casn p vn nac" ]a abai ]ia ja ya'in*i 18
25 n«D ayn tbasmt bsia-" "aa ba bs nbsn anann rw na'a nami 39
"ias *wh aipan bx ia"byi iaan naxb nnn a*to bs ibyt ipaa laaa*"!
:nbsn«b sm mm "2 ns anay an« nt nab ntfa ias"i naxan "a mm 41
ac ?'vn>a-s>n "a :aa"a\s "aab laaan «bi aaaipa mm )"« "a lbyn b« 4342
:aaay mm mm sbi mn" nroap anat? |a by "a anna anbaai aa"asb
3„ :nanan anpa itrc sb na'ai mn" mna p«i inn mn b.s mbyb ibay"i 44
:nennn ny mna;i Bia"t «nn nna ac*"n !n&sn Tn no
OK
wan "3 an^s nnasi "Jsna- "aa ?x nan nas 1? na*a *\s mn" nann 15. j m
vk$ nat is nby mn"b na\s onvjn :aab ;na "as x\s aa"n'aane ]•-« bs 3
iwsn |t3 1M npan p mn"b nh"a m ma-yb Ea"nj,'ba is nanaa is ma
]"n xpv pnn myana biba pn^jj nba nnao nin"b laanp anpan anpm n.4
na"yn b"sb is nnsn a*aab natb is nbyn by nsryn pn n %y"an n,aab 6
40 anpn ]'.nn ma-ba- naab yy :]"nn rwSw |B»a nbiba B"ana'y "aa- nbb nnaa 7
:mmb B"aba* is ma sbsb nat is nby npa p na'yn "a'i :mn"b nh"a nn s
"by d"j^o non i»« 37 (?) pern awv
'1M3.11 'pbepni 14/R («)
*
'jywni M .io (•) -:-;33ni 4J (») cnx jj (1)
17,6—l8,IO -<«3<5-:» 13103 «*©•»*- 19
17 nnpa mm xb) mm usb mbp "VBp.-6 «n j-inx jn»B «^> ne« -it »««
vb ncto T»a mm "qt ntrto vnysi
6 nnpn nn« ncK^ pnx byi ntsto by mnoo btrxr ua my ba uVi
7 nam nym bn« b« uot prw byi neto by nnyn bnpna <sn imm ny n«
9-s mm "OTl :nyio bn« ue b« pn«i rwte K3*i :mm 1123 to'.i pyn meo 5
< by )bw\ y:na Dns nbaai nwn myn "pre lenn noirt «pnn b«i> ntfo b«
1
1
mbp D'bn narcn bye ek mby ]ni nnnan n« np prm b.s ne'e tdki lurrae
:*jan bnn mrr »»te *)xpn ks 1 »a nmby nsai nnyn bx mno "jbim
12 pi oya «pan bnn rum bnpn "jin bn pyi neb nan nexa pnK np*i
14-13 vmi ;nsscn nsym n,5nn pi cnan pa TBjn :nyn by nsa, i mbpn n« 10
:mp nan by D'ncin nabo nwo yaei *pN nby nyans .125122 mngn
10 jmsja f©lBm nyia bnx nns b« neb b« inns aeh
17-16 na» naa dp«b npi tow »aa b« -inn :na«b nee b« nw nz—
man iee n« e\s men ntry Due eniK mab nni^eu ba n«n as mab 15
is :nni2K ma e»snb nns naa *a ^ nee by sran pnn ce nni nnBB by
2.19 nea e"Kn mm :nce ~n,b nyis new nnyn uab nyin 7nM annam
: Da<by ayba nn n»K bxw »aa nubn ns ^bya 'riSBfm mc"1 maa 12 nnax
21 naa nnt? s^eub nea on-sobi ^3 vbx Mm bn~\w »aa ^n neb na-ii
22 ne"D nj'.i : nniBD "pna pns neci nieo nlyy Due onis n^ 1? nn« x'ea 1? ;o
23 nnyn bnx bx, nen wi mnee W :myn "?n«3 mrr us^ nbnn n«
24 ntfn s^M jonpe biasn f*s pw ms ks 4 i "i1? n"2^ pn« nee ms nsm
H3
-iek'i :mDD e"« mp'i ikti Sk-k^ U2 b ?« nw us^d nben ^3 ns
?3ni no us^ msb mBen!? nnyn us 1? pn*< nee ns ae'n nen bx m,T
26 :nfy p ins mrr ms ne«3 ntfn eyi nnB^ «^>i ^yo nni^n 25
2S.27 «2"!pn ^3 tvram uVs mas uyp jn -\nxb neo •?« l?Kle , ua iid^i
'.yub ucn D«n nin' mm peo "?«
i8,s enpen ;w n« i«bn ins 73s n^ai Tiai nn« pns ?« mm no« , i
2 73K oac' *ib noo Tn« n« dji :oanjn3 ]i» n« islrn "jbh nuai nnxi 30
3 noei :myn bnx ud^> "]F\x Tiai nn«i ]imtf'i T"?y iiV>i -jns anpn
xb\ 1a^p, n 1? naton bxi enpn »Va ^s "|vS ^>nsn "?3 mceci "jmcen
4 may ba 1? nyio ^rw moeo nx ncei T^y nbai :nn« u: on dj mo'
n natcn mcen n«i enpn moeo nx nmoei ma^N 3np* xb in fewn
6 "]ino D'l^n D3'nN ns "nnp 1? n:n uni ibtntr ua by «pp my mm «*7i 35
7 Tiai nnsi :nym bnx may n« nayb mrrt nun: nine D3 1? bvcw ua
n>niy nmayi nansb n^anbi naion nan ba 1? Dsnans n« ncen n,n«
snov 3npn ntm D3nan3 nx \r\x n:nc<i
8 wip Vs 1? "rionn moeo n« n, 1? "nn: mn u«i ]nn« bx mm n3n>i 40
9 Dtrrwi enpo n, 1? mm nt :nViy pn 1? "paaVl nne'eb D"nnj n, 1? ^xne* ua
enp % lav new dd^k "?abi cn«on ^3^1 nnnio bsb Di3np ^o e«n p
» n^n^ enp in« ^3«< nat ^3 wVann n^enpn enpa syiaVi «n n, 1? n^enp
3ipn 17.28 («>
"--: • - •: i6,3— 17,5
D2b 2-1 onbs noK'i JYW ^jn ntfo by ibnp'i :nt? wk nyie W^J 16.3
bnp by utirann ynoi nw 02in2i Whp cb_2 mjm b2 '3 ^lb "ia <>]>
y-M -ipa -ieKb imy b2 b«i mp bK -ami :vas by btn ntfo yctri irrer n.4
:vb« anp* n in3' ick nKi v6m anpm flnpn nKi ib tw ns rwr
5 mop ]mby icci t?K p3 uni :imy *?di mp ninno 02b mp icy nw 7.6
:g rnpn Kn mm nn3' "vm tr»n mm vm mrp ^sb
\-6k bn2n «a 220 oyon :'ib *aa Ki lyoc rnp bK neto idk'i 9 .s
mm pee miy ns n3yb vbK D2nx 2npnb bK-iO"1 myo D3nK tow
DfWfp3i "jns <ft "12 "pHM b3 nKi "jnK snp'.i :cm^ mj»i osb noybi <
•:-bn o Kn no pnw mm by tnjftn "jmy b2i nnK pb jnsro w
v
:vby
o eyen :nby: sb noK>i 2K ,bK »xa DY2Kbi jmb Kipb ne'e nbtri 1312
:-nnt?n dj ivby mntrn «3 -12103 umonb ryn 2bn raj pwp nmbyn
*yjKi D"i2i ml? mm i:b inni unfrsn co-n 3bn roj px bK Kb •)« i 4
15 bx jsn bx rtw bx lox'i nxo ntfeb nmi :nby: xb -ipin nnn ctwxn is
:ono "inx nx <nynn xbi vixbo nno inx -non xb nnmo
ivixi om nnx mm 02b vn -jmy b3i nnx mp bx rate -iok*i 16
innno trx mm osb cmipm mop nmby nnnii innno trx inpi :nne 17
i:mi innno wx inpM nnnno vr» pnsi nn«i nhno d^koi n"cpn is
20 bnp;i i\vwtt nCoi nyio bns nns nojw nibp nn^by min c« cn'by 19
:myn » bs nw1 ni22 kti nyio bns nns bs myn b2 ns mp cn'by
Dns nb?si nsrn myn mno ibn2n :io«b pn« b«i nco b« rwr 1271 21.3
Norn nns tr\sn> -1C2 bab nhnn 'nbs bs nosoi omis by ibsv :yii2 22
ibyn iesb myn bs
-\2i nosb nuto bs mm "ffri :«ispn myn b2 byi 24.23
2; :<nirr> ptrob 2 ,2Do
b« 12ti :bN-le', op? mn« 12^1 dtski )m bx ^b,.1 ncto Dp^i 26.n;
"HW b22 iyjn bsi nb«n trjwnn o^isn ^bns byo «: mo -tosb myn
MCT DT2S1 )nm 2^00 <mm ]2t?o byo iby_i tonxon b32 ison ;d Dnb 27
mm *} ]iynn n«n ntfo no«M :dsdi nn-:2i onxrji embnn nns &0Xi
3° lino' m«n b2 mo2 dm '.^bo Kb o nbwn n'lryon b3 ns nicyb onbt? 29
mm K12' iwia o«i rinbc nvp «b nn^by nps' m«n b2 mpsi nb« h
nb.str o"n hti nnb ncs b2 n«i on« nyb2i its n« noisn nmei
Dn2in b2 n« nsnb mb22 wi :mm rw nbsn cw«n »W "2 nnymi 3'
n«i ens yb2m n'B n« psn nnsni :Dn'nnn ntr« nonsn yp2ni nb«n 32
35 onb -ics b2i Dn hti :ci2-in "T2 nsi mp"? tx cisn "72 n.si omn2 33
nmni^o x-s btcw* b2i :bnpn mno n2S'i psn nn'by 02m nbstr D«n 34
ns b2s'm mm nso nsr trs 1: :]'-isn wybsn |B nex '3 nbpb idj n 1?
:mbpn <3npB rs o^soi o^enn
40 xw ffjjl ]n3n pns p ntyb« bs ibs nosb ne'e bs mm 12ml 17.: s
Diqpin mnno o 1 itrip «a nsbn mt trsn nsi nEi.lrn pafi nnnon
mm "isb D2ppn o n?tob 'iss D'nc "ypi ens itryi ':=DnW2J2 nbsn 3
1VM nu^nin ninno ns pan ntybs np'i ihmtr '22b msb m vr&n 4
2"ip' sb "i»k ;yob bK-tc" 02b p2t :n?tob 'iss ciypyi ovjkm -2npn n
19 1 4 20,20 •:-;• - • -;-•:: .-.;... 21
19 my ,TiT sbb vby pn> sb ma "a "3 baic^a snn train nmaii sbb
:ia wkbb
14 bnsa -k?s bai town bs san to bnsa nia^ s m« rrnnrt nstv
i6.ib bai :sn sbb vby «tbs rs ics mns ^o bai to^ nyac sea"
sea* napa is m« asya is msa is ann bbna mtrn Me by jw -itrs 5
17 i^fc) bs n«n a^a vby <>jrai nsann r\s>~p naya wets'? inpbi tav nyac
is nw»an byi cr^jn ba byi fcwn by rum urns t?\s cnaa taw aits np*?i
19 by man mm rTapa is naa is bbna is asya yi'an byi at? vn x>s
vmi viia aaai ^yotrn ova warn 'yatrn aval 'E^btrn cva scan
3 "pno snn train nmaii senrv sbi SBB, v« trsi :aiya vibi a'-aa 10
21 a<a>b furffi :sn sbb vby p-ii sb mi *b sbb nw anpa ns "a fcrjjjn
22 bai :aiyn ny sob^ mtjn ^aa yiim rua Baa" rn?n 'a mai n*7ij? npnb
:a"iyn ly saan nyi'in traim sea' neon a jtt* tos
i'^i '5
20,8 ayn atri • • pvmn trnna ;>• nana myn ba ^«-ity oa Mian
2 byi ntfa by ftnpi my? b'b rrn sbi :at? "iapni ana at? nam chpa
3 tmrr oab iyns ypa uyia ibi nesb nas'i neto ay ayn a"vi :pns
n.4 nabi :uTyaT13n3S atr mab ntn naian bs mm bnp ns Ensan nebi 20
nasm y-it aipa sb ntn ynn aipan bs 13ns s'anb ansae lijvbyn
6 ijno bns nna bx bnpn <3bb pnm ntr'a sa'i jnirwb ]'« b'bi p»Ti )eji
:Dn ,(?N mm maa nt.i amja by wi
8.7 pn«i nn« myn ns bnpni naan n« np nas? n^B b« mm naTi
yban ]b b'b anb nssim vans )iui an^'yb yban bx «nnam i^ns 25
9 nms itrsa mm -jaba naan n« na'B np^i :aTya n«i myn rs mprm
« )an onisn nj lyatr anb ib« ,i ybon "is b« bnpn n« pnsi ntra ibnp'i
11 cays • naaa yban n.s 71 it ns nt^B ffjjl :b'b Bab irans ntn yban
12 sb ]y pn« bsi rwte bs mm "BMW :aTyai myn ntrm B'aT d'b wen
bs ntn bnpn m wan sb )ab bvrtr oa 'ryb "itrnpnb ^a aniEsn 30
13 mm ns bxitr 'ja lan -\vx nana 'a nan :Bnb «wo TBfH pun
:aa cnp"i
14 bK^ty , 7ns ibs na ibsS an« Tba bs enpa B'asba ncto nbtn
•c apsaa avji nansa irnas hti juwob -trs nsbnn ba ns nyT nns 35
10 nben ubp pwen mm bs pysn ni^nasbi ansa lib lyyi B'aT B ,B ,
17 TJiKa si mayi qbiai nsp Ty rjpa linis nam onsaa liKs^i fKte
pB*1 nai sb ibi -[ban yn nsa "a nntMi sbi Biaai mlra nayi sb
is ksk a-ina \s "a nayn sb ens vbs nas'i qb^i iayi "tut -y bisalri
19 'Jpai ^is nntri tb'b asi nbyi nbpea bsr^" >ia vbs nas'i nnsipb 40
: insipb ans ss'i "opr\ sb nww :mays "bra nan r« pi aiaa «rai
^ne 19.* <«)
20
—«9«CH» 13TB3 «»««»*>- 18 I I 19,13
priSaVi "pato D'nn: "j 1? ton* »aa rtwn ^ nine nann -j 1? nti :"pi8,u
arm a^>n toi inr a^n "?a :in« bo^ -jn«aa nine ba c^iy prt> pw 12
ttW id*n wwa "VM ^a m:: :D'nn: "p rwrt ujv mm DJWKl jjrn 13
-ids "?a :,t,t -]b Vetera mn ^ :•;-:*• -n-aa -una Va .t,t
-[b m.T 1? w.h
5 fix man rht "n i
1
? rwr nnnaai dtn3 mrrt CTp* ton TOa ^^ om
laiya man enh pa vnei :men n.xaan nanan ioa nNi m«n 1122 16
aba ioa in "to Tea in :n,i m: D'TOy BHpn ^pa-a o^pc ntren *pa 17
Tapn aaVn n«i natan by p-irn ddt nN en vip man s 1? ty noa in
:.t.t 1? psjn pwai naiinn nma -j 1? nvr DTOai itnrb ntro rr^b ntfN is
o "pniaVi -pa 1?! i
1
? <nni rrort ^nto* »aa ib't nwt tmngn nbnn Va 19
:-n« "jjnt^i -\b mrr »ari N.n D"?iy n^o rma nViy pn 1?
-jam
mn oama -] 1? rw xb p^ni ^mn n^> axtNa pn« b* mv -ien<i 3
n^m 1? towa "ifcrya ^>a wu nan *b >ia^>i :^nto' »»
-pro "jn^mi pbn 21
^>nto' »ia iiy ianp' n"?i nyia "rnN may nN anay Dn ton amay ij^j -
15 am iyia fcw may rat Mn nVn nayi inia 1? Nan rat|^ iyra *?nN ^>n 23
ns 'a :nVru i^ny n^> 'tnto" »aa "pnai oa-nm^ c^iy npn Dii» iNb>< 24
ttidn p by nbm 1? dm^ "nn: norm mvb ot tbw ^nto' »aa TOya
sn^na i^ny n 1? ^K*«r> »aa fina an 1?
nNn inpn 'a dt6m mDHi "iann tynbn ^ni noN^> nt^o ^n m.T -iaTi -:
20 nonn liao nnb"i>ni aan^nja DFiHB aa 1? "nni -ia\x i^ycn nN ^ntj" -;a
lapnjo rw^sai pin p pna Danoi-in Da 1? a»mi ntryon )d -ib^yo nvr 27
^Nnc »aa nND inpn VH Da'nnlryo baa mrp nenn onN dj innn ;a 28
nonn <-ns mnn oavrino 'pan :]nan jnnN 1? m,T nonn nN ubo cnnai 29
udd ia^n ns oaonna anbN mcNi :i2ca w«^pB ns la'jn ^an mrp i
25 oan^ai on»s DipD 'raa ins onbaNi lap nsianai pi nsiana D-a- 1? aiwiii 31
Dacnna Ntsn v!?y lsbn n^i :iyia *?nNa namay «j^j Da 1? Nn nab »a 32
nmen n 1?! i^nn n^> btr& »aa vip n.si isbd obn nN
nan noN^ mn> m? n^N minn npn nNt nDN 1? a nt?D "jn ni.T naTi 19.2.x
30 nVy nV itTN did na f* tm no'an nsnN ma "p^N inp^ 7inr »ia Vn
ewen nino 1? fino ^n nnN twwti jnan ntyVN b» nnN <n»Broi :^>y n^y 3
nyiD ^nN »» nai ?« mni lyasNa nuta inan ity^N np^i :via^> nnN 4
bv nan ran n-itra nNi my nN vyyb men nN «pfen : ot>ja ya» nana n
naib im ^s T^W ny^in »^jh aitNi nN fy ;nan np^i :mb" ncna 6
15 pan nddi njnan ^n Na' inNi D'oa nba |*mi pan naa Daai :r\~^rt 7
ipm :aiymyNDDi D'aa inba frm «Mnaa Daa' nns i)*4rm :anyn ny 9 .s
"ia my 1? nn'ni nine Dipaa nino 1? pna n"im men las nN -una a*\s
rtn nN men -icn nN «phn Daai :n.t nsan mi n^ macfa 1? ^ir«r -
sD^iy npn 1? oaina -un -o^ Vn-C" »aa!> nn\-n aiyn ny ncdi
40 nva ia Nann* Nn row nyatr nbdi din t?ai 'ja'? naa yjin 12.11
•yarn ovai wfcffi a"a wpwr n^> dni nna<i- yam a -,a- -r^cn
nw pea nN Nann* »bt rwy nc-N din- rasa nr?a y;:- <?a nrw n 1? 13
-«*o*
o'02 8 (P» pn« bill 19.H (3)
2i,2i—22,io
—«»<m* nanua «*6>e*- 23
ai.22.2i k 1? "]siN3 mny« nox1: noun 7"?o )rro *?k don'to 'witr rnen
H^i nsyj »« ny "pi -pen fro "itja "o nntr: n 1? armi mt» nea
23 nop 1? ks'.i lay 7-3 nx ;tro f)DK"i 1^22 nay/* Vnib'i n« )ht> in: k\>i
24 n« Brw ain vb bow in?;i ^mt^a on^i raw jci n-men ton*
n: n« tontr< np-'i :]iny so t-uj <>ty^> q )ibj? "ia ny p3 s ny jjtko isin 5
26 pitrn n : rr>ni3 7-aai ptfna nb«n ny ba ^tntr atr'.i n^Kn onyn bz
isik to ns np'i iitrKvi asm "pes en 1?: sni «n ne«n pa ;rrD tj;
27 o«fcton noic p to> :p-i« ny itd
:in<D vj> Jlttm njan parn i«a 21 10
]h'o jvnpo narr) patrno row wm '3 2S
:ti"w maa -m-pa amis -ij> nSaK
moa dp ma» a«io i
1
? ik 29
:*n'3»a vniai db^d via ]iu 15
32.31 prbM n>na^i ijjp n« fer£ ne'e nton :ne«n p«a tktbp acn
:otr x\s noun n« <vb>t"i
20
33 ncrfrc? ley toi an on«"ip^ |can po :iy ks>i jtran pn nyn us'i
3+ ley "?a n«i inn 'nro p<a o inn ktd tx ntfn "7N mrr -)njn ryviK
.-6 I3;i :)iatrna aor idk noun po jfrD'J n'cy nc«a 1? rvtryi ins nw
:is-in ns ltrn intr v? TKtyn' vtfa ny my 73 nm na nm ln.s
22,.s :trry jtt^ "eye awn ma-iya un'i tow »aa iyo s i 25
3°
3.2 'igo amo "ivi :nbN^ ^Kitr" ntyy i»« Va n« niss ]a pSa kti
4 no ^pt "?K a«io idkm : buity »aa 'iEO 2«id yp<i «n aT ikd nyn
p'jai rnbri pT n« -nt?n 7h^a lynb^ao ^3 ns <ntn> ^>npn isn 1?' nny
n mWB "iiya ja DyVa b* d'sn^d nbt^i :xnn nya a«io^ ~[bo niss ;a
nea njn onsen ks' oy nan ~\t>xb -\b ti-\pb -)-ioy «a pH man by ion 35
oisy »3 ntn oyn nx n ms si na^ nnyi :nen au'' Km pwi ]'y n«
"inan *!»« n« 'nyT *a pun ;n uaniKi vnvan ?oik ^i« 'inn «n
:nsv -isn i»ki -;-i2n
7 v^n roTi oy^a 'tn 1K2M DTa D^oopi yia -apn a«io ^pt i3"n
s naT -ib'xs 13T 03n« vhpm nb\brt ns ir 1? Drr1?* ic^i sp'ps nan 40
9 D'tyjKn ^o "iox'i Dy^>a bx cn^N «3"i :oy^>3 oy 3«ie nk? OBf»i ns nw
< :*bx nbc 3Kie i'to nss )3 p^>3 cn^Kn ?« oy^3 nn«"i qny nVsn




ton* tn ib;a3 i3y«S to«T* n« ]ha dum imeh :npm
-pai t33 Dy3 2o,2.
:vbyo
ne'e bM n>.T iom^i :mn in myn bs bxw <aa hcm enpo wi 23.22
5 «b '3 ray bM prm ijdr; nan 1? diim ;*im biaa by inn irn pn« bMi .
smna <ob « ns anno it?M by bMitr »»^ wo it?M pan b« M3^
ns pn« n« nftrji :mn in ohm bym ua nybM ami pnn ns np rfjo
rnfb fcyi :ntr noi «voy b«> *]dm: prwi «a itybi* ns cntyabm maa 27
pnM ns ntfo etrri :myn ba "a>yb inn in b« iby^i mrp mx icm3 2 s
10 ne'e ivi inn wna dd> piM no>i ua itybs /im ohm ikA»i viaa m
55 m< D'tfbt? pfW n« oai pn« yia »a mj?n ba wn :mn p uybMi 29
i^kik" rv3
b«i»'a orfn Dnnxn in bMitr «a s aaan 3* ^ayaan pen ax,M
15 "Ta ntn ayn n« wi ;ha dm idm"i mn'b na bMitr tpi :*» iaoo 3*1 2
oirvi
-rra? oyasn n« jwn ton* bipa m.T yoK»i :o,-my n« vioinni 3
:noin Dipon nc Mip"i nnny mi nnn«
:-pia oyn v&a ixpm on* pH n« aaDb ."po o> -pi inn iho iyD"i 4
20 Dnb |'K >a 131D3 mob onxoo urybyn neb nu>03i d\-6m3 oyn -qti n
D'siton D'trnan nM Dya mn> nb*i :bpbpn Dnba .-rep iat?Dai D'o vmi 6
'3 UMon notn ntfo b« Dyn ton ;ton*o 31 ny no>i nyn ns ntrvi 7
nya ncto bbsm t?nan n« ia>byo icn mrr tot bbsnn pi mrra lairi
pwn b3 ywn oa by m« d^i .-)ib ib ntry ncte b« nin"1 icn^i :oyn s
25 t?nan pa dm rrffl oan by 1,-10*1 ncna cna n*a lyyi :"m ihm nMii 9
»vn finnan cna bM o^ani k^m hm
lanoa onsyn «y3 urn niMo lyD'i tniMs iami bMit?^ 03 iyo>i n.<
iyoa ace mt bnas lan^i iyoa djto itmvn mtoo 3Mio sas by tcm 13.12
30 p 3Mio bi3a ]iaiM *j nbMn b;ao Ms»n 13103 ilmm ;iaiM i3yo urn
m,T nbnbo idd3 idm: p by :nbMn |>3i 3mid . 4
:)UiK n^run r«i n&ioa 3.y.. n«
10
Dnb nanMi Dyn dm ip» ntfob nw idm ijtm iM3n Mn niM3 dcdi <.
nMtn nrtvii om bMic^ "xw im ;d'o 1?
t'
1 onljwoa pphtsa nyn ^'u jna
mb>a i»m M'an niosoi :mo3 bM^bnaoi bM"bna nariooi :nano i<M3>oi =.19
:)b't?Ti oa by -f)pt?a-n» napsn »mi 3mid
"«axK>
3»0D bUlS lJBfJl U.« (?) T^p ^bD aiJI (1)
10
23,4—24.' -~«9-Ot* 12103 «*€)-«>- 25




n roi p92 98 3W 108*1 Dy92 'B2 131 °Db*1 :n2t02 9*81 IB 9y8i »»OTJ>
7.6 ick'i *9co 8tri :28io n& 93i 8n m9y 9y 232 Him V**8 3ffh :i3in
Dip *nne 3810 *j9d p93 *3ro* dik ]d 23
:98t*2'* noy? n39i apy* **? ni8 n39
:mn* Dyr 89 nym noi 98 nap 89 3p8 no s
U*WM nij?2:01 13818 0**1** C810 '3 9
:2t?nn* 89 D**33i p**** n,39 dj* *n
98itr* <ni=-3i - ibd< *-Di 3py* isy n3o *o *
nnbs *n*in8 *nm D*itr mo *cbj nbn
11 :*p3 roia mm *i.*nnp9 *3*8 3p9 *9 n*b*y no Dy92 98 p92 *umw 15
13.12 p92 1*98 108*1 :1219 10tr8 1*18 *B2 m,T D'b* 1t?8 H8 89<1 108*1 *y*1
n8in 89 i93i n8in lrrep DB8 d»d i38in it?8 ins Dipo 98 vm 8: **9
14 9y*i nn3*e nyae1 p*i njpen c*«i 98 D*Eis rrw innp/i :Dt?o *9 >i32p>i
16.1B 1(3*1 :.i3 mp8 *o38i -jn*?^ 9y ns aswi p92 98 io8*i :n?to2 9*8i is
i 7 i*98 82*i :i2in nsi p93 98 a*» ie8*i vaa 121 nl?*i oy92 98 -D*n98>2o
is ffiTo 8kri :mn* 121 no p92 *9 io«*i ins 28io nbn m9y 9y 252 iarn
108*1
t-fts 132 ny n3**8n yotri p92 Dip 23
Dmn'i ni8 pi 3t3*i 98 tr8 89 19
•nao'p* 89i i3ii ntry* 89i io8 mn 25
:n33*tr8 89i "p3<8> *nnp9 *]i3 nan s
981*2**3 90*; n8189l 3py*3 *18 B*2n 89 21
P:i3 i9o nynni ioy vn**8 mn*
:98 9j?B no 9810*91 2py*9 108*. nj*3 25
8b>3n* *1821 Dip* 8*293 DJ? ],1 24
snnt?* D*99n on *po 938' 1J> 22tT 89
26.H3 DJ*93 *y*1 !13313n 89 "p3 03 133pn 89 3p D3 Dy93 98 p93 108*1 35
:ntry8 m8 mn* 13T it?8 93 1089 798 *ni2i 89n p92 98 io8*i
27 DM98.1 *3*y2 Itr*' '918 in8 DlpO 98 tnp8 83 n39 Dy93 98 p93 108^1
2S :)b*t?*n *3B 9y *)pty3n iiysn t?8i py93 ns p93 np*i :Dtro *9 m3p~i
29 p*ib ny3*y nt3 *9 |3ni nn3to nyaty nt3 *9 nj3 p93 98 oy93 io8*i
» :n2t03 9*8i ib 9y;i py93 io8 ity83 p?3 tyy*i :d9*8 nyssn 4"
24.S oyB3 oyB3 i9n 89i 98ic H8 1139 mn* *3*y3 310 *3 Dy93 81*1
L L "«0-<W*
b«1D'3 DDp «bl 3pj,"2 «?nj X 1? "fl »3 WW a3.1 («)
Num. 4
30
24 -*«•<»•» 13TB3 ««>•»*>•- 22.11 23,3
^W ins ,(? nap nab nny > psn py ns oyi DTSttB ss kn nyn nin 22,11
nsn sb Dnoy "jbn sb Dyba "?s n'nbs nos% i tvrcnri 1a onVn
1
? bais 12
Dans "?s lab pba "if bs las'i npaa nyba Dpi :sn in: <a Dyn ns 13
;sd ron pba bs isri asm nt? lDipv :Daoy Tbn
1
? -nnb nin' )sn ^a 14
s
tiisy -j^n Dyba
nns-i Dyba bs isa'i snbsn unaaJl D (ai nntr nbtr pba my tp k i i6.w
"?ai ISC TT33H H3a t3 i^S T>nD yiDn Si bs IMS )3 pta lOS H3 lb 17
bs idk'i oyba ;yi »mn Dyn ns -b nap si nabi ntrys -bs iosn x>s 18
mm 's ns -iayb ^din sb arm ^oa ura s'bn pba *b in- ds pba -iay
10 no nynsi nb'bn ens di ma si 12c nnyi tnVru is nasp mtyyb 'nb« .9
isa i
1
? tnpb "ok i 1? "iDtn nb-,b Dyba bs o-nbs sa-i »*»y 121 mm *p» 3
oyba ap'i :nfc?yn ins Tbs 121s -it?s Tain ns is i ons lb 09 p 'trisn 21
:asiD nfc Dy y/i uns ns Bfarri ipaa
as
1
! ten ib )bV 1' "H13 wr "I*
1
"3 3!WT1 sn T^1 ° <ni,T> 1N "^ "
is mm yi"13 2*: nin" "I^ ns l1nKn >n51 :1{Sj; njn ,3Bn 1JilN ^ 23
swbrfc prwn ns oyba 71 mtn "]bm "p™1 p pnsn tsni n;a rayibw
jinsn Kim trraa -nil raj? TB treisn biytrca mm isbc -»jn :"pnn n=.24
-.nnanb «]DM Tpn bs ny'pa ^i ns I'n'rm Tpn ^>s ^ni mm is"7D ns
^lsntri 1-0- nicDJ 1? ini ps nt?s ti mpoa nioyi -nay mm "tvbo ion 26
;\-s- ns yi Dy'ja ^s inn Dy^a nnn }'anni mm is^d ns jinsn sini 27
nt on-an o iV -n^b'y no oy'ja'? nesm jinsn -a ns mrr nns-i :^p»a js
nny -a «ra ain «r tb -a n^ynn -a pnsb ny'ra "nas , i :d^jt c6tr 29
-piya ^y 'naan itt'S *]Jhs -ais sibn Dy'ja 'js pnsn -insni :ynann ^
-yy ns mm ^J*i 5S 1? ios-i na "j 1? niby
1
? -n-Saon <^aonn n»n nvn iy 31
25 :ves^> inntri np-i nja ns'jty mm yna asi mm Is'jd ns sti DySa
02s nin vb:-\ vftci nr -]ah« ns n-an no !?y mm isbn vVs ics-i 32
n^in c*^ nt ^sb urn pnsn -isnm pnai
1
? "pin iBY» -a loir 1? "nss- 33
?s Dy'ja nns-i rn^nn nmsi -njnn nans dj nny -a "iso nnoj ^v^.m
yi ns nnyi yna -ns-ipb as: raw "a 'mrr s 1? -a -nson mn- is'jc
30 ns Dssi D-trisn Dy ~[b ny^a ^>s nw is*?p las-i r
1
? naitys 73'ya --
:p?a n» Dy cy'ra ^-l -onn ins 7"?s 13ns ids nam
]i-is ^aa by TB>K 3Sio n=y "?s ^ns^p^ ss'.i oy^a sa -a pfcs yotr'i 36
I
1
? sip^ t^s -nn^w n^tr s!?n ny^a bt< p^>a icsv »Vaai nsp3 "wn
vma n:n p"?3 "js ny^a losn :"paa ^ai« vs
1
? niesn -bs na^n xb nab 3s
35 nais ins -D3 mfot* a s& "WM ^^^n nciso nan ^ais ba;n nny t^>s
DyW? n^'i )ssi np3 p*?3 nan :msn nnp won p*?a ny nybz "fiy e.39
:ins -cs onty^i
:nyn n^p Dt?o sti byz nios lmjjn Dy"?3 ns p"?a np'i -ip33 "m <
40 D"-ia nyatr nta 'b )ani nhatn ny3t? ma *b ni3 p"?3 "?s oyba nos'i 23.x
Tom :na»n3 rsi is *byi oybi ^3^ ncs3 p"?3 tryi :D'rs nya^i 3.2
-iST no nam -nsip 1? mm nip- ,(?is ns^si in^y by a-rnn pbsb oyba
opbai p^>3 23.S (•)
24,21—26,4 -*ra-05* ">31D3 «-e>K»- 27
24,21 "iDtn Wd Ktsn ^pn n« kti
:"jlp y^>D2 o'tri po>io |mn
s^2trn -rote no ny pp ij?^ rwr ok *a 22
23 nojri wd «tn 5
<:>D"n3 td csi 1 b» iota? mm sd ,ik
nah ^y «n oai "ey isyi mute iajn 24
.is JWT6 "pn p"?3 nai iDpo 1? an -p>.i ay^a op 10
25,2.x 7126 oy^> jKipni J3KTD ni32 ^>« nut 1? oyn bm D'Etsta b»~\w 2tri
3 mm i« "in>i "iiys ^2^ b»yy nojn tpr^tA nnncn oyn
t
?D« , i ]mr6K 15
4 133 mrrV oniK ypmi oyn 'trtn Vo n« np ntfo ^k mm \d« ,i ;Vk-ilm,2
n o>\s u-in b»isr 'bbW ^>k ncto nosn jIkwd mrr *)« ]iin &h cocn
:* * * "nys ^yn 1? o'Tosan WW
6 ntfo ^y 1? rwpn n« vn« "?k aip? ko ^>«-iu''' use tr\s nam 20
7 irybiX p onrc nm nyio tew nnc 002 mam btrKf "32 my ^>2 "37^
8 ba toner* wx ins an mp noh npn myn *]ino Dp*i jron ]inx p
HBJDn -isyni nmp "?k mfan nai "witr o"k ns omatr ns Tpri naj>n
9 s*j^m ontryi njDTM noaoa avion ww :^*ntr "32 "jyn
25
ii.« dm atrn jnan pnx p "ityVK ]2 cm^ noift ntr'o bx mm "i2Ti
ton* »aa ns wta t6i D2in2 vuqp n« i«3p2 b*rv »aa tyo Ton
13.12 nn2 mrot iyi6i i 1? nmm :ow <ma n« \b jn3 »aan iok p
1
? iwupa
14 bxw wx eon tbtrw ^2 by leyi mbtd Kip n»K nnn o^iy nana
10 otri :"3yot$6 2« n'2 xt* wbtf p no» manon n« nasi iitk nsen 30
i«n po2 a nioN »Kn lis n2 »3e nunon nsen ntrxn
is-16 ami ^ :om« on^ni ou^non n« 11^ I'vxb ntfo Vk mm tsti
po K"t?3 n2 ^p n2T by\ niye -qt ?y 02*? iba icx on ,l?232 02V on
i y • • H2:on nn« \ti mys 121 ?y nojon DV2 naon onhs
26,j.k ty«n m wi? nos 1? |nan pins p ity'pK ^ki ns'o •?« mm nos'i
i^mBra K2s ns v "?2 oniK n^ 1? n"?yoi n30> onl?y )2d ^sity s32 my bo 40
4.3 nav onby ]2d iPvry pT ^y a«io rtaiya ons ]n2n tij^m no*o >*m








tow m kti Wj> nw ayb2 Kin ivm -laisn *5>s rich p'trm ntop? 24,
idn'1 t?cd Nksn :d\"6n nn rby vim vczob p&
:yyn en» nasi dkh tJq ua dj&j dw 24
s «jv!?j? nyn jrtfn ^s now yetf aw 4
»B»yjj *iVai ^>Bi mm *g» rips*
:^v TriaacD apy T^* 13b n» "
nm ^y rtoo vbj n^ma 6
10 jd'o ^y o^-ina mm ye: stoga
D'an ansa iy-in vfyp d"d ty -
sinato Kkfim ia"?a jjkd di^
iV dkt rvsyino tnxeo wsio ^>« s
'5
tPDTy omnesyi vis mia tow
(ratal "iN3 asc yia 9
****** UCp^ 'D
nvw ttusi "jna T3T3D
20
•rx 2pb oy!?3 to pta no« , i vsa n»s |»mi ny^a •?« pba «)«
-imi
took loipn ^« t> ma nnyi : troys bT?bt m
-pa mna mm ynsop
jn dj k&i p^>a to nyto toot tliaao mrr Tyao nam Trass ia? 12
arm qoa wra t6o p^a ^ jm dm jto*6 man ^« nr6t? nm 72(60 .3
25 in« mm -iai 11 x\s »aV° njn im maio mtryV mm * ns nay^> tew *6
mnrwa 7^ mn nyn nbjp tb>« -jsjj>k rob ^yb 7>in '•aan nnyi na-iK i 4
"1!2K , 1 V?»D KBH ID'DVl IB
ij^yn iont?i na^n dkji nya ua ny^a aw 24
3° p6y nyn jrrt bx no« yob* ex: 16
:n<yy »&n fea mm (ntr nine
anp (61 u-mrx nny (61 uk-in 17
toie^o nat?' opi apy'D aaia 711
35 :ntf 'ja Va «>p«>pi axin "n«s frm
<:>i»-ry<t7> m>t?- Tawm nvy on« mm i9b.ts»
apyo tvi 1 ^n nir'y ^r«^i 1 .sc
40
"iDN'i fftro Ntri p'JDy n« sti a
»"OH ny uwiMl pSoy o^u /veto
w* i«pb mrv mm .8" <,> Vno' »nm^i s« m - L-.s J4 . 4 w
26,30—50 -*»«&«» 131132 4*o*e>i— 29
26 tj^j n« T'nn tb-oi *Y9en nnstre vso 1?
:nj^jn nnstro ny^j 1?
rpbnn nnstro p^>n<> '"ity.sn nnstro "u}tk«S
31 ivxm nnstro DBtri ^N-itrun nnstro ^« , -ib'isi 5
32 insnn nnstro nsm 'yrarn nnstro jn/pch
33 n^no ^2"rs m;2 ctri m:2 D»s o cjs. T? rn n? nsn j; -in? 1?*
:mnni na^p tfjjn ny;i
34 sniKD ystri ^k D-trbm n'itr c.tijsS'S nrno nnstro .-6k'
10
tf> nnnstro^ d'-iek »aa ,-6k
"Din nnstro 1D3^» 'n^ntrn nnstro nbnitfb
rjnnn nnEtro inn!?
36 rnyn nnstro py 1? n'rnitr '53 ."6ki
37 niKD com «6k D"c6t?i citf cmnpsV ones »aa nhBtro .-6k 15
:cnhBtro^ *]DV »13 .-6k
38 cnnstro 1? |D*$a »a
tanm nnstro ^?c>k6 jjton nnEtro j? 1?? 1?
39 vmki nnstro dbi»b6 ttmmn nnEtro Drntf^ 20
i'DBVCi nnstro DEin 1?
ps:i tik ybz *aa v.ti
royjn nnstro icy: 1? <-i-ik.-i nnstro *ngS
41 :m«o trcn r\bn uysm ntron nmj3s6» Dnhstro^ p*p »ia nto
25
42 Dnnstro 1? p »aa ni?K
• .*******»*» . . . *cmcn nnstro nn?tr6
********* * *
************************
mnnstroS p nnstro .-6k 30
43 :niKo Tfrm *6k vvvi nyn-iK mvTfph wnam nnstro to
44 DnhBtro 1? -itfK »aa
"tr-n nnstro '\v}*b naovi nnstro mp6
iynas\ nnstro ny-126 35
no njna *aa^
: 6^260.1 nnstro ^k's^d^ nam nnstro "i2r6
46 :mtr -itr* n2 otri
47 :ni«o y2-iKi j^k onrem ntrto D.-nps 1? iCk »aa nhstro .-6k
40
48 DnhBCD 1? *bnsi <aa
:-;-;n nnstro ":*:6 6Kxmn nnstro ^>K?n6
49 i'oten nnstro dVc^ *trfl nnstro -is: 1?
t iimtc j.'2-iki *pK crj«*iin ntfon cmnps-^ ^nsj nhstro rb*
28 —*»<W* 13102 «>»«- 26,5—29
buTCr* 1133 pim 26,n
onhstroS pisn »ia
rxhsn rinscc mbfi^ »ainn nn?t?D "parnS
i'man nnstro 'd-o 1? ortrrci nnstrD j'isn 1? 6
5 "j;\snn nhstro r6« 7
:d'b6ci m«D yaen *^k trofa-wi ntfto Drmpa ram
\snp 0T3N1 )m «n DT3N1 irni 5nid3 3n ,'?n ^31 isn^k ki^s ^31 9.3
nnsni :nw 5y Dnism rnj? mj?2 pns "ryi nuto 5y isn tj\x myn «
o'lrcn nx tr.sn ?3N3 mjin mos mj? n»xi nns y?2m its ns }'ixn
10 :ino K"? mp '121 :w? vm tr\s cnsai 11
nhEtye^ jiyoty »33 12
awi nnsco pn^ ,(?Kiojn nnstro ^nidj 1?
iron nnstro rnt^ iwn nnsco pa^ 13
15 :^W»n nnBtrn ^ixtr 4?
id'hsdi «)te ontryi Dpt? »Dj*mj5B^» ^yetrn nhstro p&h 14
DnhstrDb *n 13a id
^nn nriEtra »$rrt *aifisn nnstyo ;ibs^>
20 "itiSn nnstrn "its'? pawn metro "lit? 1? 16
nvttCT nnstro ins 1? p-ipn nnEtro ny 1? 17
j^KWi nnEtro ^jok 1?
:niNi? trcm
*f>* D
(y3-ix Drrijss!? 12 »ja nhstrD nV« 18
^5 ram :]yi3 paa p\si -iy ne'i pisi ny mvr 'aa 3.19
DnhEtrc 1? n-nrr 'ja
"sirn nriEtro pwb ^tfn nnstro h'jc''?
rnim nnsco mtb
ps »aa ram 21
3° :^ienn nnstro b^nb "nsnn nnstro psn 1?
:n\si? tram ifm 073^1 rwte cmps 1? met nhaufo nbn .-^
Dnhstro 1? n3«^" 'la 23
piibi nnstro ms 1? ^pwn nrovc y"?in«S
35 pftttKi nnstro potr^ »a«tti nnstro ait?^ 24
:n\xo Blton >^« D'Bten njDTK BiTljjB^ Ta-tjn nhstro h'tn ro
DnhECD 1? ft131 02 26
N2\sn nnstro ji'jk 1? men nnstro tidV
40 i^xbnvt nnstro ta^i'fc
:niNo com «)to D-trtr DrHj?s!? 'Aiawi nhsco r6n 27
io*ymi rwja [] idv »aa 2s
'[DnhE^D 1?]' ntrin '33 29
27,19—28,29 -««•<&«« "OTB2 «*©•»»=>- 3'
a7,i9 wb ins meyni :vby fp n« roeoi ia nri -itrs tr« )ii p jnehrr
a jycb vby "pine nnnn tarra^ ins rwnp mj?n bs 'isbi ]n3n nrybs
21 nmxn BBtrea ib bstri "icy pan "itybN w'n jtow '33 my bB lyetr
:myn bai w« b^-itr ua bai «n wy vb byi ins; vb by mrr "is 1?
22 jnan -uyba 'isb impyi ytfin' nx np<i ins rrw ma "itrsB meta tryi
23 :rntto tb mm 131 wo vrpn vby vt n« "joo'i :myn bB 'isbi
28,2.x <iaip n« onb« mo«i b>s-K?" **a n« is :-icKb nuto b« nw
-dim 10
3 ntsten nt nnb num :«vTjnoa "b anpnb n»t?n Ttfn nn vt&<b nsnb
4 feoan n« :Ton <n»by cvb D"it? Dirnn it» 'in tffcaa mrrt ianpn "WW
n JWHii mrryi tnrpyn pa ntoyn ^itrn fraan n«i np'aa niryn ttowt*
6 ^\3 via rrlpyn Ton nby tfrm njpan n^na jatra nbiba nmob nbb
7 -pi ^on cnpa "nwn fc?aab <]"> rnn nyai iawi :mrrb ntfs nh<i rrfi 15
s nt?yn laoiai npan nniDB orpyn fa ntoyn »swi b*aan nsi :mnn' -ctr
»nw5> nh>: nn ntfs
nbiba nmo nbb o-iitoy ^tri ao^n nit? »sa D%aa W nat?n avs\
:nBDii Tenn nby by inat?a nat? nby :iaDii )Dt?a
,1 ins h&i D'it? ipa »» ons mmb nby lanpn ttyen&i wtai 20
12 nab pt?a rtbiVa nnio nbb ci'ifcy ntfbt?i tncen nyat? nit? »ia trtwa
13 nbb jn^y }'-toyi Jirwei b\sV psra nbiVa nmn r\bb D'incy »»n imei
t ^sn DnoDii :m.TV n^« nrn nn nby nnsn b*3Bb p»a n^ba rmao
»nh nby n«t [] toasV ]^nn nyam y«b ) snn nc^tri nsb «J3*^ 'pnn




17.16 dv Ttyy ntfenai itcrA nos »inb nv it»y nya-isa iityunn t?inai
is na«Vo ^b »np «npD jwiW dvb :b3«: niso n ,a'' nyat? in mn cinb
19 nn« b\si n^t? ipB *sa ens mn^ nby ntj'« nnanpni nlryn xb mty 30
3 nu>btf ]»ca nbiba nbb nnnici :db!? v.t DD^on nit? "ia D'jtbb nyatsn
21 nnsn b-BBb niryn pb'y jnlry :ibyn ^Kb ci^itry ••itri isb n^ihtry
23.22 tw npin nby nabo iDB^y nssb ins nstsn Tyfi tertKoa nyrt? 1?
24 nn n^s Dnb ce' TfjfStt ath ib>yn nbsn :nbs n« ibyn Tcnn nbyb
n: dbV iw cnp snpo ^aBT! Dvai :iBDii PWJ^ n'Dnn nbiy by nmn nn^a 35
jib-yn nb rrizy ronbo bB
26 vnp «npe Da"ny2tfB m.Tb nenn nruo oaa^ipna nmsBn ovai
•7 Eras mn-'b nh'i nnb nbiy onanpni :il?yn «b may rosbo ba 03b n\T
2s pea nbiba nbb cnnioi :nitr 'ia trt»aa ny2c nns b>« n'jc npa >ia 40
29 tosab \\tty pntey nn«n b"«b n'i'iiry 'it? inxn nsb D'ink?y nt?bt?
• •:•: :-' •
n'n» 28.M («)
3° -«*•<»•» 13TB3 **>&*- 26, 52—27, 1
8
in^bpi niND y2tr »|Vmi «j^m n\xo trc bMitr »aa nipa nb« 26
:moc» 12002 nbroa pun pbnn nbNb :ioNb tod bN mm "D-pi 53-52
b*wa "j« svAna jm vip
(
3 i^ trs inbm o'yon eyebi inbm main aib n:. 54
s pa inbm pbnn &tuti »a by vbrw on2N moo mocb pnn rw pbm 56
DnhEcob »ifcn nips rfon 57
men nnsi?© »"i}oi 'nnpn nnsco nnpb whin nnEtro jienib
10 'T? nnstro n?« 5s
'uisri nnsca ^non nnstro ^"pnn nnetro 'Ja^n nnDiro
"rnpn nnstro
nns ni*?' ton 'i? na iasr nioy ncx otri :oioy n>s T?m nnpi 59
pms 1? Trj"1 ! :onn.x mio nNi ntro nxi prtN nN cioy"? T?m nnxna 'i?? o
5 nanpna NimaNi ai3 no'i nsn'« nNi ity?N nN NimaN asi ai3 n« 61
trin ]2d "Oi ba *^M onfcryi nthv Dmips vmi :mm '3B5 nit c\s
tbvrur :- 7-12 nbna Dnb ;m Nb »a btmr '» "jina npenn mV« nbyei
axio n2iy2 ton* "32 rw ripe ton jnan itybNi rwto mpe nbN 63
n« npa ton pan prrni ntfo mpBB »<« mn Kb r6«ai :irry pv ^v 64
20 ono inu rVi 12102 mo/ mo onb mm ion »a :<yo laioa bMien oa no
IPS p ytfimi flty' p 2^3 DN »3 B«M
nc3o nnstyob ,to3d p T20 p iyb3 p isn p inEb* ni32 maipm 27.x
:nsini naboi nb3,ni nyj«v nbno rrta mot? rhm «jdv p
nns myn fcn DWttn usto pan itybN *3Ebi ntro '32b n3ioym 2
25 by Dnjmn myn "pna mn k? Mm 12102 no i3'2N :10s? iyio bns 3
T>no u»3M c^ yi3" neb :ib vn nb D'32i no ison2 'a nip my2 mm 4
:W3M am "jirc nujM 13b nsr p ib ;\s »a mnEtro
m32 p :iosb >TOo b« mm ion^ :mm ^sb pan n.s ,too aip»i 7-n
m ni2ym .j-n^s <nx
-pna nbm mns «).nb )nn ;h3 n^2l i.n?bs'
30 ib )\s pi mo' o btm losb i2in bvrvr '32 b«i :;nb jmaM nbn3 s
;\s DMi :vn.xb inbn3 n ks cnn3i ma ib ]\s dmi :in2b inbn3 nM cnizyni -...
inbn3 nx onn3i V2«b D'ns ]\s dmi wsm -nsb inbn3 ns nnn3i D'nK ib u
otod npnb bxTO" 02b nmm nns cti mnsceo rbs 2lpn nstrb
:to4o n« mm m? ton:
35
ton psn n>s ,imii ntn p-iayn in *7>s n?g nyo ?m mm ipx-i- 12
]in>s •-|D>s3 TO>sa nns 03 Toy ?>x n£D>s3i nns nn\sn :?>sto' '32*7 ^nn3 13
Dms'j?? D'02 *xp-ipm myn nanea ;s 12102 *s emio tons :ynx 14
:p laio £?ip n2no r> on
40 by tr.x TOa bsb nhnn 'nbs mm Tpfi^ :ieNb mm bN tots i2i>i 16.10
Nbi dn's- il"ni dmw -mm :.-::- .xr tnx\ orpitb ver. t»m :mpn 17
rw -jb np ,TOo bN mm ionm :nyi nnb |'m icn jm»3 mm my mnn 18
'3 26.6J (»)
29,37—3'," —*s«CM* -OTM •«*«>«»— 33
29.3s.37 nns n«on *vytri jobpcd dtbdbs D"b23bi tej6 is 1? onooii onmo«>
:nDDii nnroei Toai nte naVo
39 Da^nhio^ Davite^ oBvia-ui oa'-nin na
1
? oanyioa ren^ ilryn ."T>n
3o,s nN rere re? -k?n tea tor** S3 ^>n neto noN'i :Da'Dte6i oa'aoato
:ncto 5
2 re? "it?» "fitn re "ids'? ^n-k?' "is
1
? moon wn !>n nato "Oil
jrere
3 bni »b i»B3 te ids -»d»6 ny^tr yatfn in rerri TO W *s trs
:ncT vdd icfti tea nan io
n.4 reaN yotri : rmyia res* n'aa ids h-idni nin' 1? -n: "fan *3 n#tn
tei rem te wpi rpa« rb tr-inre nt?Ei te h-idn ton rnoNi mi: n«
o reYtt te iyot? nva nns iras iran dni joip' nc>B3 te moN ton -ids
•jas iran "a n"? nte< rem nip"1 t6 ncs: te men ton rmoKi
:nn« 15
7 Vy mDK ton rer»» nd3d in n'te reroi d^ mm «i dni
s mDN ton b^tdw syro inpi iyot? 2 ora1 nV» emnre* to'n yo»i sntrs:
9 rete ton Fnra nN idhi nniN k»jp wk ybe> era dni .•io^ tobj te
ith nte' rerei ncsi te moN ton ovate Noan rofl
jrrte £»?' tob: te <tidn -wk te nan-m hid^n vni 20
12.11 rn^N yiroi :ny^tra ntrsi te ton hton in mil nc"N n'a dni
re?B3 te moN ton ton tei nnu te ispi nnN N"in »b r& nitre
13 ton^i nnuii rrnst? nxid te iyoe> ova wh djtn to' ibh dni :oip'
14 nay*? ton nya» tei -n: te :n^ nte 11 rerei dtoh hcn Dip* nV mea
its or *?n Dr» mm nV tynn^ ci.nn dni t\Mff> rarm uny rw» csi 25
nV cinn *a DnN D^pn rfop i»n nnoN te nN in nmi te hn cprn
16 :hji» dn Nbw lyet? nns onN nB" ibh dni rflasr era




31,2.x inN D^non hnd Vnw *aa rwpi Dpi :idnV ncto ^n mrr lai'i
3 N326 dWin DanND w^p -idn^> oyn ^n nate "uti j^ey Vn ^dnj?
4 retDO teV nmb ^Vn hboV ^Vn :noa mrr nopi nn 1? r*i» te rm 35
n i'jn ntoy craw noo^ ^^n ^Nn^ •'b^nd v*»4n :Nas"? mte»n ^ntc
6 nry^N ]a onys n«i dhn nbs^ rasob rfot* nc*c dhn nte"i ivaa ^site;
7 rere re? nt?N3 ^-jo te ins^i :n;3 nynnn nnsini trnpn 'tei «pon
s opT dni ^n nN o'n^ten te lain po ote> nxi its te uwi nCo n«
m'na inn -nya )a Dyte nNi jno ^te neon ya-i nsi mn n«i lis nNi 40
9 nNi Dnipo te nsi Dnona te row dbd nsi ]hd n?j ns "?N-itr »tt latr^i
n.' inp'i :cn3 »tw DnTo te nNi onatrioa oreiy te nNi :itta o^n te
"<tO'OW
K3S 1? 3 1-6 «)
Num. 5
32 ~«3-<«* 13103 *&•&*- 28,30—29,36
nty na^o joa^y nsa^> 'nxisnS ins Dvy Tyfcw* tfitnan nyatr^ -man 28,31^
:&T3on D3 1? rm DD'cn it^yn innjoi Term
n
1
? may nsK^B *?3 na 1? sw tnp snpn enn^ insa ^atrn trmai 29.x
5 "8W npa p ns m.T 1? nfra rrjV nty nn^yi tos 1? nw nynn or toyn 2
ntfto ptra r\b)bz rbb Dnnjci jdbwi nyac mv *aa n^aa in** ^k 3
jtrtsoan nyac 1? Truei baa 1? ins plpyi ?W6 n^'ib'y w is 1? D^htoy 4
ntyi nnroei trinn n"?y naV» toa^y isa^ nKisn^> inn dmj; -vybn 6.n
imrrt rro^K nfrj mtf> Deatyoa cnooji nnmoi tbwi
10
Daub's: ns an<ayi Da!? rw tnp topa ntn *jratwi cnn 1? iitoyai
^
b*x in« npa p is nfri m mrrt my nna-ipm ntoyn x 1? nasSo Va s
pt?a nW>3 mb nnnjm tna 1? ftp dd^dh nya» ,-ut? '33 trtraa "ins 9
nnsn toaa!? jntry p-ib»y : « b^b D\fife>y "it? is 5? a^by ne6e> <
15 ntyi Dnsan risen na^o n«on«S inx nvy "vyfeM* icrtWon nyats6 n
:n.T3Dii nnniDi TWti
may ros'jD "?a oai? rrw enp tope ^atm nn? dv -toy natonai 12
nin^ nfrj nn ntfs nty onaipm row nyac mrrt in onini ilyyn xb 13
20 Diyon nl?y nyans nit? >ia n^aa dw d>m iby ?w^» npa »aa d'tb
n-na -it?y ntfte!? nnsn id 1? n^try ntf 1?:? pt?a n 1?^ n^b anmei :i\t 14
rtyyvfih tawi faa 1? jroy jr*yi idVwi ••aty'? Trwn ^ o^try "jt? id
nnmo rann nty nnVo nsDn^- in« n^y Tyfcn MSt^tt* crtwa il?y 16
25 nyai« ns» »aa o^aa d^d dV\s ie>y o'jc ipa »jd d'ts ^tyn Drai 17
:K>st?!23 niSDoa D^aa^i d"?\s^ d^b^ Q.T3D31 nnnioi mwnr\ itry is
:*i>3d:i nnmoi nnsnn n"?y na'p nsen^ ins nvy Tytoi 19
-itry ny3i« mw so criyaa n^f n^« nb*y wji nns wbvn orai 3
Tybi :DDtrB3 Disooa o^aa^i dVn 1? Dns 1? on'swi nnnioi joa^nn 22.21
30 :rt3D3i nnmoi nnjnn r\by naV» -inx nstjn
nfy nyaiN nac so o^aa d^c d^n m^y cms Tain ovai 23
Tytoi :dbc»3 DiBDoa o^aa^i d^n^ ar\sb &-P30Ji Dnn:n«v :DD,»nn;.24
jaat»j nnn:o T»nn n"?y 13^0 nsisrkS nns D'ty
niyy nyais m» ^ia n^aa wxr d^k nytrn d>-ib tram nrai 26
35 *V^tn :DB£?D3 D1BDC3 D'b>33^ D^«^> DnB^ DrT3Di1 DnnjBI :DD,»n2S.2;
:n3D3i nnnini Ttsnn nty 13^0 ins nstjn
jnD'on iby nysis nity »ia o^aa n^t? bVw ruk» d^td W^n orai 29
nns nsnn Tytoi justrna msDoa n^as^i dV'k^ d^tb 1? enowi onmoi 3 tA
:.n>ooji nnmo Tonn n*?y 13^0
40 ntoy nya-iK njt? «ia B'Sraa d^c d^k nya» nns ,iy<3t?n nrai 32
vybn :-'DBLMDa msDoa n^as 1?! d 1?^ 1? nns 1? an^3Dii onmoi JDO'on 34.33
5PDM1 nnmo n'onn n!?y ^aVo nns nsijn
Dnanpm :it?yn «•? may na*6o ^a Da^> n^nn msy »jsski ova 3rt.n^>
iDD'on nyat? mtr 'ja 0^33 iris b>»
-mx ^B nm^'nh'i nn ntfa n^y
31,50—32,29 -tja-ow -aioa -»m«h~- 35
31,3 nyae mesi mjjsK ant •fa nsd t»k tr*« mm p-ip n« anpai :cr« isao
51 antn n« pan "Bjrpw ntto njw :mn" ^jbV lyntfB: by -iBa> tooi b^y
; j -ifc?y rwto mn^ mi tck nonnn 2m bz m inbyo <ta b crsn
54 np-i **jnnan "ifc> n«ni d'eVkh ntr mo bpv n'trom mwo yac «p«
in« Wtyi ninon <nb mc-i craA*n nfe n^i: antn n« pan ityVNi ntrc
tmm *ii>b b»"0" *xk )nat nyw •?.-!« •?«
32.x nsi tjjf; p« n« i«ti ikd Disy "H <xato pitn »»^ mn an rupoi io
2 'pk i-iDtn pan oni *u «aa mkm ;napD mpn open rum iybi pH
3 mpai nij?-! pm nncy nnx 1? myn »k1m bvn pan "itj^K ^ki neto
4 to-iBn my ^b 1? mm nan t»« psn :)yai laii oaten nVybwi patrrn
n pan n« jb; "pupa p uks» dk netn :napo •pay'pi «n nape p»
}]"ttti n« u-iayn bx nmnb "pay 1? n«tn 15
6 :ns latrn mwi nnn'je 1? isa 1 eaTtxnpitn 'aabi na ^aaV ntfe icm
8.7 na :mm Drf? pa -k?k pxn 5k naye "Jjntr "ia a"? n« pa^an nC?i
9 ?iaiy« ?m ny I'ryt :psn nn m«T? yata cpe on« 'n^tra D3TI2K itry
Drf? ;na x\x pan 5k «a Ti^a"? "Js"!^ oa a? ns urn pan ns wn
ii." nnsoo n^yn D^axn ikt dm notf? yatsh xnn era mn" ?jk "vn tmn^ 20
'a apy'?! pn^"
1
? DmaK 1? viyatra ntr« noiKn ns n^jjoi n:c onlry ]ao
12 :mm "vw IK 1?? ^a )ia |a ytjftmi vapn naE 11 ]a a?a ^ma nn« i«?p «^
13 nfcyyn nnn 5a Dh ny n:t? D"yais -onoa oyri '7K-ic,a mm *}« -in^t
14 my rise? D'Ktjn d^jn main Da'na« nnn Dncp n:m :mm ^ya jnn
nanea in^n 1? my ^d^i rnn«D ]attrn «a :^{<nc> ?« m.T •]« jnn ?y 25IB
sntn Dyn 'ra'? Dnnt^t
17.16 pni unjKi :i3BB^ onyi ns npn^ njai )«s nmi retn vbx ww
nya liso stem ompn ?« DiN^n d« nc« ny iw "ja ^sb D'tr^n
is wx bxiv* 'aa ^nann ny li-na ^>« aica »b :p«n 'aB''1 ^bd nsakn
19 nayjo u^k lin^n: nto »a nxSm iit 1? nayo ons 'jnaa n 1? "a niwra 30
:nmtp jTvn
s rrer "Jsb isVnn d« ntn nann tk pbyn d« ncfo on^« -iok^i
21 va* ns itrmn ny mm "isV pm n« pVn ^>a Da 1? nayi tnon'jD^
22 ^*ntTDi mmo D^pa on^m iap'n in«i frw ^b 1? p«n ntraaai smbd
23 Dfiwsn nan p )itMyn «^j d«i *mm »a»^ nmxb oa 1? n«tn p«n nmm 3S
24 raifob nfpi oaED^ any Da^> «a :oan.s «s»n *k?k oanstsn ljni mmb
twyn Da'ED Ni"ni
ns ^« ntrsa ib>y fB8> idn 1? ndo •?« piNi »aai na «ia «v*»n
27.26 nay yizyi ny"?jn nya nt? v.t unona ^ai iiipn uva ued »m?o
2s n« rrato onb is^i na 1! uth na*Na ncn'jo 1? mm ^b 1? was y\bn bi 40
29 ncs'i :b*otr ^a 1? mtsen max "Ckt n«i pa ja j^jhm n«i pan itybx
nen?o? p?n "Ja p-rn ns Dan« ]bint ^aai 1: oa
v
nay ( d« Dnbs ne'e
:i^ »'K ma «a:»n »riK 31.5J («)
34 -«9-<&» "moa **&•&*»- 31,12—49
-iiyVN V«i ntfe ^k tttyi :nari33i anss mp^an "73 nm bbvn ta n« 31,12
^« n:nen b» bbvn n«i mpten nxi raw n« *?x-itr »sa my "?ki iron
tfrry jr? ty ""-* ->s>~ r -"*'
j.-una 1? fOTp b« anxnp
1
? mjm YrtW bi psn -wybKi ntfa lxn 13
5 rnan'pan tosa misi ra»n&n nci d'eVkh nfc* "rnn mpa *:> rate ^sp-i 14
dj^3 1313 Jn-kt "is 1? vn run jn :n3p: ^3 amnn ntfa an^x tww 1 >.-
"Dt Vs irin mjn tmm mya nr?an "nni myo "qt ?y mma *?yn <ty-a!> 17
iyT xb tw atria «jb?i ^01 :inn *oi sscd^ trs nyi y ntf>x tan ?pa is
•731 »si i-iin ^3 dv ny3t> .-una 1? pna Wi enw :B3^> vnn na 33t70 19
10 !?ai to ^>3i :D3"3t?i nnx ya»n twoi T^trn ows ixannn ^na yai :
:ixennn py "to ^31 avy nbya bsi my *ta
minn npn nni nanVaV tfttan MS371 wn ^>n pen irySx -ibkhi 21
W*on n« ntfron ns *pan nsi ufflfi n« "jx jntfa n« mm rwj *** 22
*D3 >x -nai e\xa vrayii rs3 xa' Tf» nan i» smayn nxi toan nx 23
15 ova D3HJ3 anaasi :d"D3 iTsyn c\x3 X3 < t6 -itrx V31 Ktanm mi 24
WirtSi wan -inxi an-inai T3»n
rranaa bix3 \ae*n mpte tr«i nx xb> snow 1? nuto to mm najn 26.n:
nan^an trcfa pa mpben nx m*m mrpn max w« jron ityVxi nn« 2:
• twerti nonVen nri« n«o ni.r 1? dsd nb>m :myn "?3 pai tasb a'N3*n 2s
t|«sn pi nnbnn pi npsn pi m«n p niKen cano 'in« n3s^>
npn Vtntr *J3 mnooi :niiT nainn pan itySx^ nnnai «npn onnm»D r.29
nonsn bo ]«sn pi onbnn p npsn ]d m«n p B'tstenn p Cnnx
WOT pt?» mot?o nay n>i^ ons nnnii
25 mpVan w w«fe n« mm m? "Krs3 p3n nty'pKi mete fcfjn 32-31
imtb» ntrcm
-i^s D"jtt»i 'i^.s msa w |*a «asn ay wa itr« on in'
tnx BfBH :«)Vk d^ci ins anbm s^k D'yat?i n^it? ip3i -
Ttm »*^h D'tf^tri D'itf trsj ^3 T3? 33ce »jr n 1? twm tfwn p 36
nysci ifrm avfbm f\bx nisa K^ef {ion "coa Kasa oseWi p^n nsnan
3 ,, :D73t?i won m«a vtvt ]«sn p HOT? osan OT1 :niKa t?am cs^k 37
anbm twysm q*x? Jwrt nDsai «^>n cy'jci ntsto npam 39.3s
dik trcji :a,atoi ins mn^ ddsbi mse tram «j5w n'C 1?:?
n« nc?a OT1 :tr2i d^^i d^» mrrt aosai «i^s ntry w 41
n'snaai :nCa n« mm ms it?K3 pon ntyVx 1? mm nann asa 42
35 )Ksn p myn nsna "nni to^aiBi crjsn p ntfa mm "0H ^s^' 'la 4?
ntfe? ipai :niKa cam a^s nyac *\b* wvhtft t\bx ni«a tf'?B, 4t
nu'c bis CDii :msa cam *\b» a^c anbm i^s tmftm 46.no
ans^ann ]a ins msn ns ^n-w^ ^3 nsnea ntfa np^i ttfxt iwy 47
ma nc«3 mm pea maca nay B'i^ ans jmi nenan pi crow p
40 :n{?b n« mm
:msan nbi a'E^.sn nf K3sn '•b'jk 1? nrs a'ipsn ntfa Vx lanp-i 4s
ipsa xbi m;a lex non^an "cis trtn ns wlw "pajl nCa bn naw'i 1
1
H1K 31.^ (?) »DJ 3I.a8 (a)
33.23— 34 - -=«a«OS»- 12TO3 •**©«*— 37
33,;
j
:tec in 2 W) nnSipc tyo'i
24 :min: urn "fit? -vm iyoi
re :riVrjp&a urn mine lyci
26 :nnn2 urn r6npoe iyci
27 :mna mi nnnn iyo'i s
28 :npno2 13m nine lyci
29 :n:btrn2 um npncnw
^ :nnoba lan'i niocno iyDi
3 ,
qppi ^322 urn nnooo iyci
32 :T3-i?n -ih2 urn ]py «sao lyo'i 10
33 :nn2tp;2 13m "iron "irra iyo'i
34 :m
<i2y2 urn nreo'D lyo-i
rt n2i psjja arm nroyo iyD^
36 :tr-p sn |s T2TD2 lin-i -123 pyo iyD"i
37 :dv\s p»x nxp2 inn -in2 13m trips qjOT 15
3s nsg
1
? D'y2isn n3C2 eg ne't rrff 'B *?y inn in ^s ]n;n pnn ?yi
39 n'ntryi ^?c p pnxi itr-irf? into 'trenn nn2 cnse f"i«e 'r.s-c" '32
d K22 ]y:2 p»X2 2:32 2tf' «m 'uy^n ye'j'i nnn ini inb2 n:c rusnn
:* * * ?Kitr' '32
4 i smb^sa 13m inn "ilia iyo'1 20
42 :]'3i£32 vm noe^xo lyci
43 :na&a ran piso iyoi
44 :2«ra ^232 cnayn "ya urn ri2KD ijid'i
TO :~; 1 2^2 131T1 D"yD iyD'1
46 tnc.n^i ]b^y2 um 13 pnn iyo'i 25
47 :123 '32^> n'-i2yn nna lin'i mytoi ]otyo iyo'i
4s nrn' rrr ty 2s id naipa um tmapn '-irra iyci
49 jatoo na*fltt n'ctrn ^?k -ry necKn n'20 rrm ty urn
si.: '32 "r« 121 nc«^ ur? pT "?y 2«ra naipa rate ?« mrp Tarn 3°
52 n« cncnini :]y32 p« •?« prm ns D"i2'y on» '2 Dob* mtsKi inner
men on2ED 'a 1?!? ^2 n«i nnv2b>D b ns DiraKi Dattna pan -2tf' *?a
53 n« 'pn3 dd
1
? «a .12 onaien )"\xn ns nnumm svretrn onra2 ^2 nw
54 n« mn a*6 coThstrn^ "ni32 pan n« Dr6ronrn :nns nci^ pwi
nranb rr.T ^ ^nun m» i 1? ns: ick !w in^n3 rw '.cyan cyo^i inVn3 35
ru Tvmn i»« rrm D2'3ed pun *axh n« iinin n 1? nsi n^nsnn zr-rrs
trath CDN "JK pSH Vy D2n« mSI C2"S2 DjUSb tD^JQ 2'2'y 1? ono
56 jdb
1
? nirys en 1? nilryb ti'dt t»«2 rmi tfo
34.2s cn« '2 Dr6« rncKi ^Nicf' '32 n« i? JTDiA ntfo bvS mrp Tan 1
:n'n^23 l? )y?2 p« n'?n32 D2^ Vsn itr« plCT n«t »pwi b« dhc
««»©*
U>« 34.» (P) TV l""5 33* («)
36 —K3-OC* -131B3 <*©•«*>•- 32,30—33,22
xb dki :n?ro6 iy^n px n« on 1? nrrui D2UE7 p«n nc>222i mrv <;e? 32, 1:
:jjU3 pK3 022112 imtui db-am n'x^n ro^
sntrya p ftaj ^« mm 121 ncx n« -ion 1? pun ^ri "u ua ujn 31
:pT? -inj?n iin?n: nnjH unai ]yj3 p« msr 'je^ ann^n i2y: una 32
5 ro^oo n« >*pv p ntrio 02tf nnl: pun ua 1?! i; '32? ntfo nr6 jjvi 33
y\xn ny n^ja rmy 1? p«n jtrsn -po Jiy ro^oo nw nb«n -po ]1vd
:2'2D
n«i pit? may n«i :nj?hy n«i nlay n«i p*i n« "is ua 1:2*1 nfr.34
pim 021 :)«s rftTn -1320 ny pn rt»a n«i maa rra nxi snrpyi -\\y 37.30
10 no2to> n«i °pj;d ty2 n«i 12: jiki Jtnr/Tp nxi kSjj'jk n«i patrtj n« 1:2 3s
my 1?: ntrio p TOO 02 pjn sua idk onyn met? n« nbtra imp*l
ntraa p Taa1? Ty?jn n« he'd pro :na x"n nfa«n n« «enn rnabn o
rcii nw rtn pn« Knp'i amrtn n« na^rpn ntwa 52 yvn :na~2tin 4-p
naca na: rb top^i mnaa nxi mp n« na'n "j^n
'5
ansa pi«o isr ipn btntr *aa "ypo nbs 33.x
mm "S by o.Tyaa 1? arvNsia n« ncto arpi :pn«i ntfo T2 onios 1? 2
dv ntry ntstona jitrtnn cnna oaayiB iya"i ib.tnsio? orryco n?Ki 3
20 iDnso ?a "i'y^ hot Ta ^"iB" '22 iss* noEn mnaa jica-in a-in?
m.T ntry arrn'rici -1132 ^2 cn2 mrr nsn "icw ns n"i2pn cnsm 4
: D't3Et?
:nsp2 uni oppync b«"wn »ja lyci n
i^i5B] :"i2non n?p2 ick nri«2 urn niDo lyci 6
25 ub?< un'i ]ibs ^2 '2D "ry -.itrKi nn'nn »u ^y -v2D"i Dnxo iyo'i ^
'O' nu>?c "Jin 13^1 maiDn D"n ^in2 najn nrnn "-ed iyo'i s
:mo2 urn dhn n2iD2
nnnn 0^2^ d*d nvy mtry D'nc Db ,«2WTDT^TlS2Ti men lyci 9
:oty un 11!] :*J1D n" by i3n"i n?'«o lyci
3° jpD T2TD2 UTP1 «)1D D'O 1J?D"1 II
:npsT2 urn yn 12100 ij?dm 12
:tri?K2 unn npBTD iyo'1 13
;mnc? Dy? n'o dc n'n x^ oi'Bia urn ci^o lyci 14
yyo T2T02 um dtbid lyci id
35 :msnn n'i2p2 urn "i'D 12100 lyD'i 16
:n'i?n2 urn m«nn mapts lyo^i 17
:noni.2 urn rnsno iyci is
:ps ]bT2 urn nemo lyci 19
jn22ba urn ps jbia iyD'1 =
40 :nDi.2 urn n22^o lyo'i 21
:nn
1?np2 larn nmo ij?dm 22
•
•:• -••




.9 -~«3«&e» "mm «w>-b»~ 39
35 vijn? )rc <>bnv -itrs wbm 'aa trs wyon eyon nsoi lain ain
:n?ibb
\9 ons o onbs miosi ^«"itr* »ia bs ian :-iesb nCo bs mm naryi
n Dii nab wnn obpo ny D"-iy nab nmipm :;yaa rtnn pro nx nnay 5
12 mo" sbi «mn» bsio obpob nnyn nab vm :m:tra ma me Wi netr
13 obpo ny vv liwi -itrs tnjwn :oat?ob mpn »iri noy ty Wn
14 pita linn onyn tfbtr nsi p-rb nayo unn nnyn vtbv ns :cab nynn
w onyn BV nynn oaina atrinbi -1:61 bsitr *ia5 sni*nfl obpo ny jyaa
16 nb"1 ! man bna *toa osi :m;tra traj nao ba not? on 1? obpob n?«i 10
17 Mil nift nb"1! man na mo' -itrs T psa osi rWm nov mo Mn reft
is nio Mil n:fi nb^i wan ia mc *it?s t ]*y *tea «c»si (Win nov mo
3.19 nsitta nsi sung* sn ia lyiaa W\n ns mc sn mn bus :Wm nev
21 mo nb^i iTa man na'sa is trtw mnsa *to ba» vby Tbtrn is laa^m
22 sba ynaa dni :ia lyiaa rcfin ns mr mn bs} Mn nan naon nov 15
23 na nic -io>s ps baa is srrjs sba <ba ba vby "ptowi is lain na^s
24 myn loaen :iny-i trpae sbi lb a'ix sb sm nb'i vby ba'i nisn sba
na to Win ns myn irsni :nbsn D'oatron by mn bs)i pal naon p
mo ny na aen not? m ntrs iobpo Ty bs myn ins Diwn mn bs3
26 Ty bia:i ns Win ss: s:r dsi :tnpn pt?a ins mro -ics bmn pan 20
27 nxm iobpo Ty biaib pno mn bsi ins ssoi :notr Diy ics lobpo
28 bin ]nan mo ny at?: icbpo Tya 5 :m ib )\s nshn ns mn bud
29 npr6 cab nbs vm :m?ns ps bx nshn aitr bun )nan nio nnsi
b ijp ns^in ns r«T ony ^ab traa nao ba iDavYatno baa Da'nTi 1? oaco
31 mob y^n sn t»m nsh vzib naa mpn sbi :mob traaa my sb nns 25
32 nio ny psa natrb ait? 1? iobpo Ty bs d=^S nsa mpn sbi :nov nio 'a
33 TiT sn mn <o na <ra(N nns t»m psn ns iB':nn sbi ^bmn- )nan
34 -isoon sbi sODtf ma ox o na -jstr t>'s dt? iet sb psbi psn ns
jina pW mn"1 ^s 'a naina ptf ^s ntrs na D'aKf' ens nt?s pxn ns
tbsTtr »aa 30
36,s >ia nhatreo nBfjo p Tao )a nybj "ia nnatyo 1? masn nwn lanp'i
"lab mas wi D\xt?in 'ttVi -;nan T.yVs 'lebv nt^o ^ab inaTi rjov
2 bs-itr -ia
1
? bTia nbn:a psn ns nnb nw ms -ms ns nes'i ibsic
3 ^ao nnsb rni ivniab 11ms "Hj^? nbm ns nnb mnv= nis> »3TM<HM>1
noon nbna by *)Diai lynis nbnjo jnbn: nyiiii crtrib ^nur 'ia 193W
4 nwmi bxicr "lab ba sn mm nsi iyw unbm bnioi nnb ny\nn ttm
:;nbni jni' ii'nas noo nbmoi nnb ni^nn ntrs noon nbm by jnbni
n itFQ^ lev 'ia noo p losb mm 'a by bsnti" (:a nx nro ism
6 nrrtn -jn'j'ya aiob nosb ^nsbs> nuab mm ms vm nain nr 4..
7 bsx" ':ab nbm abn sbi in'cib ni^nn p-as noo nnEB'ob fn err
s nt?T na bai iburar 'ia ipaT vnas noo nbma trs 'a noo bs nooo
itrr ;yob ntfsb mnn mas noo nna^oo nnsb bsT^ »ia mooo nbm
9 C's "a nns noob nooo nbm abn sbi :vnas nbm tys bsx" *;a
38 -:.-;-.-.- •:--- • - • 34.3—3S.8
c nspe a« Via: oib mm ans <t ty p naiee a:u nss aa 1? mm 34,3
I'ntaw wil njs nayi a'aipy nbye 1? aaso toaan na 1? 3031 :no"ij> n"?cn 4
n^m jiesyo toaan aoai tnjcxy iajn i^j "ran sn j>}*q trip 1? 3330 n
,t,t m foaa* ^run dyi aa 1? mm. a< ^1331 :ne (n rnknn rm onso 6
s Jinn in aa
1
? isnn yun avi p |iss ^133 aa 1? rrm rm :w bin aa 1? 7
rm TUftfl Va^n sin irnrp ^an nsxin rm nen sa
1
? isnn inn ine 9s
nong •na:!? aa 1? Dn^K'Wi ipra bi33 aa 1? mm m p*y -an rnsxm »
ty nnei fcaan to yyb a-ipn n^a-n deito b-in to tnogv ]yy "ixne u
rr^n DC rnssin rm njmvn toaan TO jmsip rnp a* «jro 12
10 :a^D mrfraA pun aa^ mnn nst
?-ii:i3 nns l'rninn kph pun nm ids'? ?sio" *33 ns ntfe wi 13
•aawin '33 nee mp 1? *a :neen *sm nicen nytyn"? nn"? mn* ms "itrs 14
^17 sen
1?™ mp"? nt?:o nee «im anas ma 1? nan »33 neei anas ma^ id
1 5 : nm;? neip my pvl laye an5m mp"? neen "am moon
ns aa^> bny> tnn Ervaxn met? n?s ties'? nt?c "rs mm T3T1 17.16
inpn nece ins im ins irtMl :;•; p yty'imi jnan "lty'ps pwi 18
ipwi ns bmb>
twwn met? nVw 19
20 iniB" p a^a mirr nets'?
fnmoy p ^>sietr jiyet? »aa neo^i a
!]17D3 p TPVM JO"?- ^O 1? 21
ity p "pa s*tn p »aa nee^i 22
•)DV 'ja 1? 23
25 nbs p ^»wn brtM nti'io oa nee^>
:;eEc' p "r.siep s'L-i d"ibk »ia neo^i m
j"jj*ll p ]?t%s s'tr: ]^iat ^a nee^i ns
:]$ p 7K19^ S'tr: 1^•-'b• , »aa nee^i 26
t'o^c p wmM s-r; nc^s oa nee^i 27
3° 5"nm»y ]a ^>snns s^trj ,(?ns3 'ja nec7i 2s
jjjna p»u ^s-i^" »aa ns ^?na^? mm ms ics n"?s
•33 ns 1? ncs
1
? m? pT ?v asie ninya ntsto ?s mm iaTi 3S.--s
WWi amna'ao any? tyuei nac 1? any ernns n^wc o'i^ nrui "r.s-j-
is JBiWi Va^i Dtran^i Dnona^ W nn-tynaoi natr? on 1? o^-iyn rm ici 1?!? 3
V'.ne an'ioi : a^ao nes *i^s mum Tjm Tpe an1?'? nnn ncs tnjrn UH3D1 -
1
D" ns£ nsi nesa vsbx ajj nss nsi nesa d'b^s nenp nss ns yyb
'»i3o en1? mm m Tna Tym nesa cd^x nw Wtt nw n&K3 a-s'rs
net? ab unn B'rpen ny ct? ns D'l 1?^ unn itrs cnyn nsi nrnjwi o
d^jww an?? nnn t« Dnyn bo :Ty d'wi D^ais i:nn nm?yi rcrtn 7
nso Vs^t? , «aa mnse unn ncs anym tpHsrUQ nsi pns tj? njcci s
ir« 35.
--*»• Ctidcat (Hofce on (UumBcre •:•: •-
(4) £& KU1; see note on Lev. 1,3.
(8) fH "ljwls^, a perpetual Q c n>. See note on Gen. 30, 18.
(14) ill "jKiyi, as in 7,42: 10,20; but in 2,14 .'II itself lias imyi, and so have w.053 in
all these four passages. 5
(16) in 'toip, probably due to the proximity of 'joto:; but the ordinary form of the
pass. part, as given in the n're is preferable.
(17) iH + meeo I2p: n»X. This clause is not required after rfrttn, the names of the
men having been already specified, and as its phraseology is found nowhere
else in the Hexateuch, it is to be regarded as a marginal gloss. 10
(19) M DIpBM. But the nom. must be plur., 77'r. Moses, Aaron, and the twelve chiefs.
icf might be joined to iSb as in (0; but it is better to read =":'\ and then
transpose 10' and i9b . The paragraph thus ends with the usual formula,
(22) in + vipo after ditdk n'3; but this word ought to be omitted as in w. 24.26.
28, &c. 15
(42) itt '13. But in the ten other instances, the prep, b is found in ill itself; cf. w. 22.
24.26, &C. and it is found here also in many Heb. MSS and in mStlSK
(44) ill vtvon JV3^ "ins c"«; <f> dvi'ip eic koto fpuXnv uiuv kutu cpuXrfv oikidv naTpidc,
a reading which ought to be adopted, because it gives nut only the regular
idiom for the Heb, distributive, but also its ordinary meaning to vniss JV3. If ill 20
be retained, ni3K JV3 would be synonymous with rose, which is quite contrary to
usa
(45) In this verse is found the Stroi umenl of those who maintain that vv.
17-53 belong to a later stratum than w. 1 16. ill iw has no predicate, and the
ument is that the original predicate was identical with v. 40'', and that, since 2;
V. 45 is so mm h fuller than 46', it must be later. It is possible, however, that 46*
was originally DnfjM toi, but that, after a scribe had written 1. his eye again
caught the WW of v, 45, which he a dingly re wrote, The 1 of the original ?3i
would be the emphatic, orresumptivi I KONJG, Syntax, Sj75.'')-
(6 the "huh- clause 46", and so would 1 I mendatidnes, Breslau, 1^04). 30
(50) [rns does not mi san testimony but solemn declaration, faw, sec Crit Notes on
Proverbs, p, 45, I. 48.
a (2) For the term "ijjid ^n« see my paper on Babylonian Elements in tht Lsvitic




nua ib»y p ntfo n« mrr m? -«r*o stomp »aa rows iprr vftrua 36,
prfi »»b "w»fa nua nyii nafai ,-6am nrin<v- rbno ns«nm n-ns 1?* n
nns^D HDD ty jr6m \-1n1 n^tri 1? wi *pv ja ntrjo »aa nhEtroo ibw£ 12
5 nanya "?«-itr 02 ?.s neto Ta m.T ms -itrx D'OEtroni msen r#N
: praM
'3
:irry pi' "?y rsio
3.3-— 5 '4 —M3<W* (TtumBcre «©•«*>- 43
(32) ill mpB, (5 xaxtaxautvoc tpuXuaaetv. In ifl the grammatical construction involves
so harsh an ellipsis that GRATZ, following <S, emends as in our text.
(39) iH + pntH, rightly marked by the Punctuators as suspicious. Though found in <5,
it is omitted in several Heb. MSS and jm.3; cf. also W. 14. 15 [6.
(49) M cnD; but there is no use of retaining a uiraE Xe-f. which can be got rid of 5
by a simple transposition of two letters, especially when such transposition gives
us a word used in the same sense in the immediate context. xu. cms.
(51) JH men, but the Ocre is to be preferred in accordance with the argument of
the preceding note.
10
(0 ilt + pnK b*\ but wanting in several Heb. MSS; cf. also vv. 21.2/.
(3) M K3; but mx K2n, as in vv. 23.30.35, &c.
<6 reads tiiro €ikooi ko'i irtvxe t'xtuv, evidently in order to bring this verse into
harmony with 8.24f, a proof that, occasionally at least, the <8 translators noticed,
and did their best to remove, glaring contradictions. 15
(6) [For enn dugongsee Crit. Notes on Ezckicl, p. 65, 1. 13; cf. English translation
of Ezekiel, p. 126, 1. 3. — P. H.]
iU A v^p, but it is found in xu.<6£.
(7) tnsn ]nVtr, a phrase used only here; generally \rhvn or roiyen jn^tr, and once,
in Lev. 24,6, "inon ]nhvr\. 20
Venn Dn^, a phrase also found only in this verse, and formed on the analn
venn n^y. The ordinary phrase is D'jen anb, Ex. 25.30; 35,3; 1 821,7, &c.;
cf. Lev. 24, 5-9. [See p. 59 of the paper cited above, p. 41, I. 35, and cf.
below, p. 44, I. 9 and p. 50, 1. 50.
(14) For the stem of nnne see Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 61. I. 35. — P. II.] 25
(27) ill metre:, but (5 &. ovoudxwv; cf. v. 32.
(32) ill A b; which is found in one Heb. MS and in *u.<5 (ndvxa xd axeon,). It \\.i>
easily omitted owing to its letters being the same as the first two in the follow-
ing word yb: {haplography).
(49) & "ips has no nominative expressed. Its nominative must be the indefinite one: 30
one h.is , iHuitcd them = they were counted [cf. note on Lev. 4,12 and below, p. 53,
1. 17; p. 58, I. 13; p. 59, 1. 36]. The verse is in reality a doublet, made up of
common phrases, and may have been added by Rl\
ifl + VipDl, cither a gloss or else corrupt; since this word has been constantly used
throughout the chapter as meaning those enrolled, it is quite impossible to trans- 35
late it in this instance either by ///<• enrolling of him or by his appointed tasks.
N< ilhcr can it be pointed Vlps, and rendered his orders, i. c. the tiling which
Moses ordered him to do; for C-ips is restricted to the orders or statutes of
JHVH, 8 xcti ^TteOKenncmv, which points to the reading npnTrlj cf. 1.47; 2,33.
.«ll itrK, but juul©3 itrto. 40
(8) [For the etymology of IBS see p. 61 of the paper cited above, p. 41. I. 35, and
for 3'ipn, in the following verse, loc. cit., p. 62, note 2. — I'. II.]
M A rPrr) which is found in ftS; cf. w. 9.10.
(9) t.KAi/ would insert top before -<n ]<tA ami then delete M ''*. which would cer- 45
tainly render tin Hebrew much clearer. The vb in this verse may have come
from the vi at the end of v. 10.
11 Foi iIm . 1 lion vv. II-31 des ribin- the ordeal of a wife guilty or suspected of
infidelity see Stack's paper in /AT '95, pp. 166-178, reprinted in bis Akade-
misihe A'eden und Abhandlungen (Giessen, 1899) pp. 2-1- 50
(13) ill nnfc. Here n« is evidently not the sign of the ace, but the prep. = DP, as in
iJeut. 22,.' note on Lev. 15. iS. also Crit Notes "ii Proverbs, p. ;i I ;
(14) ill K'ni; cf. v. 13. We have here two out of the II instances in which t<-
4= -<«a-<3*» QlumBtre «-«>-B*- 2,4—3,28
2 (4) D.TipEl W3J1. Tlie tautology here is so manifest, and the use of the sing. pron.
vwih the one word, and of the plur. pron. with the oilier, is so awkward that the
temptation to strike out i82si altogether is wry great 'torn has been inserted
by RP, either because of the constant use of K33 in 10,12ft'., or because, as
1>ii 1. m. argues, K 1 ' had before nun two recensions of I'. in one of which tttasi 5
occurred, and in the other ompei. The latter is the more natural word here,
since the 1 enSUS has just been described in the previous chapter. Besides,
when the total number in each of the four divisions is stated, the phi..
simply emps ':;. If the latter hypothesis 1" correct, then this twelve-fold in-
sertion ofltt3X1 is as striking an instance as can well be got of the way in which 10
the Hexateuch was comp<
(6) M v-ipc, as also in w. 8. II; but everywhere else ompD. <8 ol ^TT€0K6uu^vot,
without rendering the pron. at all; m has sing, stiff, throughout. Now, since
UQS is invariably found, it seems natural to expect an equally invariable use
either of vnps or of Dmps. The latter is to be preferred, not merely because 15
of its being actually found more frequently, but also because mps might be
occasionally written for ompD owing to the sing. pron. with UOS, whereas
DirtpB could never have been substituted for v.ps, had the latter been the
original Were Vips retained in these three it might be argued 1h.1t
the sing, stiff, is intended to refer to the chief, as it obviously does in IKM, and 20
not to tin- tribe to "hi- b the plur. suit', in empc refers, But such an explanation
only proves the weakness of this reading; lor why should these three chief, be
thus distinguished above their fellow-.?
(7) M nea; but jluCSA express the conjunction whii h should be inserted as in w. 14
22.29. •, 25
(8.1 1) ill 1*106; sec note on v. 6.
I (1) iH + nsrev an evident interpolation, because nothing is said of the sons of Moses.
Besidi is named before Aaron everywhere else except Exod. 6,20
where Aaron has to be named first as being die elder 30
I ill i TW -JS 1-, afti 1 NCram, written by a copyist too early through his eye he
caught the [TOT 'isb after mt Ml, and left undeleted to avoid spoiling the MS;
on Isaiah, p. 90, 1. 7.
(9) iH ih, but "b is found in several Heb. MSS ^KKNNICOTT) and also in ju*8- cf.
8, ,6. 35
(12) ill '138; but cf. ?H"t«ra in v. 1 J and also W. 41 .42.
(16) ill niS, «u OTIS, <B <ii)vtT(i£€v auTOlC,. The only part of the Pual that is certainly
found is wra, Lev. 8,35; 10,13; Ezek 12, - , 24,1s; 37,7, Driver points also
I v. 8,21 as Pual; see notes on Num. 36,2 and on lien. 45,19.
(17) jrchi, <6 rtbawv; AI0, rnpauiv. 4o
(22) ill 1 an'-ips before nyatr, but the sentence is far too short for the nom. I
thus repeated, Such repetition must have originally been a mere transcriptional
I
ror.
(28) ill A cmpsi which is found in 3, and ought to be inserted as in vv. 22.34.
ill vv. The easiest way to make the sum total of the Levites correspond to 45
the numbers assigned to the three Levitical clans separately is to change this
vv into vbv. If we keep the separate figures as given in ill we get a total of
22,300, instead of the 22,000 as stated in v. 39. This gross arithmetical blunder
is retained by all the Versions.
ill + EHpn metre 'letf. RP*s usual skill must have deserted him if he made this 50
addition to the verse-, for infants little more than a month old could not possibly
be included in such a description. The words should be regarded as a gloss
taken from the end of V, 32; cf. vv. 22.34.
6,3—24 -*»-«M* (Uum6*r0 4*8htt*~- 45
(3) rne»D (i-nut \tr. It is not to be derived from m» to let loose (Job 37,3"*, Aram.
IP1IB to unloose, solve problems (Dan. 5,16 , Syr. It*, as if it meant solution; but
.1 Dii.i.m. proves, from rrw in Talmud= to water=WV\, ..jl, ^.j' to rV /«<«>/
as the earth after rain [following a drought (_«^Jl» ^o«j^.\ jju ; .A Assyr.
tnesru 'moisture, succulence, luxuriance, prosperity, wealth' (Del., HYV 688*) 5
Arab. »\JU,
*}f, el-Si, ^^1, &C.J Hence TWO 9 U-;l] has a much wider
signification than )*' or'tfvn [cf. note on Gen. 27,28], and means any kind of
liquor made from grapes.
(4) ISTn is usually taken to mean grape-stone (Mishnic lS";n, Kjvasin), and :\ grape-
skin, but it is distinctly against both these renderings, as Dii.i.m. points out, to
that the phrasi 1- pn ]did and not BKIiyn JD. Hence he suggests that iX'.n may
mean unripe grapes Arabic r ^«u. hicrim; </ Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 133, 1. 28J
ami at the young tendrils of the vine.
(9) [ill C.xnB after yrtD2 seems to be an explanatory gloss; so, too, in CknD yns 1; Is.
29,5 and priD 1? DktnD Is. 30,13. has for ill Ci<nD ynfi: in our passage simply 15
tEuiuvu just as foi |?nM . syr. ina pitti = pit' i in 35,-;. I'. H.]
(13) ill UtM IPS'. II ill In- correct, inx = the Nazirite, the indef. pron. being the nom.
to WW one shall /'ring him, i. c., lie shall be brought [</". above, p. 43. 1. 31]. The
awkwardness, here, of this grammatically allowable construction i d by
the ace. becoming in the next clause the nom. to 2'ipn. By the transposition of 20
inn and '.}2-\p nx of v. 14, the sentence be< omes quite lucid. <6 npoooioet auto?
testifies to their having \nK in the same position as in iH, but a&TOC is an im-
possible translation of it. The passages usually quoted to justify the Ilif'il as
technical to indicate the ritual prescribed by Lev. 13,2.9; 14,2 arc not really
analogous. It was natural that a suspected ox even a cleansed leper 1 should be 23
brought, but a Nazirite might well enough come of his own accord. Another
simple change, perhaps even simpler than the transposition suggested, would be
to read wa>, and omit YUn *d: by ins, <D iit\ tuc x€ 'Pa ? T0U nuTM^V0"; A. fTt|
Tapoouc toO dcpiuptautvou ; £, im Tdc iraAduac tou Nauipuiou.
(14) For ill -ins< cron irot? p ton: it is better to read ren mu p -tnt< t?a; ; cf. the 30
following 'iji nn« r.f:=.
(15) [For the etymology of rise cf. note 80 of the paper cited above, p. 41, 1. 35.]
(23) ill 11BK, the only instance in which the inf. abs. of 1BH U found in OT unless
precedi «l or followed by some other part of the verb according to the usual con-
struction of the inf. abs. Hence, as the preceding word ends in b, the omission >5
oi the initial b is evidently due to haplography {cf. p. 54, I. 4). Instead of >•
ing a third 1oxb we might transpose the 1 and read the imp. TOSK. — I". II
.'I II" formula of the Priestly Benediction must be very early, far earlier than the
document in which it i- incorporated. It is poetry and generally supposed to
1 onsisl of three lines, ea< h longer than the preceding, the lirst having 5 words, 40
the second 5, and the third 7. Curiou-.lv enough, if we do not count nirv, ivhii h
occurs three times [cf below, p. 57, 1. 11], the benediction contain iexa< tly 12 words,
one for each tribe. In spite of the threefold use of mrr and the universalit) "I
the three line tradition we have deemed it better to print the Hebrew in four
lines. The fourth I icily the same number of words as the first We 4;
[It might he well to state in this connection that, so far as I can see, there il
not a single case of true leprosy (eltphantia ,-"i) in OT. The term WO
refers to a variety of skin diseases, including
1
philitic affec-
tions, ike, also leukoderma (Lev. 13, 12. 13 &c. rl liw's ab-
stract of my lecture on M,
ttenl. New York, July 13 '99, p. M07 1 and the risumt of my paper on the Sam-
tar} the bulletins of the Twelfth International Congo
of Orientalists (Rome, 1899) No. 13, p. J. — P H
44 -««KK* fJlumBao «•©•»*- 5,15—27
found in the Pentateuch. That the variation is accidental and meaning!'
evident from the two forms k\- and wn being l>"th found in each of these two
verses as they also arc in Gen.20,5; 38,25; cf. note 00 Lev. 1, 13. [Tor the
inal identity of Kin and «'n sec Crit Notea on Judges, p. 66, 1. 24.
(15) -E\>*n rviby is identical with ip? (cf. Ex. 16.30 :.sn nfi'Kn n-bp -ttajjm) but not 5
with ;nlpy Mum 151 whin h 1-. bltcarov too 0191 for «U pitrp . The
l".iu?p must have been the lentil part of an "id> or the hundredth part of an
ephah. In Lev. 25 - old that two issarons of Hour were taken foi 1
of the twelve unleavened caki i piled up, in two piles [cf. "pp Gen. 23,9; 1 K
18. ,'; lull. 2,6 and BKNZlNGER's Heb. Arch., li.^. 146^ on the sacrificial table. IO
If the issaron were the tenth part of an ephah which is equal to about 77
American pints or 36.44 liters; see Benzingkr, </>. a'/., p. 1S1 two issarons
would be more than 15 pints (nearly a peck or 16 lbs., more than 7 liters , an
enormous quantity of Hour for a loaf of bread and espa ially for a thin, flat cake
of Oriental bread - ,.„. ephah /. <. 1 1 pint of flour (3 cups] is sufficient for two 15
thin, round cakes, about a span» 9 in. in diameter (each consisting ofone issaron
of Hour) or for one thick cake of the same si/e. P. II
1
.'11 c"-p ;•- c'i ubujp KuSupov Liiiv. If .'11 were correct, this would be the only
reference in Scripture to holy water. The ordinary explanation is, that it mean-,
water taken from the lavtr, but in Num. there 1- mi mention made of the laver. 20
Besides, the water in it is nowhere spoken of as holy, nor is any ceremony
described by which water was to be consecrated, although in c. 19 full details
are given as to how the water ofpurification was to be prepared. There is
1 nilar use of the adj. trnp anywhere in I IT, Dent. 23, 15 trr.p "p:na rlVr) not
being analogous, nor yet the common phrase tftp. cpen, even though the Masor- 25
etic punctuation be retained we might, of course, read tflp DpC; cf. DlLLMANN .
0) gives the clue t" the right reading: xaBapov is a doublet of Zdiv which is
the literal rendering ofO'Ti. The phrase D"n CD means running wafer
not stagnant, but from a spring, or running stream), as in Lev. 14,5.50; Num.
19.7, [cf. Eng. Transl. of Lev., p. 77, 1. 32]. The adj. o"WW is indeed used with 30
D'ta in Ezek. 36,25; but as pure running water would more naturally be Q'O
omnia D"n it is better to take C"n alone. It is hardly necessary to state thai
sin h water would be pure. It might be well to note in this connection that





Supplement, p. 84'; ZlMMERN, Beitr. surbabyl. Religion, p. 156, I. 3. The original 35
meaning of the stem enp is certainly not to separate. In the cuneiform incantations
the synonym of ouddusu, viz. <-!!u stem Wn) is often used in connection with me
water, see 1IW 7-', </ ZlMMERN, <•/>. cit., p. 26, 1. 37; p. 44, 1. '.7; p. 98, I. 32;
p. 100. I. ,;, p. 1 -X. 11. 10, :>> .'4; p. 154, 1. 1 ; p. 150, 1. 4; p. 164, No. 52, 1. 7; p. i---.
1. 3, &C. 1Kb. D'Uhp D ,D=Habyl. ///< egubbt; cf. IIW I4 a ; ZlMMERN, Op. Ctt., 40
p. 102, ll.83.86.99; p. ia'i, II. 170.173. 176 I79i p. 108, II. 182.185; p. it:. I 16;
p. 126, 1. 2S; p. I32, II. 36.37; p. I36, II. 5.6; p. I3.S, II. 9.l2.I,.i;.2I,2r; p. 142,
I. 12. p. 140, II. 4.1S; 0. 154, I. 6; p. 158, No. 48, 1. 9, p. 163, hi, 15, &c. — V. II.]
(19) For ^ns instead of ill -.-s 1 ibove, note on v. 13.
.'II r;;- an abnormal form of the Hit'., which is quite unnecessary here as the 45
inf. Qal gives a natural construction and also perfect si
.'11 bsi', a doubly abnormal form; for though the elision of the M might be
allowed, the nun assimilation of the : is hardly possible 'contrast Crit. Notes on
Proverbs, p. 35, I. 30], Evidently the Qal is the form required; ® btancotiv.
]C8 ]0S; © ft'viiiTo, -ftvuiTo; X. uuriv, aur)v. 50
IB ruvrn, probably an error due to the ehaving caught ravm in the second
e of this verse. 1 1 IVIDSi IK ids this as a form of attraction, the
nominative of the following verb being feminine; see his Heb. Syntax % 57, rem. 3.
915 "•' —«»©** (Jlum6«re *»©•»*>•- 47
g iarxv. 'A, unlpftaoic,; Philo, biafJan'ipiov Passover. [For the original meaning of
the term nps see note 60 of the paper cited above, p. 41, I. 35. — P. II.]
1 ; ill nnrn hzt^ is a gloss. The prep, b is usually taken to mean that is to say,
and the phrase is considered to have been inserted for the purpose of making it
clear that the cloud rested only on the Tabernacle itself, and not on its surround 5
ings, such as the court. But the ^n« is really the outer covering of the pt?D,
and consequently is larger than the latter, and not smaller, as it would require
to be before tip -.planation could be at all pertinent. The phrase must
be a gloss, inserted by some scribe who had been struck by its occurrence in
17,22.23; 18,2 (the only other passages in the Ilexateuch where it occurs) and 10
who, having noticed that its use there implied tint Aaron's rod was to be
preserved with the same care as the nnr itself, thought that it would be equally
appropriate here. The only other passage in < IT where the phrase is found is
2 Chr. 24,6. $= infact, indeed; see Johns Hopkins University Circulars, No. 114
July '94) p. I07 b , below; cf. Crit Notes on Proverbs, p. 48, 1. 15 anil below, 15
p '.4, I. 20; for nns sec above, p. 41, 1. 31. — P. 11.]
ill rrrr, but <6 rjv. The perfect is as necessary in the second clause of this verse
in tin- first (he;
-
,
for it describes what took place on the day the Tabernacle
was finished, whereas the impf. describes what was < onstantly happening after-
wards. 20
(16) ill A DOT which is found in ffisJ.X, and which the sense requires,
IO (6) ill omits all reference to the third and the fourth divisions of the host, thus
exhibiting a desire for terseness not at all in keeping with the diffiiseness shown
in other parts of the narrative, cf. cc. 1.2 and especially 7. <B has the omitted 5
parts in full, and these ought to be restored. The last clause of v. 6 is not in
itself sufficient, as it does not state the actual number of the divisions, and
when the omitted parts are inserted, this last clause is still required to give a
natural ending to the emended text.
(9) lc avoid the unusual construction of ill oDn'jD lion for HDrrbD 1? cf. 31,21; 32, <>) 30
Graiv follows 5 and reads N13n when -cor arises, but (B has t£tX6r|T6. Since
in every other case where K13, US', and similar verbs of motion occur with
nan'rB, a preposition is used, if any change of text lie made, it hould be -artboS.
35
(18) M A ";a before piKl, contrary to analogy; cf. \ v. 14.15, >\.
(20) ill "j.xijri; cf. note on 1, 14.
(33) ^' + D'B' ne^t? "pi, words which have been repeated through the mistake of a 40
Si ribe from the preceding clause 33*.
(36) ill A hx which is found in 3 and makes the Hebrew clearer.
GrATZ, on the authority of S3 changes ill ni2m into miOS. [BUDDI in the
paper cited below, p. 54, I 29, thinks that we must read natf instead of ill "_-
mding to the nwp not nxx' at the beginning of the firsi line. Instead ol t;
inserting to before 1112:1 In- believes that tin- verb r:-n has dropped out thi
its similarity to the following Dim; the text ol the set ond line should tin 1
be restored as follows: :b.><-itr 'eVs nnai ,-:-; -•-• ro*
Rest, ft/17/, and bless I the myriads of Israel's clans' Buddi / use dich
nieder, Jahwe, und segne \ die Zehntausende der Caut Israels. Cf. 2 S 6,11. 50




p. 67, I. 22, P. H.]
46 —«8^M» (TlumBfie <*««}*- 7,3—9,2
6 thus two !im-, of 3 and ; words each, and then two of 4 ami 3 words each
so that the lirst and the la*t lines exactly correspond,
7 I 2X, Assyrian cumbu 'wagon, cart' [•= cubbu, I zs< 11, IIW 558=*; cf. sumbu'fly,'
Amhar. nemb = subbu, Heb. 2 - 2>
.
elsewhere in OT only in Is. 66,20 [a gloss]; 5
<6 fluaEat Xauirnyucai, J plaustra tecta.
(12) ill A trteJ; but it occurs hen- in lOs, and is used in .'II in every other case; cf.
vv. 18.24, &C
r) A\ bnjn, but cf. note on 1,14.
(89) ill "trie, Hithpael part., so pointed also Ezck. 2,2; 43,6, probably as an indication 10
of reverence; but as the following "i:T! is pointed as Piel, it is better to taki
usual pointing, "eie.
This verse should end with D'3~:n; the fragment breaks off without giving
us what |ll\ li said on the particular occasion referred to; the punctuation shows
that y-r" and "i"" are not tenses of habitual action. 15
[For the etymology of 211: cf. Crit. Notes on Ezekiel, p. 56, 1. 11, and for the
original conception of the Babylonian Cherubim see the Notes on the English
translation of Ezekiel, pp. 1X1-1X4 and the abstract of my paper on Cherubim
and Seraphim in the Bulletins of the Twelfth International Congress of Orienta-
lists Rome, 1899 No. 18, p. 9. The Babylonian Cherubim originally symbolized 20
the wind-; they are often figured in the act of fecundating date palms !>y carry-
ing the pollen from the male flowers to the female. The stem of alia is Assyr.
kardbu 'to be propitious, to bless' Del., 1IYV 350'') which is nothing but a trans.
position of Heb. "p2. For the derivative of kardbu, \\/.. kurb&nu 'gift,' which
has passed into Hebrew as |3ijj (the p representing the pronunciation of the k 25
before the following it cf. Heb. rO"ja in Jud. 1,15 &C and note 2 of the paper
1 ited above, p. 41, I. 35. P. II.]
8 4) ill "iy, but juu. rightly expresses the conjunction 1.
ilt nrns, but tufif all give the necessary plural. 30
(8) ill A -byb which is required to balance nsen^ in the next clausi 12.
(15) Jit A may whii h is rightly found in i«.<fi: cf. w. 22.24.
The whole clause rtfiUA onM nttrfl or* ninoi is clear!] is the waving
of the Levites has been already commanded in v. 13'', and is an act of such a
nature that it could not be done twice. 35
16] mBE, tli, urrence of the fern, form, ibb being used everywhere else,
ill bz "tiaa, evidently a copyist's blunder; if. 3,12.
ill »m», but . f. v. 17.
The above changes which we have incorporated in the text are the very
fewest by which .HI can he brought into conformity with the laws of grammar, 40
but we are strongly tempted to follow us. and a good many Heb. MSS w hi. h
read the whole clause thus: »jaa Dm IBS 1132 ^2; cf. 3,12.
(24) M mUttl which is found in 5 and is the regular term used both in the pre-
amble and in the summary i<( a law [cf. Lev. 7.3- . It is used in the absol. state
with the preposition \ but still more frequently in the construct [5,39; 6,13; 45
Lev. 7, et passim).
9 (2) Such a speech introduced with the ordinary formula could not well begin with
the conjunction and, although there is certainly so great a dislike in Hebrew to
begin a sentence without and that even Books begin with it; cf. DAVIDSON'S 50
lleb. Syntax, p. 1X4,1.; Gks.-Kautzsch > 49, b, footnote]. Some introductory
clause must have preceded, su. h as we find in 5,2 and 17,2.
DDKI; ifi to •nciiJx«i; I, to (pcujeK; but in Exod. 12,11 I has <pucKK iincpMcixnaic;
"3.7— 14,"6 -*»<6<* Qtum6«re **©•»=- 49
'3 (7) & IDV^a. It is highly improbable that, in such a list as this, rpv would stand
.is the name of any one but Jacob's son. It is therefore likely thai the name of
Igal's father has fallen out of v. 7. It is to be noted that b, the last letter of
bxr, is the same as b, the prep., and that \ the last of 'J3, is the first of *|0V so
that the new reading does not involve much alteration of the text. 5
(11) fiX + t)DV msch. This phrase could not possibly be used after Ephraim had been
mentioned; and it is not at all natural to speak of the tribe of Joseph and then
of the tribe of Manasseh. This phrase should be considered a gloss, and the
rest of v. 1 1 read after v. 8 so as to bring Ephraim and Manasseh together
as usual. 10
(14) The initial 1 of ill 'OB) is very uncertain (<8V Iat3ei, <gAM1- lajh); cf. below, note on
21,14 and Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 53, 1. 40.
(19) ill + cnxaoa DS D'jnoa.T. This must be a e,loss. The prep. 2 comes in very
awkwardly after the question What art the cities in which they dwell} It is no
doubt due to the 3 in nana; but with that 3 it has no grammatical connection 15
whatsoever. Then D'lJ? would, if this clause be retained, require to be taken in
the sense ofplaces, a term far wider than cities: — What are the 'places' in which
they dwell? D'lp, as ordinarily used, cannot include D'jno. Lastly, the form
D':no is found only here, whereas nunc is found no fewer than 13 times. ( >n the
Other hand, it is only t«i the form tTJno that Suftbtes arc added, 20
(22) ill »ci. But the plur. is necessary; so in all the Versions except i"
vv. 23.26.
(23) [For ill D'Jsn we should point D'IKfl; see Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 34, I. 40. Ill
(32) nno 'tMX = mo 'OIK of Is. 45,14. The second noun may be either sing, or
plur., cf. Vn mai 1 Chr. 7,2 and D^'n —iiaj 1 Chr. 7,5; [nvjperi yc* = The Songs 25
i'f I'ln- Return; sec Haui'T in Hebraica 2,9s, n. 2 (1886) and ibid. 11,19.27;
GkS.-KAI rZSCH*6 $$ 124, r; 127, e; cf. Johns Hopkins University Circulars,
No. 114, p. 1 1
5
r
», below, and p. I2l b
,
above.]
(33) & + D'Vejn |D pjy »13, a gloss added to explain D^'Blfl a term found only here
and in Gen. 6,4) so as to harmonize this verse with vv. 22. 28. <fi tou^ fi-favTas; 30
X, touc. Tepaariouc, as if derived from N^B, N if. xbtl.
14 (5) bjticr '13 rnj) bnp bz, a very pleonastic combination found only here and in Exod.
12,6. (5 here ^vavxiov itdor|c auvafurrrn; uidiv lapun,X, but in Exod. 12,6, miv to
Tr\f)6o<; cruva-fwrf|c uiuiv lapar)\. 35
(13) ill ljJDtrl, which can only mean and the Egyptians will hear. The conj. must
I" omitted, for the reference is to the past. '3 after yet? naturally means that:
the Egyptians have beard, i.e., have ahead) learned to acknowledge that Thou
by Thy might didst briny this people out from among them. This is much more
natural than to retain the reading ofiB, anil then have to take '3 in the sense 40
p = And the Egyptians will hear of this, for Thou by Thy might didst bring
this people out from among them; and therefore the Egyptians will still be anxious
to know the fate of the Israelites, and so, on making inquiries about them, will hear.
(14) fiX 3erv> bn nam. It is impossible to construe v. 14 as it stands in ill. Perhaps
TvOKl has just got in here from v. 15, owing to a scribal error. Hence we 4;
follow <B Kal ndvTts ol KaroiKoOvTec ^Tti T§J T'K Tai'Tiic dKiiKouaiv.
ill f\1f]), perf. Nil, but the construction is made much easier by taking this as
part. Nif n.x-;.
(16) ems' is generally used of slaughtering beasts. I his is inched the only instant c
in the Hexateuch in which it is applied to men except Gen. 22, i" .' but 50
it is similarly used in Jud. 12,6; 1 K 18,40; 2 K 10,7; J cr - 39.6; 41,7; 52,10.
MO'Mf
There it is employed in the sacrificial sense and thus confirms our argument.
Num. 7
48 :• - • (Jtum6<re *«>-6J*~ it I I ;,
ir / .\) H\ Olft is clearly to I ;•-•• though (D lias KaOiouvrec fnXaiov, and
3 sedens etflens. It may have been inserted by R', either to i onnect this section
with w. 1-3 or with Exod. 16, where quails and manna an- both mentioned.
(11) ill tixb, but no reason can In- assigned for departing from the usual orthography;
cf. v. 15 and below, p. 51, 1. 2. 5
(15) ill RM, which is the Aramaic form, and found in ill only here and Deut 5.24;
Ezek. 28,14. 't must at any rate be pointed RM; and as even this form occurs
in < >T only 6ve time-, and always with the Q"rfl ruw, it might be better to insert
n; if. w. 1729. Strack conjectures neyr ••:-x.
(20) iH + KiiS D2 1? fprn, a gloss, as is shown alike by the sense and by the Aramaic 10
form Hit. The gloss must, however, have been an early one as it is found in
<6 el? x°X£*pav; I, etc. &nn|piuv.
(26.27) M TJ'B, but «u TUB, (6 Miubutt; cf. Gen. 10,26 Ttlo^H. [For the interchange
between t and ites on 2 Chr. 33,7; V.ix.x 4,2.]
(28) M ^"jroc, liniiE \rf. on analogy of E">iy3, D'Jpt, meaning ///<• lime ofyouth, so 15
Si". <SV 6 tKXexTcls, (0AM 6 tKXeKTuc m 3 tlectus e pluribus, as if from
D*nna, /. <•.. ( hosen young men who formed a body-guard for Moses. Similarly
m. wrCB. But nowhere is there mention of Moses having had any such body
guard. <T omits it altogether.
(31) ill u;i, but 1 1 IT. tj;i (so Dii.i.m.) is more natural here than Qal. <5 ttt-ntpaaev 20
opTu-foui'irpav. The only other passage where thi^ verb rU Arabic v^s?. )U>.)
occurs is iji 90,10, and there its Qal is intransitive.
(32) I'll rC'lhib l^tr. (, '1, J^lfr; .1 to,,, Ex. 16,13; M' io>. + >• 'I''"' Q*r< is perhaps a
corruption of ""•;• . *u . - S\r. -o2>_£d Arab. ^_gi)-~j. 1' II
25
12 (6,i ill "in'' d:x %2J which cannot by any possibility mean a prophet ofJhvh among
u. Such a construction would defy grammar, mtv has eithi i be< n at i identally
transposed from ii
.
plai e immediately alter nBX'l, or else intentionally in 1
to show that the prophet referred to would be > prophet oifurn, and not .1
false or pretended prophet. The insertion was earlier than <B which reads irpo- 30
|.,'iTi|c oudkv Kepiiii, j Si quis fuerit inter -.-os propheta Domini.
(8) ill nxiBV This might be cither the ace of a noun sight or the Ilif. part., but
neither construction is natural; .tuSii" rTXlBI, (5 iv tibet, 3 ttpolam. It is ho,.
very strange t" have nmn used in w. 6.8 in two such different practically,
opposite) senses as in a vision= dimly, and with sight= openly, clearly. In both 35
cases the consonants, being the same, should be pointed in the same way and
taken in the same sense. Hence EWALD's conjecture nttloa xb seems fully
justified, alike by parallelism and by sense, though it seems to me better to
connect it with what precedes, rather than, by the further omission of 1 1"
.-;:.-, with what follows. 40
(13) ill ^«; so also jno'i? 3 A. But in 1 to is never joined to a noun [contra I KITTi :
141 116, 14. 1,S], but only to a verb or a particle. Moreover ta is nowhere else used
in prose without some qualifying adj. or noun. Hence it must be Nl'^X [We
must remember, however, that xj is the Assyrian emphatic -ma which we find
in the Arabic vocative Ij-tUI Alldhumma "0 God;1 cf. Haopt, Proleg. /•• 45
Gram., $ ) — Proc. of the Am. Or. So,-, at Baltimore
p. cclii; The Hebrew particle xi vnfohns Hopkins University Circulars, July '94,
p. 109; GkS.-KA! 1 -. it- $ 105, n. 3. It would, therefore, not be impossible to
take Ml bit 1 vocative, although the reading xr'rx is of course, smoother. See
also tiii. Note, on Proverbs \<. 6-, I 48 P. HJ 50
13 -' <8 + «ic, KOTdcrxdJiv - -->- 1 .<n taw •:: 1 quite natural but, still, not
necessary addition; cf. Ueut. 33,49.52.
15,24—17,3 -*»-©«» Qlum6<re *S«*eH>- 51
15 (24) ill riuvb, but everywhere else a is used; cf. w. 27.29; Lev. 4,22.
ill nen
1
? for r.scn. obviously due to a scribal omission; cf. above, p. 4S, I. 5.
(291 rrmtn, <5 here tw tYxwpiWi though rendered by auT6x6u>v in v. 30.
(30) ill ne», but tu. n-ey. In this connection the plur. 1^ regularly used; cf Gen.
17,14; Exod. 31, 14; Lev. 7,20.21; Num. 9, 13, &c. 5
(34) [111 tf"ife {cf. also Lev. 24, \2 corresponds to the Assyrian//;///'// 'oracular decision,'
which is used especially of the divine answers interpreted by the Babylonian
haruspices; sec p. 69, 1. 1 1 of the paper cited above, p. 41, I. 35 and cf. ZlMM
Beitr. :u> Kenntnis der babyl. Religion, p. S4, n. 3; p. 86, n. '9; p. 89, n. 5, also
SCHHADER's KB 6, 1, p. 230, 1. 10 and Crit Notes on Isaiah, p. 143. 1. 3;. Jknsbn's 10
and ZiMMERN's translation mystery {cf p. 59, 1. 7 of the piper referred to above,
1. 8^ is inaccurate. In Neh. 8,8 this verb must be explained in the same way. We
must read, following <B {cf. Crit Notes on E/ra Nth., p. 50, 1. 4; : '.ED2 lKip'l
«ipB3 U'3*l V:tr cifc". C'eo totyi D'nVwn min the Levitts read the book of the Lena
of Cod, while Ezra communicated the divine decisions andmade them intelligible 15
SO that the people understood '.chat was rend to them. — I'. II.]
16 (1) ill npM, impossible because without an accusative. Read Dp (\ with B&TTCHJ 1
\\ I I LHAUSJ V Kt'KNKN, 1 HI. I. MANN, (.KAI/.
ill + vi*0. No such person is mentioned anywhere else in OT, and even in this 20
chapter he is not referred to again.
ill n'rD. nowhere else found as the name of a Reubenite. In 1 Chr. 2,33 it is the
name of a Judahite. In all the four genealogies of Reuben, however, the name
Kl^B occurs, Gen. 46,9; Exod. 6,14; Num. 26,58; 1 Chr. 5,3. Heme we are
justified in reading !<^s here. 25
ill pun '::, but jui.® p ; cf Deut. 11,6. By adopting the sing, p we make the
genealogy of i b correspond to that of i a . Korafa being the great-grandson of
Levi, it is natural that his contemporaries Dathan and Abiram should also be
the great-grandsons of Reuben.
(2) ill \"op; see note on 1,16. 3°
(3) ill »W >:3. Moses and Aaron being both sons of Levi, it is much more natural
to have these words here than in v. 7 where, as a matter of fact, ihey are out
of place, since Korah's band included more than Levites; cf. v. 2. It is only in
the latest of the three narratives that all Korah's band an- Levites ; e.g. v. 8
viewed in the light of vv. 9. 10. 35
(5) ill OT1JJ, here and in v. 6 due to Rp*, assimilating the phraseology of 1' to that
of 1'*; cf. w. 1 1 . 16 and 17,5, the only instances in which my has a pronominal
suffix in the Hexateui h.
(7) ill + , i l? '33 o:
1
? 3T, inserted by the mistake of a copyist from v. 3. Sec 1. 32.
(11) ill KThii. uiVn, read U'in, with the Qere. 40
(22) ill tr\sn, l.ut before a guttural not pointed with ; the interrogative particle must
be n 1 its. KauTZSCH** $ 100, m).
(24) ill DT3K1 jm mp litre, an impossible reading: — (u) because of the sing.; for
since these three men did not belong to the same tribe, they 1 ould not possibly
have had one and the same dwelling-place; — (b) because p»0 is a term applied 45
to the dwelling-place of God, not of men; — (c) becausr Korah was already,
along with all his band, before the 'lent of Meeting. — The phrase is obviously
due to R 1 ' s attempting to combine the two narratives. We must read pt?0
flVP, as in v. 9 and 17,28.
(27) ill DT3S1 im mp ]:tro ; see preceding note. 5°
(33) [For »m cf. note on Kzra 1,4.]
17 (2.3) ill nmne nx: tehp, ':, <fiAV <m rfflaoav tu irupeia = ninno n« itfnp; but some
5° -~*»<H* (Jlum6<re «*©•»*>- 14,25—15,20
14 lis nearest ami most vivid English equivalent would be to butcher. An examina-
tion of the passages cited will confirm this statement In Assyrian, iaxdfu means
to jf.iy ,1 person, to snip off his -kin [iaxdfu masaksu); cf. Delitzsi a's //,<«,/
worterbuch, p. 650*. This is, of course, the primitive meaning of the verb. See
my remarks on Assyr. faldqu 'to carve' and 'to cook' on page 60 of my paper 5
quoted above, p. 41, 1. 35; cf. also the use of roo in Ex. 21,15; V 37. '4; Jer.
25,34. Assyr. fabdxu is often applied to men (DSLITZSCB, IIW 29X/). — P. II
( it; \ r/, from (6 KaT^OTpwiJev ai ids BnoBH /;<• strewed, he scattered Hum,
an ingenious but unfortunate emendation, the only plausible parallel being |er.
8,2; but there the boms of the dead are expressly mentioned. Ill 11 ,32 nop is 10
ed "i the quails, in 2 S 17,19 oi crushed grain AY. ground corn; cf. Crit
ibs, p. 64, I. 25), but when ii is applied metaphorically to persons
the preposition b is used ;,/ Job I2,2j\ Curiously enough <S translates M inBP'l
of 16,32 by laqxizav.
(25) ill + pop a»V 'ljnam 'ptepni, a gloss probably inserted with the view of giving 15
a reason for the command to march toward the Desert The phraseology does
not agree with vv. 43.44.45 (where we find inn, not payn nor with 13,29. The
language is really too vague to have any geographical value.
(27) iH + 'ty D'S'^B nsn 1»«, clearly a transcriber's doublet from 27 b . It is unnatural
to construe ib*« as nominative in the first clause, and as accusative in the 5< 1 ond. 20
The latter construction is much more natural.
(31) ill ijm, but (5 KXiipovout'iaouoi; cf. Deut. 1,39.
(32) Jtt + onx, clearly a doublet from v. 31 Dnh, though now pointed EPS. It is not
so satisfactory to explain it at the emphatic repetition of as=your corpses, even
yours (Ges.-Kai rzsCH \ 135, f). RV, But asforyou, your carcasses, would re- 25
quire nr-IJD DJ1K1; [A\ DBK D3"UD1 would seem to be correct; if. Wright-DI
GOEJE 2, $ 130. — P. Il.j
(33) ill D'jh, a term which is not opprobrious enough in this context. 3 erunt vag .
cf. Gen. 4, 12 . 14 vagus et profugus = ill "111 y:. I Icncc O'JH is to be preferred to
Geiger's conjecture E'yr; , /; 32,13. 30
(36) ill K'thib UA'1, (J're tt'W
(43) ill 'iJJJSm <ptopn. This reading is not only contrary to the ordinary usage of
these words as geographical terms, Canaanite being really Lowlander [contrast
Geo. F. Moore, The etymology of the name Canaan, Proc. Am. 1 >r. S01 , Oct
'90, p. lxx], but also at variance with the parallel account in Deut. 1,19.20.44, 35
which confirms the conjecture of K MEYER, «*|BMn.
15 U) l Ior -'I lriyy. (f» WitOTOV tou oi(pi see above, p. 44, 1. <>. — P. II.]
(15) iH + ^npn, A s3. To make it a nom. or ace.pendens is very awkward here, owing
to the construction with b, though the term itself is, of course, wide enough to 40
include both Jews and alien-.; cf. Exod. 16,3. .HI fcipn may be misplaced gloss
on aA. I'. II
(20) ill B3nb"l», but the regular form is found in v. 21 and ought to be used here
also, [no'-iy irvm does not mean first/rusts of the dough so AV in Neh. 10,3s)
but first of'your dough so AV here, rvtwi is different from c - -::, Bnaan cr6 45
4,42; Lev. 23,20', :'. ,. bread baked of new grain earliest gathered, can be
I only at the beginning of the harvest, while no'-iy twin the first cake
made ofsome dough may be presented at any time of the year; D*tt3 n<TX1 1-
the first cake baked of the dough prepared from the first-fruits of the harvest
no"iy recto was originally equivalent to d'JB DtA, Assyr. akal pdni, i e. 'advance 50
tread,' the first bread baked of some dough; see page 59 of the paper cited
above, p. 41, I ;;. The rendering of AV, dough is better than the translations
coarse meal or Griitte. P. h
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15 (24) ift njiffb, but everywhere else 3 is used; if. vv. 27.29; Lev. 4,22.
ill renb for riKBn, obviously due to a scribal omission; cf. above, p. 4S, I. 5.
(20 miKD, (5 here tui ^•fXU'pi'y, though rendered by auxdxOuiv in v. 30.
30) ill -es, but w. n*Ej>. In this connection the plur. is regularly used; <r/". Gen.
17,14; Exod.3i.i4j Lev. 7,20.21; Num. 9,13, &C. 5
(34) [ffl BhB (ef. also Lev. 24, 12) corresponds to the Assyrian piristu 'oracular decision,'
which is used especially of the divine answers interpreted by the Babylonian
haruspices; see p. 69, I. 1 1 of the paper cited above, p. 41. I 35 and cf. ZlM\:
Beitr. tur Kenntnis der babyl. Religion, p. S4, n. 3; p. 86, n. .9; p. 89, n. 5, also
SCHRADER's KB 6, 1, p. 230, 1. 10 and Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p, 143, 1. 37. Jl NSEN's 10
and ZlMMKKNs translation mystery (cf. p. 59, 1. 7 of the paper referred to above,
I. 8) is inac < male. In Nch. 8,S this verb must be explained in the same way. \Y.
must read, following tfi [cf. Crit Notes on Ezra-Neh., p. 50, 1. 42): — ibd3 unp'i
jopes U'31 tete cibi Kh$n sntyi D'nbKn mw the Levitts read the book of tin
ofCod, while Ezra communicated the ili-.-ine decisions andmade them intelligible 15
so that the -people understood what -sin read to them. — P. II.]
16 (1) ill np'l, impossible because without an accusative. Read Dp'i, with BOl rCHBR,
Wl I LHAUSEN, KlF.Nl.N, 1)11.1. MANN, GRATZ.
ill + yim. No such person is mentioned anywhere else in OT, and even in this 20
chapter he is not referred to again.
.'11 rhs, nowhere else found as the name of a Reubenite. In 1 Chr. 2,33 it is the
name of a Judahite. In all the four genealogies of Reuben, however, the name
Nibs occurs, Gen. 46,9; Exod. 6,14; Num. 26,58; I Chr. 5,3. Hence we arc
justified in reading Nibs here. 25
ill pixi »13, but ux<& p; cf. Deut. 11,6. By adopting the sing, p we make the
gi n< alogy of l b correspond to that of 1*. Korah being the great-grandson of
I .' n, it is natural that his contemporaries Dathan and Abiram should also be
the great-grandsons of Reuben.
(2) ill '!Op; see note on 1,16. 30
(3) ill A 'lb 'J3. Moses and Aaron being both sons of Levi, it is much more natural
to hive these words here than in v. 7 where, as a matter of fact, they are out
of place, since Korah's band included more than Levites; cf. v. 2. It is only in
the latest of the three narratives that all Korah's band are Levites ; e.g. v. S
viewed in the light of vv. 9. 10. 35
(5) ill imp, here and in v. 6 due to RP*, assimilating the phraseology of I 1 to that
of I'*; cf. vv. 11. 16 and 17,5, the only instances in which my has a pronominal
suffix in the Mcxateuch.
(7) .'11 + 'lb '33 n:b 31, inserted by the mistake of a copyist from v. 3. Sec I. 32.
(11) ill Krthib Ulbn, read U'br. with the' Qcrc. 40
(22) ill tf-.xn, but before a guttural not pointed with - the interrogative particle must
!)• n 1 ,1 5. KAB I/-CH2* $ too
(24) ill DT3.M pn rnp pco, an impossible reading: — (<*) because of the sing.; f"r
since these three nun did not belong to the same tribe, they < nuld not possibly
have had one and the same dwelling-place; — (/>) because ]:t70 is a term applied 4;
to the dwcllin God, not of men; — (c) because Korah was already,
along with all bis band, before tin- Tent of Meeting. — The phrase is obviously
due i<i K 1 ' . attempting to combine the two narratives. We must read pt?o
m,T, as in v. 9 and 17,28.
(27) ilt DV3K1 im rnp |9*B; see preceding note. 50
(33) [For tW3l cf. note on Ezra 1,4.]
17 (2.3) ill ninno nx: iBhp, ':, <6AV 8n ",-fiaaav toi nupeia = ninno n« ic"ip; but some
50 -4HKK* QtumBae «*©•»*- 14,25 >5
14 Its nearest and most vivid English equivalent would be to butcher. An examina
tion "I ill' cited will ( onfinn this statement In Assyrian, saxdfu means
to flay 'i person, to strip off bis --kin 'faxdfu masak/u); cf. Dklitzsi h's Hand-
worterbuch, p. 65o :> . I his is, of 1 ourse, the primitive mi aning of tin-- verb. See
my remarks on Assyr. iautgu 'to carve' and 'to cook' on page 60 of my paper 5
quoted above, p. 41, I. 35; cf. also the use of mo in Ex. 91,15; 'i' 37 >4; Jer.
25 14. Assyr. (abdxu is often applied to nun (DBLtTZSCH, IIW 299*). ''• "
/, from C> Katt!(JTpu)0€v aorooc, read-. onotrM /;< strewed, In- scattered them,
an ingenious but unfortunate emendation, the only plausible parallel being hi
8,2; but there the bones of the dead are expressly mentioned. In 11 .32 not? is 10
used of the quails, in - S 17, 19 of crushed grain AV, ground corn; cf. Crit
Notes on Proverbs, p. 64, I. 25 , but when it is applied metaphorical!) \a pet
the preposition b is used (cf. Job 12, 2;,'. Curiously enough <6 translates .11 imsD'!
of 16,32 by faqmiav.
ill-t-poya Wf 'JJjarn 'p^nym, .1 gloss probably inserted with the view of giving 15
a reason for the command to march toward the Desert. The phrasi
not agree with W. 43.44.45 (where we find inn, not poyn) nor with 13,20. The
language i> really too vague to have any geographical value.
(27) .Hl + ^y ct'so nan itys, clearly a transcriber's doublet from 27 b . his unnatural
to construe itfs as nominative in the first clause, and as accusative in d. 20
The latter construction is much more natural.
(31) .HI lpn, but (6 K\iipovour|OOU(5i ; cf. Dent. 1,39.
(32) ill 1 MX, clearly a doublet from v. 31 DJTlk, though now pointed DPS. It is not
so satisfactory to explain it at the emphatic repetition of as=your corpses, even
yours (Gks.-KautzsCH S 135,0- RVi But asforyou, your carcasses, would r<
(piirc Di'lJD BUM; [.HI DPS crijBl would seem to be correct; cf. WRIGHT-DB
GORJB 2, S 13a — P. H.]
(33) Jtt D'y'i, a term which is not opprobrious enough in this context. 3 erunt ''-'X':
cf. <ien. 4,12.14 vagus tt profugus - .HI t:; yj. Hence try: is to be preferred to
GEIGJ r's conjecture cy.-; cf 32,13. 30
(36) .hi K^thib xx/r\ Q«rt u*«i
(43) .HI 'lyiDni 'pVeyn. This reading i^ not only contrary to the ordinary usage of
these words as geographical terms, Canaanite being really Lowlander [contrast
1-'. Moore, The etymology of tin- invnc Canaan, Proc. Am. Or. S01 , Oct.
'90, p. Ixx], but also at variance with the parallel account in Deut 1,19.20.44, 35
which confirms the conjectun ol E MEYER, 'loxn.
15 (4) [For -HI )^t?y, C> b&arov too ui<i>i see above, p. 44, I. 6. — P. II]
(15) Jtt + 'wpn, A 53. To make it a turn, or ace.pendens \~- verj awkward here, owing
to the construction with b, though the term itself is, of course, wide enough to 40




(20) ill D3nb"l», but the regular form is found in v. 21 and ought to be used here
also. |."iD"iy nMMtl dot - not meanflrstfruits of the dough so \V in Neh. to
but first ofyour dough so AV here). rvtrsn is different bom c-::. s-::n crt> 45
(2 K 4,42; Lev. 23,20', .'. e. bread baked of new grain earliest gathered, can be
offered only at the beginning of the harvest, while no'iy jvcsn the first cake
made ofsome dough may be pn sented at any time of the year; c
-ir2 rrvm is
the first cake baked of the dough prepared from the flrstfruits of the harvest
no^y rvpKT was originally equivalent to cje c~b, Assyr. aka/pdni, i e. 'advan
bread,' the first bread baked of some dough; set pagi ;> of the paper cited
above, p. 41, I. 35. The rendering of AV, dough is better than the translations
or Griitxe. P. II]
19.3—20,17 -««•«*» (Hum6<re ««>•«>•- 53
19 variably, even in Lev., Andfin 11 spoke to Moses saytng* and so also in Num.;
</. 5,1.11; 6,1; 15. I. 17, &C.
(3) ill cnmi, but <S Kcti bujoeic, 3 tradesqut (in some MSS); cf. v. 2 ytot.
(5) [For CHE, i. e. fecal matter, contents of the intestines, not excrements or </«//»• see
Crit. Notes on Judges, p. 30, 1. 11.] 5
(8) ill + O'Ba after fU3. It is omitted in several Heb. MSS and in (Si?; c/! also
W. 7. 10. 19. 0"B3 is never found after 033 in l'iel and only once after the l'ual,
Lev. 15,17, but it is constantly found after pni; cf. Lev. 15,8.11.13, &C
(12) ifl ina\ but ju inBl, (5 Kai KaSapoc laxai; (/! v. 19.
(13) ill tntdl; but jiu® omit the article; cf. v. II. 10
(14) ill n«t, but juiffiA express the conjunction.
(15) iH + WiB, a gloss to explain TBSj juj. ^TiDl. [This prefixed 1 is the (Taw explicative;





(17) SCl jnjl; (!) Kdi ^kx€Ouoiv, which corresponds to the plural Xr|u«povT«i = ill inpVl
at the beginning of the verse; [cf., however, ill rtp^l in the following verse, where 15
1WB C"K is probably due to scribal expansion (so, too, "linen in v. 19); see also
Crit Notes 'Mi Proverbs, p. 55, 1. 34. — P. H.]
(21) ill nn^j but juiffiiiT n:\ which is also found in many Hebr. MSS.
20 (l) From the mention of the first month, it is clear that originally the year must 20
also have been specified as in 1,1.
(4) iH onN3n, <5 dvi'iTcrfec. As KAUTZSCH assigns this verse to JE who speaks of
Moses only, he would read rtN3ii. But it is better to regard this as P's parallel
to J's v. 5; and as P represents Moses and Aaron as acting together, the plur.
should be retained. 25
11VJD1 UTIW, added by RPj VJJ3 found only in E Gen. 45,17; Ex. 22,4. P takes,
in such circumstances, no notice of cattle; cf. Ex. 16,3.
(5) ill »rP7yn. This clause certainly belongs to J who speaks of Moses only. Hence
it ought to be pointed as singular.
(8) ill email. This clause belongs to J, and the sing, ought to be read for the same 30
reason as in the preceding note.
[For VB'B cf. Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 157, 1. II.]
(11) ill WB83, but <S it) pdpbui. If our division of the documents be correct, then the
pron. suff. was added by K p under the idea that the rod was Moses' own rod.
P, however, knows only of Aaron's rod which was laid up before Jlivil (cf. 35
17,25). If, on the other hand, ill WBB be retained, everything about this rod,
i. e. Moses' rod, would have to be assigned to E, or at any rate to JE as
KAUTZSCH does. In that case mrP "3E^C must be an addition by K 1 ', for there is
no bint in OT that Moses' rod was ever laid up before Jnvn, as Aaron's was.
It is to be remembered that in Ex. 4,2 J represents the rod or itaff that Moses 40
happened to be carrying at that time as having been changed into a serpent,
but that E represents Moses as receiving a special rod from God (Ex. 4,17),
which was therefore called D"1^N nee (Ex. 4
(13) One is strongly tempted here to change nano into dp ro'ie, </ 27, 14; Pcut.32,51,
in order to get the double play on the words suggested by the occurrence of both 45
tti and tripi in the following clause.
(14) ill A nanh; but cf. 21 ,21.
(17) [1K3 should be pointed IN?; cf. below, p. 5S, 1. 18. — P. H.]
« [Or rather, aiing, i. e. orally, not in writing, anaoa K/r.i 1,1; sec
Kaot ' B S 114. note 3 and Johns Hopkuu University Circulars, No. 114 [July,
1S94J p. llo>, note S- — !'• "•]
52 ~«9-<W» (llum6tre *«>•«*>- 17,9—191
17 MSS read tyrido6no'av, 3 sanctificata sun/. It is therefore best to retain the
Qal of M, .mil omit UK. We should then make v. 2 1 ontinuc on as far as
(9) ill pnM Vki which is found in <fi and required by the context.
(11) [/U + 'pjn hurt i, pro].., l)l\ a gloss, to harmonize the preceding phrase *l»pn KX" 5
nirf 'lata with the expression used in the following verse 1'. II.]
(19) ntlJOT 'MA, a phrase found also in v. 25 and in Kxod. 30,36 for the usual 'JDb
rnpn jrut
ill ddSj but juj.(S3A and also several Heb, MSS - 1?, ,/ Exod. 25,22; 30,6.30; the
plur. might be paralleled by Exod, 29,42. 10
(28) iH + 21pn, but wanting in juGff. The mere repetition of the word as in .'11 really
gives no additional emphasis.
«on, on the analogy of ucp instead of the regular Ubn from DDr.
18 (4) it, i.e. non-Levitc; [cf. 1,51); in v. 7, on the other hand = non-Aaronite; cf 15
Exod. 39,33. The context must always determine the precise meaning of this
word. Very often it means a non- Israelite; cf. Exod. 30,33. [It corresponds in
some respects to our modern term outsider.
(7) JV3D^, a compound found nowhere else but formed like DVeb Jud. 19,30;
2 S 17,6; Is. 7,17 and DTVriB^ Exod 9,18; 2 S 19,25. 20
ill nine may, but j.". njnoi miy, (6 Kai XeiTotip-p'io'eTe XetToupYiac. bona, which
show, thai they did not accent the verse as ill does, anil that they did not take
map as constr. sing.
(S) The stem of ill nntsto (and nntfe Li 7 (S is not ntro lo '"i 1 "'"1 but two to
measure, Assyr. masdxu (with ~; .A Crit Notes on Ezekiel, p, 86, I. 14 and p. 80, 25
n. Il6 of the paper quoted above, p. 41, I. 35). This word, therefore, means
measure, portion and has nothing to do with anointing. See also ZlHHKRN,
Beitr. zur babyl. Rel., p. 165, n. 11.
(21) c\br\, used only here and in v. 21 =in exchangefor; cf. ns'^n ./ change of clothes
n. 45, J2, or relays ofworkmen or soldiers 1 K 5,28; Job 14,14. 30
2; In ill sin »lin not only is the use of Kin peculiar, but still more so i-, the sing.
•lfcn. It is explained as meaning each individual Levite himself the Kin making
the emphatic singular still more emphati K NOldeke, Syr. Gr. \ 221} Gratz
emends to tan onbn royi; but if any change be made, it would be better to read
only D'l^n TOjn. 35
(26) ill DDbin. This form being found only here, it is better to take the ordinary
punctuation with prn; cf Stade, >$ 449b -433d-
(29) ill nevin ^3, but (5 dipeXeire dipaipcua; bz is cjuite out of place here, its insertion
being due to a copyist repeating the ^3 rightly found before 02v;.-;
ill ftftBB. EwALD $ 255° takes this to be from ehpc, on the analogy of V?"! 13 , 4°
constr. f3"]B, but the form Chpo is nowhere found. BOl n HER $ 369 says that
the — is changed into Sheva to give greater emphasis to the suffix. Both
explanations are purely imaginary. [Cf. also KONIG, Lehrgebaude, ii, 1,97, d.j
[fivnpfi be retained, it ought to have its usual punctuation with — ; but a^ it
really means sanctuary, it is possible we ought to read itf^pn, which would thus 45
be parallel to i-'"_
(30) ill 0'i^, but 3 vobis. D'M was doubtless substituted for D3^ with the intention of
making the reference clearer. It has exactly the opposite effect, for the change
makes it rather seem as if the persons addressed were not themselves Levites.
5o
19 (1) ifl + pnK Vki, which is however omitted in several Heb. MSS. There is
no reason why A.iron should be mentioned here, and v. 2 yh* points to Moses
only being addressed. When laws arc being given, the formula is, almost in-
2i, i8—22,; -*»**** (71um6tre »*©•»»>- 55
21 bvbr,} 1K3tn. For the first words of the song, i«3 •'by, see \V. Robertson Smi 1 11
Religion of the Semites*, p. 135. — I'. H.]
(18) iH inonl, but (6 xai duo (pp^axoi;, which is clearly rc(|tiired by the context ; [con-
trast above, p. 54, 1. 50;.
(20) & nspem, but juji® t]p»jn ; cf. 23 , 28. 5
.'11 "i:y, see note on 20,21.
(24) iltty, (8 latnp [cf. v. 32]. Stade {Gesch. 1,120), accepts this reading, but regards
the whole clause as a gloss. Gratz reads "vy.
(27) The Masoretic accentuation placing the mnK under \aon quite destroys the
equality in length of the hemistichs (cf. Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 32, 1. 53"'. Hence 10
rurtt ought to be placed, with Haui'T, under roan. We thus j^et three words in
each hctnisti. h.
(28) ill '^y:, (6 Kariitxt, as corresponding to xaT^<p<rf£ for nbSK. 6 therefore seems
to have read mya, which certainly suits the parallelism of the verse much better
than ^y2; 3 habitatores. If "bya be retained, then it may mean either the dwellers 15
on Bamoth Arnon or, as $£ interpret, the lords of the bamoth, i. c. the priests.
ill
-f- prro
,-ibK "I^C^, which must be a ^lo^s as there is no hemistich corresponding
to it so llAUPI following FD. MEYER, /.AT I, p. 130 and STADE; cf. also
DSUTZSCB and Dll.l.MANN). Besides, its excision gives point to the quotation
of a poem supposed to have been written in honor of Silion's victory, but now 20
applied to his defeat.
(30) uyii. For — in the suffix of the third person plur. with the impf, cf. Exod. 2,7;
29,30; Deut. 7,15, though perhaps it might be better to point D—
.
ifl + ]12t?n -,2«, a gloss (so HAUPT) which destroys the symmetry of the line.
[For ill f) we must read, with »*.$>$, by (cf. below, p. 57, 1. 51). 3 reads "imo 25
instead of ill kstd. — P. H.]
ill lew, but with T marked as suspicious ("1 by lipl); <5 trup so that tff» is an
obvious correction. liut the whole clause K2T0 ~y "ic« is really a gloss (so H AUl'l)
the omission of which makes the parallelism of the verse perfect.
The excision of these three glosses thus restores the parallelism of the whole 30
poem which now consists of six lines, each containing two hemistichs. The second,
fourth, and fifth lines of the poem are quoted almost verbatim in Jer. 48,45.46.
E. MEYER maintains /. .., p. 131) that the original poem cannot have been
written earlier than the ninth century, some time after the rebellion of Mesha
[ca 850 b. c, cf. WlNCKLER, Altorientalische Forschungen, second series, vol. 3, 35
p 407. - p. 11
(32) ill rrm: n:V, but (5 KaTeXd|5ovT0 outi'iv ko\ tu<; Ktiipac auxfic. The latter read-
ing is clearly preferable.
iU K rthib CV1, but Qrrc Bin; m»n, <5 <!;<!|Ja\ov so that rerv'l ought to be read;
i
. 35- 40
(35) ill vkc>,-!. This must be the inf. constr. after *rblb. It is therefore better to point
it VKtr-; cf ROB! RTSON SM1I H, Journ. of Phil. 16,72.
, 1 -
45
22 (4) M A run which is found in mk6H. With the pronoun inserted, ^npn cm quite
well mean this assembly» this multitude; but without it, V.-pn would have to be
taken in its technical sense — myrt, .1 usage which Moali could not be expected
to know. 50
(5) For a possible derivation of the name-- Balaam and Beor sec note on Gen. 36,32.
[Cf. also Knudtzon's Weitere Studien ~u den el-Amarna- Tafeln in I > 1 1 1 rzs« H's
and II \i 1 \ >! 4. p 312, 1. 20. — P 1
1
54 -**3-OB* (NumBcre ««•«*>- 20,:i—21,17
20 (21) Jtt 12P. Bat the only other instance where jro is found governing an ace. without
b is 21,23. ' n , »" 11 ' cases the preceding word ends in b. Hence the omission of
the prep, before the inf. is most probably a copyist's error caused by the
preceding b {holography; cf above, p. 45, I. 36).
(26) Jtt A vep b», but here such omission is very harsh and not to be paralleled by 5
27. 1
5
b where yep b* is found so near as to render the insertion of vop b» quite
unnecessary.
21 (1) itt+mp ~\be. This must be considei oss both on geographical and on
ling funds. Any one reading vv. 1-4 would infer that Arad was the plat e 10
which the Israelites called Hormah, since it was the king of Aral who had
attacked them, and against whom therefore their anger would be fiercest Iiut
Josh. 12,14 proves that Arad was not Hormah. Linguistically a collective noun
like 'JpiM cannot stand in apposition to an individual title like up
"J^D. The
Hebrew cannot mean the Cattaam'te king of Ann/. That would require np -[^D 15
:;::-. Again the king of Arad could not be described as dwelling in the A
he dwelt in Arad. The phrase- must mean tin- Canaanitet -.oho dwelt in the
Tip T^° ln "^ 1 D« a gloss inserted by a reda< tor who remetnl
Josh. 12,14, but whose memory was better than his of reasoning, and
who has reproduced hi^ own mistake in 33,40. 20
Ciran pi, 6 6bdv ASapeiu; but AI, 6bov tujv KaraaKomuv; %per exploratorum
viam = d'ip.i TTI.
I
.11 A it: which is found in u*&$\
(8) [For M 1 ''. Crit. Notes on Ezekiel p. 82, I. 24.
(14) The initial 1 ofM :rn is uncertain; cf. above p | ' I. II. ®v reads Zuiop, <5M 25
Zoop; hence M am may be miswriting of ant.
(15) The last . lause 2X10 b'.lib 1P&21 seems to be an explanatory gloss.
(17) For the Song of the Well see BUDDE*s remarks in the Transactions of the
Tenth International Congress of 1 Orientalists (Geneva 94) part. 3, pp. ii-iS entitled
Kleinigkeiten :u den kistorischen Volksliedern da AT, also his paper on The 30
Song of the IVell'w The New World, Boston, March, 1895 (reprinted, in
man, in the Preussische fahrbiicher, vol. 82, part. 3, Berlin, Dec. 1895). Accord
tag to BUDOB the words rURB iaioe\ at the end of V. 1 8, are not ihical
names but appellatives, meaningfrom the desert a gift £" yinb rc\— r.x KT3TDD1
and this constitutes the last hemistich of the song. The 1 before 13100 is to be 35
attached to the preceding on:pffD3 (cf Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 56, 1. 33.
The text should therefore be restored as follows: —
nb w nta '?p
Dyn -anj nra cite nnsn nto
:,
-tino 12100 fentyvea rpnea 40
I or the briel hemistichs of the first line sec Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 33, I.45.
The digging of the well on the part of the princes and chiefs is a symbolic cl
action like the solemn opening of a canal or the laying of a corner-stone in our
days. I he well was probably slightly covered for this purpose so that the emii-*
and sheiks could lay it bare with their sceptres and staves. By this ceremony 45
the tribe took formal possession of the well (contrast < •en. 21,30'. In the last
word of the song, p;ne, the writer who inserted these lines probably saw an
allusion to MAKl in v. 16. The following mnooi, at the beginning of v. 19, must
>rrectcd to 1K301 (not the last but one word, laioo, of the preceding verse)
although C> gives Kai ciito qppiJaToc; for this 131001 {cf p. 55, 1. 3); 8 K<ii Ci~
qip^aToc; must be substituted for Kai arro Mav6avativ which is wanting in <6L and
1 MSS of 05. As stated above, .UP.D1 131D are no geographical names: the
next station after HO was ^S'bnj. Head, therefore, at the beginning of v. 19: -
23,4— 18 -*«•<«» (UumBtre *&>&*- 57
23 (4) Carpenter and Battf.rsby, whose Hexateuch came into my hands while
1 was correcting the proof-sheets, make the ingenious suggestion, that 4'' is
really l'.alak's report and ought to stand after v. 2; cf. v. 16.
(5) m + ;nn\ The context shows that this verse belongs to E. Now in E the narrator
himself always uses D\ito«, although he allows n\T in the mouths of Balaam and 5
Balalc There is however no need of reading 0\T^H here, as (8 does, since the
context makes it perfectly clear that the nvi^K of v. 4 1 is the nominative.
(7) [iStro ttlr'i does not mean he took up his parable [so AY but he uttered his verses;
sec Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 33, 1. 3; p. 66, 1. 52.
(8) ( imis>ion of hs and nw would improve the rhythm. In a great many cases in 10
the OT the divine nanus represent subsequent additions. Cf. the restoration of
the opening chapter of Deutero-Isaiah in No. 145 of the Johns Hopkins Univer-
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,
the omission of -;"• 01 "N or the substitution of a personal
P. ! 15
(10) in p^ n» lEDBi, an impossible construai"ii as ieed cannot be the ace. of manner
and jn 1! ns the direct ace. after nJO, there being no fix before "IE$> which is the
ace. after niB. Neither ran "lEce be regarded as a verbal noun with power to
in an ace. like an inf. constr. Besides, there is no point in saying that the
fourth pan of Israel is innumerable, that being, in feet, a 1 ontradiction in terms. 20
This reading must have become current in the interval between (5 and A. <B x«i
tIs ^£api8ui'io-£Tai btiuouc, lapun,X ; A, xai tov i(if|(pov tou T€Tdpxou Icpan, 1.; 0, Kai
tov upiGuov tou TCTiiptou lapun,X. Read, with VENEMA, GKDDES, KNOBEl
Dii. 1.man h, Buhl, following if>, ^ed "bi and nasi f. 10 -, -
for M J?3^. It i-. possible, however, that the emendation nian is unnecessary; 25
ya"> may be connected not with the Semitic word {atJour but with the Stem <>I
Assyr. turbu tu (yai?) = tumult, melee. [Contrast DEUTZSCB's HW 7Mb s. v.
turpu'u. P. II.]
If the last line, which has quite a different tone from the rest of the poem, 1"
not regarded as original, the btro becomes perfectly regular in structure, con- 30
sisting of three stanzas, each stanza containing two lines, and each line two
hemistii hs.
[The last line seems to be a subsequent appendix like the last line of 24
CJ. e. £. >|i 34,23 and Dr. K. J. Grimm's dissertation on Euphemistic Liturgical
Appendixes in OT Baltimore, 1900). — P. H.] 35
(13 A\ tt3J}, but there is no reason why the normal punctuation UU should not be
adopted. [In the same way we must point instead ol .'II - :tr' '.1 5. Kai rZS< ii
S loo, o) in Dent. 29,14; I S 14,39; 2323: Esth. 3,8, »tf" on the analogy ofUPM.
In all the four passages whin imp occurs there is a certain emphasis which
for the i energicum Ges.-Kautzsch $ 59, 1 . It is not necessary to read 40
in 1 S 14,39, with '1 111 mi S, W11.1. 11.. Bl DDE, l."iii;. following (0 <<iv iinoKpt6g
(j\ixr) kutu ItuvaBav toO ulou uou (<;/'. 6 Kal 4dv nthf einij v. 41 for •:•.- am
-;-"' instead ol .'11 U«T OT, with KLOSTI RMANN and II. P. SMITH,
followin f 41, -:a jniW \* '3 c c«. ill W is not predicate to risen in the
I
din but impersonal; «ja piiva utr on means simply if it should




JLaj he is not learned, (Jo .J CU~JI "in 1 not your lord?, &C. • P. 1 1.
(16) ill MVP, <5 6 0e6i; which accords with the usage of E in the narrative parts. In
w. 12.16 Invii occur-, in speeches and is therefore kept <f> has 6 Oe6<; in v. 12,
but Kupioi; in v. 16. 5°
(iS) [ill TV rOTKfl appear-, to be miswriting for 'Vy ^«; in Job 32,11 the ny (for
*>y
-.s in .'H Dsvnnafl ny yta may be due to the influence "i" the iy at the be-
ginning "f the following clause. In the same way we must i<a.l fox ill dstjji
8
56 -*»•<»«» (UumbVe «•«>«>- 22,6—23,;
22 ill lcp <93, but in several Heb. MSS and in juSiT, pep 'J2. From this reading
ill 1 in be easily explained, but not vice vend. Ms reading, besides, is so in-
definite that the land referred to is, in point of fact, left quite undetermined.
(6) ill n ~:: Gl \ 1 z's emendation Un3ri not only avoids the exceedingly harsh, ami
indeed inexplicable, change from the sing, to the plur. but also gives n:rt its 5
usual construction with the accusative.
(7) ill 3K1B 'Jpt. I his i-, the- only time this phrase occurs in the narrative, and it is
to be noted that it is in immediate connei tion with pin *3pi used only here and
in v. 4. Now v. 4 git if pis 'jpt ^« be omitted, and this
verse reads equally will, and indeed better, if instead of pie 'Jptl 3N1D 'Jpt we 10
read D'lxbcn, thus uniting v. 7 more clearly with v. ;. This shows the skill of
k>' who sieiiis m have wished to prepare the minds of his readers for the war
against the Midianites, described in c, 31. by representing them as already in
league with Moab against Israel.
(11) HI nnp, but «uffiV 1 cpress the conjunction 1. 15
(22) tTX DV6K, but jh MVT. The context shows that the latter ii the original reading;
cf. the usage in the whole passage, w. z±-\\
(30) ill »W3Dn pon.i, but (8 mm irtrtpupdaei untpihoooa £iro(i
BY 1 only here and in Job 16,11 where it is transitive. Gesenii s main-
tains however in his Thesaurus that "Jbv in Job is Piel and not Qal, and that 20
bv is really an emphatic synonym of TV, to go down precipitously, here there
fore praeceps est via tua contra me, f> ouk uctreia ri oboe, aou ^vavriov uou, 3
perversa est via tua mihiqut contraria. Heme GrAtz would simply read jn,
which would howe\er ^<> better with *yfi than with *TlA We have considered
it sufficient to mark the text as doubtful. 25
re is a difference between 'rya pi and ""liA: the former means simply
/ do not approve of it, the latter implies that the matter is contrary to my will,
in opposition to my command. It is natural that Balaam in his reply
the mildei on "prps pi. J's account must have contained some state-
ment corresponding to E's onep i,?n xb v. 12' or o:ep i^b <nn^ m.T ]«D '3 30
, otherwise the an -pin »s mrr« ^st im at the beginning of v. 22 would
be unintelligible f. ..I v. 18: mrP <i ns isp 1? 33\s «V. Thi -pin dv '3
'Uib cannot describe the condition of the 10. id; the translation for the way is
precipitous before me [denn der Weg ist abschussig vor mir; so in KAUTZSCH's
Textbidel) does not suit the context. AV, because thy way is perverse before me 35
is belter; but "|11 means here as in Jud. 18.5 1 f. 1 K 18.27; Is. 58, 13) journey,
errand. We musl read, with DlLLMANN, following S Ltl Vs..' jibv, lit thou
hast precipitate,/ the journey against me, i e. thou hast undertaken the journey
rashly against my will, bt corresponds to Arabic- i>"« and means to precipitate,
i. e. in Job 16,11 /.> cast down j and in our passage, to undertake rashly. The 40
verb is transitive in both passages and Qal, not Pick It is certainly betti
read nav than to point ill bt as Pual po e that the n of the si
person may ha\ e been assimilated to the preceding radical B BV) as in Arabic k^i.
thou hast struck for CUk^a. &C (WRIGHT-D1 GOl n t. p 16, C; p.
Ethiopii "1.C7 '• raddggafoi raddgha'lhou hast left* or flit• (at'psqqH for (aifag
1 have pen 1 ivi d l'n 1 \i.. Chrest., p. 40, No. iS; Gr.*, p. 1X4. below -1 . — P. H.]
(33) ill "but, but <B K«i eI uij. The context shows that *b\b is necessary.
(36) tU i'p, but the ( eographical name is certainly better; cf. 21 , 2S
23 (2) al-f Dpbai pb3, a gloss added by a scribe who thought that Balaam's statement 50
in v. 4 retpiired such an addition. It is not ne< < how, for
the procedure would Ij the same on all the three occasions, and Balaam's
use of the pronoun / is ju-t an instant e of Qui facit per alium facit per se.
24,8—25,4 -<*»•<&«* fJlumBtre »«>•«*>- 59
24 3JKC. It is suggestive that all (6 Versions render this by Tiut, <8 eapwOnacxai f)
TtUT, A0I, uir^p Tuut [*'. c. Ml for M ::«; for Tuu-f see Crit. Notes on Ezek. p 99
1. 3o.]
in Ktrjrn pointed as Hithpae] quite unnecessarily, the Nif. is preferable.
(8) ill vxm must be wrong because of pntr. knows fierce, they do not smash. 5
[yne, however, may mean to hit. to wound )jkt Assyr, maxdeu (DEL., J1W 399b ,2),
Syr. |.*a» (with « instead of y on account of the M); r/i i'ne wound, Is. 39,26,
Assyr. mixcu, Syr. Ilixoo, &c. In Assurb. Sm. 145,2 we find imi V(i («= fn)
muxxueu, i. e. wounded by an arrow (Del., I1W i2i b), Ldt-sagilld ictus. The
clause, however, makes the line too long and seems to be a gloss.] Dili.- 10
Manx's emendation rsr6] is the simplest; EWALD's vxne gives a good wordplay
but it would represent the enemy as having been too successful. There is, in
fact, quite enough of assonance in the readings adopted.
(9) This verse, as it standi would be best divided into three lines, and then into
two. Probably, however, nb is a late addition from Gen. 27,29 (also by | 1;
though here the lines are given in the re\ erse order, a fact which may warrant
the inference that they have been quoted from memory.
[The last line, in« -piKl -pin yotja is no doubt a subsequent addition, and
it would be better to reverse the order so as to conclude with ftia, as in Gen.
27.2'); cf. above, p. 57, I. 34. Before this addition the last hemistich of die poem 20
seems to have dropped out. Perhaps we should supply a phrase like idj," 'a
HJ3; cf. Ecd 4,12; N'ah. 1,6, &C,
(17) For M yn we must read, with WELLH., GraTZ, following (633, mt. — P. H.]
vixb, constr. dual. It must mean the temples [ef. the Judeo-German Petes], the
very part of the head where a blow is most dangerous. This word is never 25
used metaphorically like rus for leaders, although (6 has dpxnjouc,.
ill ipipi, buuu.ipnp\ though all the Versions take it as a verb. The metaphor in
"iplp is certainly not appropriate when applied to the destruction of men. It is
natural to take this word as parallel to YlKD; ef. Jer. 48,45: Ipip) 2S10 riKD b:xm
|Ww '«• 30
ntf uTia; Xcy. = n«ef from n.sc> {ef. Lain. 3,47), synonymous with \\tta {ef. Jer. 48,45)
(833 make it a proper name, uiouc In,6, which is evidently wrong since the
Israelites themselves would be included.
(18.19) [V. I9b must be inserted after iSa ; l8b is a corrupt variant to i9b and must be
relegated to the margin; rn'fc is a jjoss supplying the subject to TOMrl or 1T3SH; 35
ill v:t<n is impersonal,
cf. p. 43, 1. 31 and Crit. Notes on l'rovcrbs, p. 52, I. 44.
(19) l"or ill 2pyo we should perhaps substitute spy m, unless we prefer to read,
with Gratz, apj,"' cyi'M. — p. h.]
ill Vjm mlf. But to what city can this vy possibly refer? It is unnatural to
regard it as being Ar of Moab, since the prophecy against Moab ended with 40
v. 17. This prophecy is directed dom, i. e. Seir. Hence we must read
vyt? Tito.
(23) [ill b* after ill lCtre makes the hemistich too lon^; ; it seems to be scribal .
pansion; cf. above, p. 57, 1. 11.
The piDD «pD before D'Sl should be placed after DTO, P. H 45
(24' ifl-cy cannot mean Hebrews, i. e. Israelites, as 633 understand it; Dii.i.m. seems
right in understanding 13J) to mean here all the peoples beyond the Euphrates
other than the Assyrians.
25 (4) PPW, only here and in 2 821,6.9.13, generally taken to mean hang, but it 50
almost certainly means impale. [Contrast \V. ROBKRTSON Smith, Kef of the
Semites, p. 398.]
oniK. Common sense forbids us to refer this pronoun to all the heads ofthe people,
58 -««ws» QlumBtto *«>•»*>-- 23,20—24,7
23 |3VUW at the beginning of the following \ ct-,i-. Drbpi, ami in 38.1S «V»j> njinnn
pm »am .'ii ay ; '. above p. 55, 1. 26.
(20) I should prefer to read 'nnp^ 3J3S; cf. v. II; 24,10, and note on Job 1,7. —
P. II,
itt pai, but ><> "p2K, (5 cuXo-fi'iouj. The first purs, agrees much better with the 5
preceding TinpS.
(21) Iran. With this reading the nom. is bn, which i, the nom. of all the verbs in
v. 19, and Cud's blessing of Israel through the mouth of the seer is described
in v. 20. jni"5 have the lirst pers., thus making the seer the subject. This
would require B'as and nxiK. It is to be noticed that in each case K is the pre- 10
ceding letter, so that the second « could readily fall out before HK1. This
change, however, docs not seem necessary. [Besides, b'JBi and njo may be
impersonal; cf. above, p. 4>, I. 31. — P. 11.]
(22) This verse is out of place here and has been inserted from 24,8 by a copyist
who has also written D.S'SlO instead of lN'XID though his eye catching the D with 13
which the following word begins. That the sing, stiff, is preferable to the plur.
obvious from the following Vj.
[It might be well to note that DN"i (or rather DHT; cf. above, p. 40, 1. 23] does not
mean wild ox so k\ ; the Hebrews may have believed in the existence of a
unicorn (so AV, 05 uovoKepiuc.\ How the idea originated has been shown in our 20
new English translation of the Psalms, p. 173, 1. 26. — P. H.]
(23) Since it is J that -.peaks of the rewards of divination (22,7) the first two hemi-
stichs of v. 23 seem out of place in E's blessing. He, ides if this line be omitted
as a gloss (so WkLLHAUSKN) like v. 22, the second bvo becomes as regular in
form as the first, consisting also of three slan/as, of three double lines eai 1). 25
(25) [The negative before U3JW should be omitted; cf. above, I. ',. We expect: —
Thou shall curse them but not bless them ' — I'. H.]
(28) "l"JBn. RJI'- sccm» to have written this name instead of mcBn in order that the
place where this vision took place might appear different from that mentioned
in 23,4, the field of Zophim on the top of Pisgah. The original phrase is found 30
at length in 21 ,20.
24 (3) M rv'n enc1 , (6 6 &\n,0ivuic. 6ptuv, d° 'tn VoWl Hence c, = -tc« and Dn = perfect,
an explanation adopted by Wellhausen but refuted by Dillmann. It is
simpler to read Dnto = DIID to close, thus referring to the closed bodily eye as 35
contrasted with the opened spiritual eye cry i?J v. 4 . The objects which the
clairvoyant discerns are not perceptible by the senses.




]vby njn JHM. This line occurs in v. 16, and must be inserted here. The 40
parallelism of the verse requires it, and obviously the first description of the
seer ought to lie at least as complete as the second.
.'II iicx before nino. Its insertion make, the hemistii h too long, and it is not
found in v. 16. A participial construction is constantly continued by an imperfect
(cf. GKS, Km rZSCH $ 1 1 ~ , x and the insertion of a relative is not necessary. 45
WELLHAUSl N would make ^BJ the Nil", of V?B and connect B'rp as closely with
it as with M^i.
(6) ill D^ntJ is doubtful; DILLMANN suggests n^'S palms, and STADE B'llta, sini e
agaUockum does not grow in Palestine. The parallel with dtik make, fli cncm/al
51 impossible. 5°
(7) M DYl, which is jussive, a form which is quite out of place here. No con-
junction is required. W'c ought, therefore, to transpose 1 so as to get the simple
fut. DVV. Cf. above, p 45, 1. 37.
26,50—28,30 -<«3KM* Qtum6«re *XW}*>- 61
26 like «a in v. 8. It is worthy of notice also that, though Dan is represented as
having only one clan, it is actually second in numerical strength. Yet in Jud.
1,34; '8,1 Dan is so weak that it could scarcely retain it-, position a^ a tribe.
(50) iH cm^Ei DntlDtJD 1?. Read crri^. (S has simply S, ttricrKt'tyauc auTuiv.
(62) .'II : alar n^jrc, obviously inserted by a transcriber whose eye caught the ': 5
of the following clause.
27 (1) in "ins^t, an inexplicable punctuation. The name should probably be pronounced
insbx= The Dread one is Shadow i. e. protection, following © Iu\iruu\ 3 Sal-
phaad. [Cf. Noldkkk, Untersuckungen zur Kritik ties AT, Kiel 1S69, p. Sq, 10
D.I.]
ill nyi, but *u.(82 express the conjunction.
(7) in anb ami DiTSM. Many Hcb. MSS and ux. pb and pa*. No doubt the masc.
form is often used in Heb. for the fem. [cf. notes on Dan. 1,5; 2,33; Jud. 19,24];
but in this particular instance the matter tinder discussion is a question of sex 15
privilege so that the feminine element ought to have full prominence given to it.
Besides the fem. form actually occurs in M in this very verse and with these
-ainc words
(21) *ib bxvn, ami he (i. e. the priest' shall consultJHVH in his behalf; cf, 1 S 22, 10. 13. 15.
[For bm cf. Zimmern, Beitr. sur baby!. Religion 2,1 (Leipzig, 1S99) pp. 86.88 20
and the abstract of Prof. J AS 1 Row's paper on the name talD* and the- verb bxv,
in the Bulletins of the Twelfth International Congress of Orientalists (Rome, 1S99)
No. 9, p. 15. According to JASTROW Krrfown I S 1,28 is a denominative llif'il,
derived from bs\« [cf. Deut 18, 11) = Assyr. sailu 'enquirer,' the name of a
special class of priests, and should therefore be translated / have dedicated him 25
as priest to Jhi'H. See also note 21 of the paper cited above, p. 41, 1. 34.
For DniK see op. cit., notes 52-61. — P. H.]
28 (2) ill "B1!*- The construction is simplified by pointing as enn-tr. plural.
ill n?D3, but <5 &v xat? topxaic uou, which corresponds better to the contents of 30
cc. 28.29 am ' •*> lhe summary in 29,39. Cf. Lev. 23.2.
(3) ill Ton nby, but ux von rby which is supported by w. 6. 10. 15.
(4) iH "inN, not natural with 'Jtrn following; cf. Exod. 29,39.
(7) ill A p, owing to the two final letters of pin being the same. But the insertion p
is as necessary here as the insertion of r\bb and \ov in v. 6. It is found in S$ and 35
in some codices of (6, though wanting in <5AV.
Verse 7b is a late addition, as is shown by the use of 13C strong drink, which
is never found elsewhere in connection with a sacrifice, and of EHp3, whii h
cannot mean in a holy vessel but may mean either in a holy place (which did
not need to be said) or in the sanctuary. Probably what is intended is on or 40
about the altar. The language of P would have been more precise.
(9) [I-'or Vtfyj> = 7io« cphah, not /,„ ephah, see above, p. 44, I. 7. — P. II.
(14) iH + n\T after the first )"n ; but it is quite unnecessary, and docs not occur in any
of the corresponding verses; cf. vv. 6.7. 12. 13.
p ought to stand, as in mi., after the first pn and before ID 1?, and not, a- in ill, 4;
after t?::b where it is obviously out of place. See note on v. 7.
(17) ^3!0 niSO, j.j.(0 jtoWl as in Lev.23,6. But the re. elm, ol .'11 i to be pre!
as being the more idiomatic as well as the more difficult; cf. Exod 13,7.
(22) in« rtKBn V&R formula for the usual nxcnb ins c-ty vytri as in v. 15.
(26) Drnystfs os'nystr :ns. 50
ill vyf, but several Hcb. MSS and >•>. have —;•-• w 15
.'II
.
rscn 1? which occurs in some Heb. MSS and in jh(S, and i. evidently even
more necessary here than in v. 15.
6o -*»•<»» (llum6<re «©-et*~ 25,5—26,43
25 the only grammatical antecedent as the passage now stands. It must refer to
some individual malefactors previously mentioned in the narrative of J as it
originally stood.
(5) 'DEW connects this passage with Exod. 18,13-26 which belongs to E, so that
we are entitled to infer that this also belongs to E. <5 <pu\ai<;, which suggests 5
the reading 'Bio. [Cf. Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 52, 1. 34. — P. H.]
(8) nap (Arabic <iXi", cf. English alcove) seems to denote the hinder apartment of the
tent which was reserved for the women.
(15) [k would perhaps be better to put rWltsn before n:en
'cf. (6 Tij fuvaiid T jj
MahiavetTihi
rfl IteirXrrru(a); Ijl >t "1?^~ may be scribal expansion. I'. II 10
.'11 4- 3X JV3, which is really a gloss, intended to explain max, which may
have been the Midianite equivalent for 3M TC1\ cf. Gen. 25,16. In ty 117,1 we
must read D'mA 73 instead of JH D*Mil 73; cf. WELLHAUSEN ad. loc.
1 possible derivation of the name '212 (m* rr3i2 see Crit Notes on Genesis,
p. 96, 1. II. 15
(19) This verse is Continued in 31,1, RP having seen fit to insert here cc. 26-30. The
fact that a parashah should actually divide a verse into two, as the accents in
Jll show to be the case here, makes it quite evident that the present division
cannot be the original one.
20
26 (3) ~*E"\ ill "Oil which cannot be construed even though cnx were pointed DPS.
We have therefore substituted for it the usual technical word (ox taking a census.
JH + nax7 after im\ an addition due to an attempt to render "DTi intelligible.
(4) ill '3:i, as if this were an ace. governed by rns, but such a construction would
require "33 WO, -in. e ntro DM precedes. Besides, the phrase as God commanded 25
Moses and the Israelites is never found anywhere else. For b with rt;s in the
sense of with regard to, cf. 32 , 28 Hfh» rut iHla DH7 Vi'V
(5) & "p:n. The corresponding verses all through this register show that we must
id "pnb DrhECCT. The insertion is all the more necessary as this is the
beginning of the register, cf vv. 12.20, &C. 30
(9) Jll K'thib \snp, 0"re 'K'ip.
(10^ [For DJ see above, p. 54, 1. 24.]
(14) Jll A onn^B?, (6 iK xf|? ^maK^veuj; autuiv; cf. vv. 1S.22, &c.
.'11 r DnhNP&b after t\QV '33. This word is out of place since Manasseb and
Ephraim must be regarded here as individuals, as the ^ms of Joseph. It must 35
therefore be transposed to v. 39 after ntriD; cf. vv. 34.35. In v. 27, however,
DnrtECD 1? occurs quite naturally; lor there f|OV ':3 is used collectively, and not as
in this vi
(30) For -'11 ~!>'.s ami ptoft read lljrtrt and \fyn\ This verse and the following are
construed in .'11 ifferi Otly from all the rest of this chapter. We must either 40
read p'rm, to make it correspond to the rest of these two verses, or else we
must insert b before the name of each of Gilead's other sons, thus making these
two verses follow the construction that prevails throughout this chapter.
-Ml DfTnpM, but cf. vv. 27.37, &c. au.(S express the preposition.
(39) .Ml DEiEtr, jtu.63 err, which Jll itself supports by the name given to the clan, 45
'DDitrn.
(40) Jll A Tjlrt, but this word is necessary
- to the sense, and is found in (S3.
(41) Jll DrmpBl; see note on
(42.43) The Register of Dan is so very peculiar that we may well suspect that the text
is corrupt. Dan is the only tribe that has but cue clan, and yet its clans are 50
spoken of almost a^t nauseam; and nowhere else di DVWVC 33 occur. Perhaps
«e should make the third and fourth lines read simply as in all the other eleven
cases, via. cmpE 1? p nt^-c-: r\s and consider ill nhBVD the official plural just
3°.'3—31.30 —«a«<»* (Hum6«e *M>«»- 63
30 ill mom. These consonants ought to be pointed as sing., though the Masorites
have employed the vowels of the plur. The plur., which is found in (S?, is
necessary here as mi} show-..
(13) [For b—^ = Assyr. lii—Iii 'sive—sive' [cf Ezra l,ii; Josh. 17,16; see Grit. Nou S
on Ezekiel, p. 63, 1. 40. — P. II] 5
(17) ill JV3, (0 ^v oTkiu. In v. 14 ill itself has n'33. The error is due to haplo-
iphy.
31 (3) ill ntbnn. But the Nif. would have a reflexive meaning (<y;. 32,20, which the
context will not tolerate. Hence point as Hif., following © esonXicFaTe, %armate. 10
(5) ill nDD'i, almost certainly a scribal error. The word 100 deliver occurs very
frequently in post-Biblical Hebrew; its best known derivative being rrba Masorah
i. e. tradition; cf. Syr. liaaua information. Hence the usual rendering here
traditi sunt. <B e'tn.piepn.csav, which naturally suggests nop'l, a reading which
involves the change of only one letter. [llDD'l may mean they were sent forth; 15
cf. Assyr. mussuru which is a synonym of Heb. nbp. The Nif. 1D03 may have
the same meaning as the Pual n^tf, Prov. 17,11; see HAUPT in Am. Or. Soc. /'roc,
March '94, p. cvii and cf. DEL., H\V 433s, 3. Cf. below, 1. 23- — 1'. H.]
(6) iR+ KaS^ after jrDn, a repetition which must be due to a scribal error.
(8) 1"IB "2^0. The same five are mentioned in exactly the same order in Josh. 13,2, 20
where they are fust called po Wtfl and then prt'D "rDJ. The royal title is used
here in order to emphasize the greatness of the victory. In 25,15, indeed, one
of them, Zur, is called simply max v»-\.
(10) Dm»lD2 seems, at first sight, to be unnecessary tautology but it probably means
the cities in which they were then settled in contradistinction to those which had 25
originally been tie u
(14) ncn^B k:x, a phrase used only here in the sense of expedition. It generally
means army; cf. Is. 13,4; 1 Chron. 7,4; 12,37.
(16) ill "iDob, a reading which gives no sense, and must be a scribal error; see note
on v. 5. It must stand here for byob; cf. other passages in which "?S0 occurs, 30
5,6; 2 Chr. 36, 14; Ezek. 14,13. [The reading of the Received Text might be
retained if we consider 3 bya to be an explanatory gloss; HOT 1DB may mean
toforsake JHVH; Assyr. mussfuru (cf. above, 1. 16) means not only to senJ forth,
to let loose, but also to forsake, to abandon. For ill T.ys -ot by mrpa "jpo idd^>
(8 reads toO diroaTf|Oai Kai uirtpiheiv to pf|ua Kupiou €v€K£v <J>oTuip. 35
(21) For ill r.on'jB^ D'KSn we must either substitute ntsn^Db D'XX^n, or read, as in
v. 14, following <S toiic. ^pxou^vou? s'k rfje TrapaTiiteux; tou TroXtuoo, S2XO D'san
ntsn^C'. The two other passages where the phrase nen'rB^ K3 occurs (32,6 ill
nonSe^ \ta>, (8 Tiopei/ovTui eic TtoXeuov; 1 Chr. 19,7 ill nnn^ 1M31, C5 koI nXuov
elc to Tto\epf|aai) are different. See also above, p. ir, I. 30. — 1'. II
;
40
(28) ill noi.rtl, the only instance of this Hif. being pointed in sing, with — ; and as no
reason can be given for the variation, it is better to keep the normal form; see
note on 18,26.
ill BB1 tnK, a doubly abnormal phrase, ins being placed first according to the
Aramaic idiom, and being ma^c. although TEJ is I'ein. t?DJ is a gloss inserted to 4;
show that///r//'s tribute was to be taken from the living creatures captured,
and not from the inanimate spoil. But this is made perfectly clear by the
enumeration in the last clause of the verse. (6 ui'av tyux'iv.
(29) ill inpp. The plur., which i e pressed also by tf Xi'iuijieoee), is due to the
following 1 having l» en accidentally repeated. 50
(30) ill -fins, ffi i-'va i'itti) tuiv TifVTi'|KovTa. Ti probably due to a scribe
who had been impres ed with the phrase tnxn nx in v 47 where it is quite
appropriate, and who ma) also have thought that by the insertion oflDM here
62 -*»•<» (TlumBers «*©•«>•- 29,5—30,8
29 (5) ifl nKBn. The shorter form in« risen vytei ,/ 29, 58 is clearly admissible, vyt?
being there in the constr. before nsen, but in this construction the preposition
is necessary; cf. 28, 15.
(9) iH + insn after b'xb. Symmetry demands that "intei be omitted as in 3. There
being but one bullock and one ram there is no nerd for insn at all; <y: 28,20; 5
but if it is to be inserted after Vsn, as in ill, it must be inserted also after ien
;
cf. 28,12 where the insertion of insn is rendered necessary by tlierc being two
bullocks, so that, being required after nDH, it is for the sake of symmetry inserted
also after Wtn.
(11) A\ Tyfc, but the conjunction is expressed in <5J and in A\ itself elsewhere; </ 10
vv. 16.22, &c.
.'II nMMl; >cc note on v. 5.
(13) IW O'B'tsn. The full phrase is Clb VSt> D'e'en a> in v. S. This intermediate form is
perhaps intended to prepare us for finding D'a'en used alone as in vv. 17.20.23,0^0.
In these cases D'D'tsn is, of course, meant to qualify not merely the animals 15
last-named, as strict grammar might require, but all the three kinds of animals.
Here, however, TH> might well have been struck out, had ttfovTcti not been
found in <S.
(15) Jfl A DiT3dji which is found in jiu.. Since drink-offerings are mentioned as being
offered on all the other days of this feast, it is certain they must have been 20
offered on the first day also, and therefore they ought to be mentioned here.
(i6> A\ nKBTi; see note on v. 5.
(18) In ill cn'3DM Dnrnei the word Dnrun is sing., meaning the regular cereal offer-
ing, prescribed for each one of the animals sacrificed; whereas D.tic: is plur.,
referring to the drink-offerings that accompanied both the burnt-offering and the 25
cereal offering.
(19) ilt risen, but cf. note on v. 5.
A\ DrreDM, wrongly plural, owing to the copyist's eye catching this form in v. lS;
cf. vv. 16.22, &c.
(24) ill DJUUO, but the conjunction ought to be expressed; cf. vv. 14. 18. 21. 27, &c. 30
(25) ill risen, see note on v. 5.
(31) ill iTOMI, clearly a copyist's error for n3E31 as the corresponding verses 16.22,
&c prove.
(33) AX D7DU1, but the Qerc is evidently the right form as all the corresponding verses
show. It almost seems as if the copyist of v. 31 had by this time discovered his 35
mistake in inserting ' in H3DJ1, and had therefore determined to alone for that
blunder by leaving out the same letter here, thus keeping the actual letters in
his MS the same.
(34> ill DBEtro, but in all the other cases, vv. 21 24.27.30.37, there is no pronominal
suffix. In thi in the previous, the scribe who had omitted the " may 40
have inserted the to keep the number of letters the same.
(37) ill nnn:o, but sec note on v. 24.
30 (2) This in the only instance in which the phrase neon 'em is used quite alone.
In 1 K 8,1; 2 (hi. 5,2 it is found combined with the designation ni:sn wbi, 45
and in 32, 2S; Josh. 14,1; 31,1 nns is inserted thus: — rrtBort n«« TS"i. P al-
ways uses either D\S -te:n or DXI13K n'2 "trsi.
(3) The wortl "ibs which occurs only in this chapter (so, too, SB30 vv. 7.0) is Aramaic
rather than Hebrew. Indeed LAGARDE considers it to be an Aramaic loan-word.
[VBB Jtt*n [cf 32.24 and rPXU* SS1B v. [3)=Assyr. (U f>tsu; cf. Crit. Notes on 50
Isaiah, p. 157, I. 51. — P.
(S) ill nb trinrn 15,'BC? DTO; but <6 Kai itctpao'iumn.cFri auTii rj &v r)]aepct uxouan,, which
gives the logical and necessary order of the words.
33,8—34.22 —«WH* Qlum6tre «o«»- 65
33 renders this ace. Dnh by auToi; cf. (8AV'-
bM 8b Ka ; ^nopnJ6naav obov xpiiiiv n,ue-
piuv bid t?|i; Ipi'iuou auroi.
(8) Stl nrVrBl '3BD; but jua nn'nn 'BB, so also 20S3 and several Heb. MSS.
(9) DC Dm, R p has evidently written DC for D?n«3, just because he found it in
Exod. 15,27 from which he copied the rest of the verse. 5
(37) VlflQ- RP mus t have substituted this for \t ino which he would find in his list
of stations.
(40) £l + -\iy "f)B; see note on 21 , 1, p. 54, 1. 20.
(52) [For JT3CB figured stone, with the figure or the symbols of some deity carved
upon it, cf. Lev. 26, 1. In Prov. 25 , 1 1 we must read «)D3 m:i&3 for ill t)D3 rtV3PB3; 10
cf. Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 60, 1. 15. — P. II.
(54; ilt cyan, but <6 {XaTTuiatrt which the context shows to be preferable.
34 (1) For the boundaries of the land cf. notes on Ezelc 47, [5-20.
(2) iH+]pJ3 after \'-\nn. Tlie presence of the article in Y~mn shows that iyJ3 must 15
be a gloss.
rftlTDJ, Even though in the constr. and with Maqqef d; is pointed with — except
in the combination «ilD"C"
For -H ill? Lacardx Mittheil., 2,362; Xomina/bildung, p. 46; reads pjrt.
iU Ketbfb mm, but Q' ><!• vnv 20
(6) 31331 after 3njn D'H is so peculiar that one is tempted to read 313:?. But (ii S.
(Thesaur.y)^- has shown that this particular idiom occurs so frequently that it must
be accepted as correct; cf. Deut. 3, 16. 17; Josh. 13,23.27; 15, 12.47. The passage
Josh. 15,47 affords a most remarkable instance of the way in which an accidental
blunder on the part of a copyist was allowed to remain; for there we read: 25
31231 3133H n\"ii, the- Masorites not having ventured to free their text even from
such a gross blunder, the origin of which was perfecUy apparent, although, of
course, they corrected it in the margin. [Perhaps we should read in all these
passages 13331 and the adjacent region; cf. K0N1G, Syntax, p. 283, n. I; STEUER-
nagei.'s Coram, on Joshua, p, 203. — P. H.] 30
(10) ffl Dmwnni you shall desire for yourselves. This verb seems weak in this
connection; and as the technical word iKnn occurs in vv. 7.8, it seems natural
that the Hif. of this verb may be found here. Others prefer to keep DtVlKnni
here, and to change lKJin into HKrW.
(11) ilt nb3"in. This cannot be Riblah in the land "f Hamath, which unquestionably 35
lay beyond the Northern frontier a cribed. Besides, the name of that
town is never found with the article. <5 has a curious division of the Hebrew
lettei ir6 £eir<pauap Bn.Xa, which Ecirtpau ApftnXa. The latter
word might then Ijc transliterated into Heb. r6a in — rhvi in (with the n of
direction) = 3J>3 in, which would thus come to be }lD"in 7JJ3 "Ml o( Jud. 3,
>
40
The only 1 to this emendation is that the mountain />'</<// Herman
was the very highest peak of the Anti libanus range, and here the frontier is
said to go down from Shepham t" Harbcl. This term it may however l>e used,
technically rather than literally, to denote simple direction. To this day tii'
visible on the summit of llermon the ruins try said to have been 45
dedicated to Baal; cf. lii di kbr's Palestina und Syrien*, p
(17) ill »?nr, Qal, but ill' Pie] 1 obviously 1 . 29.
(|8) M 3hl7;
(22) K'CJ. It is curious that this title should not be given to the three leaders
mentioned first, but only to the last serai. Still more curiously 3 has it only 50
on' v. 26 while S.\ omit it everywhere. There can be no spei ial n ison
for this designation being cither given or withheld, for v. iS proves that all the
ten were entitled to it.
Num. Q
64 —«3«eK* QlumBtre <*©•«>-- 31, 53—33,7
31 after "irtx be made the construction of this verse correspond better to that of
CS3 ins which nielli he already found in v. 28.
(53) This abnormally short vci se is a glo added by one wlio wished to make it
plain that though the officers acted in this way, the common soldiers kept all
they bad laid their hands on. It is a very harsh interruption of the narrative, 5
and the phraseology is not happily chosen; for, were it not for the context, the
phrase x:sn 'CUK would be expected to include all who had taken part in the
expeditions, the officers ;h well as the men,
(54) ill nUtem O'cVxn *W, a combination found only here and in 1 Chr. 13,1. It is
ntrary to Heb, idiom and especially contran to the idiom <>f I". Be idi , 10
military titles are invariably given among all nations with peculiar accuracy;
if. vv. 4S.52.
32 (71 ill k'thib pwirt, but 1 hat the Qrre yitnn ought to be preferred.
(12) mpx. (5 has the strange rendering 6 btaicexuipiOUE'voc,; 10, 6 NaDpcuoc.; some 15
codices in the margin, 6 Ktvetatoc as (0 has in Josh. 14,6. 14.
(15) nntf, I'iel with b instead of the accus., as we should naturally expect. Indeed,
were it not for 1 S 23, 10 "inya Ypb nnc 1?, one would be strongly tempted to strike
out the prep, as wrong. '.'11 orris? may mean II,- will destroy them, and the
following \ t'iu ma) be thi emphatic particli above, p. 47, 1. 14): verily, 20
all this people. The plural suffix after the singular suffix in IrVliO is not ex<
tinnal. P. II
(16) Vi'SD, as used here and in v. 24, includes wives as well as little children. Il,mu-
holds i> pi rhaps tin- nearest English equivalent. E uses it in this sense, but |
and D confine its meaning to little children; and Deut 3 19, 25
(17) ill tvtfn. This would mean in haste, and doc, nol suit the context J armati et
accincli, whirl) suggests tytfen; cf. E\od. 13, iS; Josh. 1,14; 4,1-; Jud 7,11.
(23) ilt DD.Vixb is a transcriptional error for 03JSSV
ill 1DM*1. Some argue that this is merely a defective punctuation — "SS'i, and
'
' to 33.7: Jud. 8,6; 1 S 16,4. &C. as proofs of their theory, but these passages 30
OUghl all lo In '01K' led. (<i KKi 1 iITdv.
(30) In (6 there is an insertion iii this verse which makes the meaning of ill ltnsii
mui h plainer, :/ . e.tu|h|v,iouTt Tiyv dirOOK€uf|V itUTifrv Kui Tuc ^uvuiKai; miTifiv Kui
ti'i KTi)Vi] aOTtfiV trp my tic T'lv Xavuuv.
(3.S ill BtfrftDW after pJMJ %)», a late gloss intended either as a briefer form of the 35
last clause of the verse and accidentally inserted in its present position, or else
intended to apply only to Nebo and Baal-meon, names that required to be
changed because of tin i. on with the heathen v,ods Baal and Nebo. It
is more probable, however, that I'.aal nieon was alone referred to, there b( ii
ilia 1 Nebo was m- ted with the god of that name. In that case 40
the pun. in., ii,,n oughl io be c-' nans. <8 nepiKeia)K\u>|^vac.; X, Tr€ptT£T€ixto"nt'vaq,
.1- il In-
1 id been ">'~ nSWD. W, however, is never used in prose for
the wall of a fortified town, but nam.
(39) ill wyn, but juj. wr*Wl, in accordance with the context.
45
33 , ill 5BW, but «u SW\ (ft mipfvt'PaXov; cf. the verbs in the context and Exod. 14,2.
ill bus 'Job is probably corrupt, this clause and v. 9 being the only cases in this
chapter where urn is not followed by the name of the station from which the
Israelites ^tart next. Perhaps we might venture to change our text here so as
to correspond to Exod. 14,2: bpa •:: -y d'H pa> ^iid]* .p. mvnn 'S by -vacn 50
•nvrnn '53. [] um pM. We thus have vjrvi followed by the name of the next
starting plan N,. doubt, (ft has napevi:paXov dntvavTi MflrrbiiiXou, but <B 1
much to be trusted in this chapter where it mistakes crs for Drvfc, and then
36, ; 1
1
; - • 11 um6tre *M»-ew>- 67
36 HIT. This made it imperative on the Masoritcs to use the passive punctuation,
njx. It is possible indeed that mrr itself may have been inserted here owing
to a copyist's eye catching rtirr njs in the previous clause, in which case 'JIN
would originally be the nom. to rt}S, the ace. to which would be us understood.
M inC/S; see note on 27, 1.
(3) au. TOD131. But since |n^na does not immediately follow as in v. 4 and as pv is
also masc. it seems better to retain the reading of XI.
D."6, plur. referring to nap, because the daughters miyht marry into different
tribes.
(6) ill on'l'jn; cf. vv. 11.12 and also the note on 27,7.
ill D7V3K tin, but*u]rra« although, like ill, it has crvyys; see the preceding note.
(11) ill nnn, but <f> has Kai between the first and second name. It is curious that
the names of the daughters should be given here in quite a different order from
that found in 26,33; 2 7< ' " u- order in tf> varies: in <f>AM it is the same as in Jtt.
but in (OV nbo is not the first but the last name.
10
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35 (3) F°r ^r"1 '/ above, p. 51, 1. 52.
(4) [For the Heb. cubit see Notes on the English translation ot Etekiel, pp. i79 f-
id's long culiit was probably = 21 in. or even 2\i\. An ordinary cubit con-
tained 30 digits, that is, ins/a in. (or 495 mm), According to Ex. 25,23 the
Table of the Showbrcad was l '/> cubits high. This is the normal height of a 5
table (about 30 in. or 75 cm). - P. H.]
(6) ilt + i»K after o'jpen. The grammadi al construction of this verse is very obscure.
The simplest emendation is to strike out "i»K, thus making the second unn the
principal verb, S Kai tok; iroXen; bilxjere toI? Aeueixai? omits the first 1PK, not
the second. The first "WH "i ilt, however, is correct; but for ill n«i at the 10
beginning of the verse it would be better to read ^pi mid in addition to &c. The
last clause of the verse, vp O'nsi DfJDIM urn nn'bp, is probably a gloss added
to explain the number 48 in the following verse. As on^y refers to the cities
the fern, suffix, jrrty, would be more correct {cf. above, p. 61, L 1 j . — P. II.]
(8) illi^nr, butjaibnr. Though wk, being a distributive, might be followed by a plur. 15
still the sing. suit", to IrVJn: and Viy and the sing. UV make bnv necessary here.
12 ill Din, but (8 diro toO d-fxiCTeuovTo; to auiu. The full phrase is found in w. 19.
21.24, &C, and is, of course, even more necessary on its first occurrence than
afterwards.
(|8) ill IK, but xtx DM, 93 idv bi; cf. VV. 16. 17- 20
(20) i8 'to ^2; but <B ttciv okeuoc; cf. v. 22. Evidently the full phrase is more ne-
cessary in the earlier verse than in the later.
(21) iH IK is supported by 95 rj, and as it is still part of the protasis introduced by CXI
in v. 20, it is better to keep it (cf. v. 23) and not change it into DK1 as in v. ]8.
(32) -HI B»b, which it is impossible to construe; 93 Xuxpa toO <puYeiv, showing that it 25
had the same reading as ill and took it to be inf. constr. Qal. But IDS cannot
possibly govern both Dub and 3U? 1? if both arc infinitives which the latter cer-
tainly is. DU might possibly be parsed as a pass. part. Qal. Still, for a verb like
DU such a participle could not be paralleled by Mic. 2,,S, nnnbe ^W,' because
3W can govern a direct accusative (cf. TVOB 31C and 1321P <|< 85 . 5;, but D1J can- 30
not take more than a cognate accusative (Lev. 26, 36) and therefore cannot have
a passive part. Qal. Hence we must read DjS for him who has /led. This
reading, moreover, gives a proper antecedent to the pronoun in ID^pD, which
would otherwise be wanting.
ill A 'ran, but 8 6 Upeuc. 6 ue-rac. (cf. w. 25.28). It might indeed be argued 35
that b~[in having been used before is unnecessary here. But as this whole
chapter is written in very li v, the insertion is fully justified on the
ground of legal precision. Note t. g. the constant repetition of nsl where a pro-
noun might have sufficed
(33) JH A O^tf- which is found in jmfiS; cf. v. 34. 4°
(34^ ill kdbd but «u,6{0j have plural; cf. DnK in next clause.
36 .1) ill A ]n:n -.ty^K "IB^l which is found in 053; cf. 27,2. The omission is obviously
due to the copyist's eye catching the wrong %isb.
(2) ill nwn n?S 'Jim. The Pual is unnatural especially when the Piel is used in 45
the immediately preceding clause. The error may be easily aci ounted for thus:
When the copyist had written the k ofJW, bis eye next caught the K of'SIK, and
accordingly he wrote the re 1 of that word, thus omitting nK altogether. One
of his successors (of course before the Masoretic points had been introduced)
construed 'JIK as nominative, and being desirous of guarding against the possi- 50
bility of a careless reader taking nw to be the accusative, inserted 2 before
• - •:- •
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